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1丁′s AN HONOR TH8NG
by Caleb Danilqが
軸航醍醐轟鰭軸鵡甜醍醐軸瑠躍肝の珊読聴鰐軸
鑑軸軸郎壷野競闘軸珊鮎拙翫胡乱絆輔弼翫葺
観光骨盤蟹誌の寛坤津鵡軸軸鵡軸舘脂拙鮭帝輔
弼粥馳醐轄牒粗描蝿輔舶鸞弛醜態再臨甘脱の親亜鋪勘龍
軸輯講軸航醍野塩粥憩醜毎亜鵬鵬藍
馨態
by q/nthia K BzJCCiJ互Kdtie励ch (CAS,09,
COM’09), and Natalie Jacobson MtCra(尭en
粥軸亜鶴鵡地軸馳抽錆甘購軸就珊蝿紳輔輔弼
観紳輔軸聴鑑賎癌壷即鵬鍋肌聴軸謹距離轟蹴欝
酢粥誹拙弼轟鮎軸輔弼軸帥鵡前説壷珊輔軸
揃粥観南極葎諦観弛漸抽轟離艦轟拍車艶麗憩甜
親臨醍醐態タ甜軸掛
欝盟
丁HE FIRS丁CIRCUIT「S F8RS丁WOMAN
by Art Jdh融e
珊籠輔踊甜誹班鵡紬軸抽斯触抽紐舗笥現凋鴨
範鵜苫曙の馳誼甑の雅地頭輔弼官能弼壷甘鰐の睨軸観
A晒舗龍雄誼軸珊瑚翫醜貌輔鴛地籍鮎馳闇馳珊龍配馳
醍醐輔弼耳聡馳輔醜油壷瑚鞘蝿隼
艶鱗
丁HE P」AYJs THE TH音NG
by Jessica Ullian
抽弼轄髄鞘醜蹄鱒純音購噌軸醗珪贈轟珊輔弼臨
場鞘畔地の距離珊班軸講珊関軸通航宜脂輯正郎一馬講
糀鴨髄鞘拒鮮醍醐軸鵡雅醇の轟輔鵡紬甜蝿馳
班龍軸馳態艶馴捕珊瑚輔弼宙潮轟蕊岬軸軸隙
L量NK
躍晩雄medta additi。JIS t。
arttcles誼か缶s isszle.
申克teraCt With B眺experts
aJZdj封low cIIzJJ7mi
It’s an Honor Thing
Three Posse scholars talk
about their hopes, dreams,
and challenges.闘
WWW. b 【1. ed乙/bosto証γ/拐沈
Act 2
Todd Neufeld (LAWOO)
Chucked it a11 - Well, he
Chucked patent law - tO
follow a lifelong interest in
balloon sculpture. Watch
him in action.躍
WWl研b α. edと/bosto肩少佐融
The Play’s the Thing
Play-making lS a
COllaborative art, aS
Playwright Joyce Van Dyke
(GRS’96) has leamed from
experience. Whtch a slide
Show ofrehearsals for her
latest play,卯ze Oil押ziqf闘
博W肌bα. ed均伯ostoniγ偏見
Stranger Than Fiction
Quidditchクbom in the pages
OfHtzrry Potter, is now the
Club sport dujour on co11ege
CamPuSeS. We follow the BU
Squad to the Intercollegiate
Quidditch World Cup. RE
WW肌b 11. ed均の0$tOn i(yli融
Sargent Choice Cooking
Watch and learn as BU
executive chef VValter
Dunphy prepares a winter
feast of pan-Seared chicken
With sage and apples, and
download the recipe to make
it yourself.闘
WWW. b ~1. edz'伯os ton iay′li融
αThis meal is
easy, but it
SeemS COmplex
When you deIiver
it to your family.
They’ll think
you’re a pro.’’
WALTER DUNPHY
忠勤臨常闇藍避Ⅹ理詰醍曹畠
What Ai量s America?
Andrew Bacevich, BU’s
iconoclastic military and
forelgn POlicy expert, has
thoughts on the subject.
Send him your questions
about America’s
OVerSeaS
Challenges and
what he thinks
the Obama
administration should
tackle first.醍
ww肌b u. ed乙y匂os to証q/li融
Have the Terrible
Twos Become the
Frightfu案Fours? Michelle
Nicholasen (COM’88)
had five kids in four years
and lived to write a book
about it. Ask her how to
handle your toddler’s most
perplexing behaviors.蘭
WWW. b l!. edz(/伯ostoJl tq/li擁
鰐の醐謡鰹の闘謂鱒露盤艶轡醒
4　当sAW AしO丁OF SM音しES TODAY′′
On a茄storic election J可y柾StZ/dents come foge碗eJ:
6　THE賀CEMAN S丁AYETH
Jce hoc友ey head coach J加互PaJ*er GMG’68, HoN:9Z)
tal短aboz/t掘rty諸ve years oJ江he beJ2Ch・
7　sARGEN丁CHO音C要⊂OOKING
B U execz( til/e Chef下柵Iter Dz Jlphy pr雀,areS pan-Seared
Chicken w融呼ples and sage.
9　HOW A GしOW音NG 」EししYFISH EARNED A NOBEしNOD
MED七捌imomzlra Wins Nobel PrZze fJI Chemist砂
lO cLASSROOIVl: POE丁RY 「○○ REVIS音丁ED
Uncovering fhe ge扉z/S CrJld crrtist7y QfBob均′la硫Iyrics・
11 THE DREAMS THA丁PしAYS ARE MADE ON
A C月4prq脅ssor scb′S fhere七good fheater fJI dreams・
13　ROCKING AROUND CO州M AV管
Newfdees aJld new so硯ds Qfthe BUmz‘Sic scene・
14　s丁RANGER THAN FIC丁看ON
BU tahes apage刀.om the Harry Potter serie討Yelding轟
君購t OLI idditc柾eam.
15　THE HARD管ST HI丁
Pro crt九letes c!re donatiJlg枕etr brains fo B叩r c! Stαdy Qf
the Jasting q解cts Qfconcz(SSions.
態※野誌の醍鱒認諾の擬態
16　DANGER IN NUMBERS
A JZeW diagJZOStic tool柵ry Stem pandemics助産e雀)Zng the
Sicたozlt qfthe hoやita手
18　HAMしE丁OF ARABIA
f涜aheやeare5 melaJIChob′ DaJ2e becomes czpoteJ2tpOlitical
糾mbol.
19　A HAPP漢ER PREGNAN⊂Y FOR D各PRESSED WOIVIEN
Payc茄atric medtcatioJZS fahen drring pregJZaney Crre Jess
ris句′ tha可読red
醇醒罷籍醗躍鑑曹饗曹罷額
42　FREEDOM iSN′丁FR駈
AJldrew Bacel/ich e準)lores fhe cost QfAmericds desire
to have ft all.
44　EDITING Eし1O丁
αristapher Ric短relishes the so硯d QfZhe words as mzJCh
as fheir meanmg.
醸露鞘醒醗艶麗罷擬曹箆
3　音容丁丁各RS
46　AしUIVINI BOOKS
Rock biogrcIpher S壇)hen Dal/is (CAS’7Q) chroJZicles fhe
J-ise and.畑II QfGzIJIS N’j30SeS・
51 AしUMNI NO丁ES
72　FIRST PERSON: K音D TES丁ED
A mo#zer Q#veftnds her J搾号s Hze stz折Qfrealizy TV
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MaJry peaple dream Qfemba塙ng
OJI Cr SeCOnd careeちJeaving their
jobs tojbllow theirpassioJZ Or Jive
OZ克Zfzeir valzJeS. HzeseJtl,e alzlmS
dreamed - and did -jしISt軌a乙
See sto7y OJ叩age 26.
一書国書漢国電S
丁HE COSTS OF PTSD
“wHEN MOMMY COMES Marching
Home’’(Fal1 2008) was an excellent
discussion ofthe issues surrounding
PTSD among women and a nice
tribute to the work that Patty Resick
has been championlng for years.
I was gratified to see the statistic
that PTSD may a鮮ect as many as
300,000 veterans ofthe current wars.
I believe you drew this statistic from
a recent RAND study, for which I
WaS the prlmary author and study
diI.eCtOr. That宜gure referred to the
total number that were affected by
either PTSD or depression at the time
Ofthe study. In our work, We found
that rates ofdepression were similar
to the rates of PTSD, yet depression
is rarely discussed as a mental health
COnSequenCe Ofwar.
Our study also estimated that if
left untreated or undertreated, the
two-year COSt tO SOCiety associated
with these conditions is $6.2 billion.
Ensurlng that more clinicians use the
type oftherapy discussed by Dr. Resick
has the potential to Iower this figure by
$2 billion injust two years.
TERRI (BAXTER) TANIELIAN (CAS’9O)
Bethesdq unryland
M音NIS丁ERS REACT
AS AN EPISCOPAL Priestservmga
Suburban Boston parish, I was glad
to see my co11eague, the Rev. Kathy
McAdams, featured along with several
Other clergy whose congregations
are partners in the STH Sustainlng
Urban Pastoral Exce11ence (SUPE)
PrQject (“City of God,” Fal1 20O8).
Other clergy featured were identi-
fied by denominational a触Iiation,
e.g., Methodist, uC.C., yet the Rev.
McAdams, eXeCutive director of
Ecclesia Ministries, WaS nOt identi宜ed
as an Episcopal priest. Bosto肩a
readers should be aware ofthe historic,
OngOlng COnneCtion that Episcopal
parishes, Clergy, and laypeople share
with Ecclesia Ministries.
In describing the congregation of
the church on Boston Common, the
article used the words “the homeless,
囲懸
北　岩　　国震感電顕
the addicted, the mentally ill.’’It is
SenSitive, COurteOuS, and correct
to speak ofindividuals as people宜rst,
e.g., those who “are homeless’’or
弥have addictions,, or αhave mental
illness;’rather than to define indi-
Viduals by their life circumstance
or condition.
JUDITH FREEMAN CLARK (STH’99)
Ⅵfestwood unssach zJSettS
THE AUTHO  MAKES mentionofthe
“Methodist Church.” With respect,
there is no such animal. There are
Methodist denominations, SuCh as
the United Methodist Church and the
African Methodist Episcopal Church,
but there is no monolithic Methodist
Church, although we are all a part of
the Wesleyan tradition sparked by
John Wesley.
Though Wesley would likely agree
that it s part ofthe mission ofour
tradition to provide seekers with con-
nections to God and “God’s peace and
justice in the world,” Rev. Ti鮮any
St inwert (STH’01) and her followers’
react on to her church’s stance calling
homosexuality what it is, “incompat-
ble with Christian teaching;’seems
to miss the point: that the “normaliza-
tion’’ f homosexuality should have no
place in the church. In love, PeaCe, and
reconciliation, the church should min-
ister to those in need. Rev Steinwert
Ought to be commended for minister-
mg tO those who feel disenfranchised
or excluded from the Christian church,
but to purportthat sin is OK, I cannot
ag ee with.
GORDON GLENN (STH’97)
K寄nsas Ci劫K寄nsas
ON THE HOT SEA丁
I WAS THE reshman coxswain in
1953 and 1954 under coach Jim
Nesworthy, With Kim Bassett as my
stroke (``CommonWealth;’Fal1 2008).
In those days we worked out ofthe
``garage’’across the river from our
beautiful new boathouse. (Oldtimers
wil  remember it as the MIT boat-
hou e.) The article touched on the
days when the coxy used a megaphone
Strapped to our head, and no stroke
eters, just two blocks ofwood in our
hands to steer. Ifwe wanted to up the
StrOke count, We WOuld pound on the
Sides ofthe boat andyell to up the
StrOke count, and the stroke would set
the pa .
And girls in the coxyseatinthe
men’s boat? Who knew? Keep up the
good work, Bianca.
SHELDON B. SEGERMAN (SMG’57)
Iなrmo zlfh Po巧Massach z(SettS
醐酬甘藍骨の蝿S
Letters are edited for clarity and length. Please include your full name and address.
WRITE TO BostoJtiq lO Lenox St., Brookline, MA O2446
E-MAIL LETTERS TO bostonia@bu.edu
SUBM工T ON THE WEB, AND READ MORE LETTERS, AT WWWbu.edu/bostonia/letters
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I.音Saw a Lot of Smiles Tbday’’
の聴抽轟の講師臨地珊轟輔弼軸髄鞘軸甜駈糖駄酒彊脚部
ELECTION NIGHT BROUGHT Studentsout
en masse to the George Sherman Union to
WatCh the results and celebrate their part in
a moment ofhistory. BU’s Howard Thurman
Center, the campus’s cultural gathering spot,
hosted a festive election-night party. “I saw
a lot of smiles today,’’says Raul Femandez
(COM’oo), aSSistant director ofthe cen-
ter. ``People were JumPlng uP and down,
SCreammg, tearS eVeryWhere - yOu name it;’
he says.
“The racial and ethnic diversitywe saw
WaS amaZmg;’Femandez continues. “We
had blackクWhite, Asian, and Latino students
WatChing together, Cheering togetheI., and
believing together.’’
And the day after the election, the sense
of momentousness hadn,t faded. Elizabeth
Mehren, a College of Communication
professor ofjoumalism and a former
national corre pondent with the Los Angeles
TZm $ had two classes to teach that day, and
fo  both, “I th ew away my syllabus, because
this is just such  moment ofhistory,’’she
SayS・
“We studied the victory and the conces-
Sion speeches;’Mehren says. “The students
talked about the inclusiveness of Obama’s
SPeeCh, that he wrapped in so many di任er-
nt sectio s ofAmerica, including the
disabled. There was a lot of discussion of
the crowd, that it was so diverse, that that
level ofdiversity is the new normal. They
talked ab ut his u e oflanguage, the way he
voked Lincoln.
“On McCain’s speech;’she recalls, “they
Said ifhe ad talked like that throughout the
Campalgnクhe would be president. I covered
the 2000 election. I was on the Straight Talk
Express. That was the John McCain I knew.’’
????????」????????????
Boa「d of巾ustees
Appoints Stephen
Ka「p (CAS′63)
艶謙錨地鴨鍋珪贈軸龍
鮎腿珊過錨籠珊覿特配競誼電講鵡憩粥
揺擢脂睨忍蹴鞠騰瀧糟珊瑚軸
STEPHEN R. KARP, Whoheadsone
Ofthe premier real estate companies
in the Northeast, WaS apPOinted
to the Boston University Board of
Trustees at a board meeting earlier
this semester.
Karp (CAS’63) is the founder and
Chair of New England Development,
a宜rm ranked second on the 2OO6
Boston Bこ(Siness Jbz/rnal list of the
area’s largest commercial developers.
“Stephen Karp IS an OutStanding
and welcome addition to the
board;’says Robert A. Knox
(CAS’74, GSM’75), Chair ofthe
Board ofTrustees. “His vision,
business acumen, and management
experience are highly valued
attributes that will considerably
Strengthen our govemance
CaPabilities, Particularly as the
University executes its strategic plan
and must decide which investments
Will deliver the most significant
impact to improve its overall
Standing in the years to come.’’
Karp developed one ofthe first
encIosed malls in the Northeast,
Which opened in 1972, and founded
New England Development in 1978.
The company’s current development
POrtfolio includes CambridgeSide
Galleria and Pier 4, a Planned mixed-
use prQject on the South Boston
waterfront.
Karp lS PaSt Chair and a current
member of the International Council
OfShopplng Centers board of
trustees and a member ofthe Greater
Boston Real Estate Board and the
Urban Land Institute.
He is also chair ofthe board
Of trustees of Children’s Hospital
Boston, a truStee and past chair
OfChildren’s Hospital Trust, an
OVerSeer for Newton-Wellesley
Hospital, and a trustee ofUnion
College and the Belmont Hi11 School.
」ESSICAUしし1AN
軸駒鳥縞弼賦輔弼の舗嘗鰐輔
弼醐舘の輔篤醐鵬離艦罵⑱弼曹
1 id Modei UN in high
SChool, and somehow
音cons antly ended up
with Afr can countries。
! sta「ted taking Arabic
at BU, and thatgot me
inte「ested in the northern
SPhere。 1′ve been inter“
ested in the environment
forever鵜my dad was a
Boy Sc t, and we went
CamP漢ng and hiking al漢
the time。
睡耀登縛駈雛鵠掘進翫捕縄離艦
1 went on BU′s Nige細
Program in fa○○ 2007 and
then last sprlng音went
to an English“speaking
university in MoI.oCCO
Ca○○ed AI Akhawayn。 A
lot of the students were
Chi音dren of Moroc⊂an
pr!n⊂eS and ministers。 At
the cho○○, 1 was deaiing
With peop看e who had a Iot
Of money, Who were a bit
mor  narrow“minded′ and
then on the weekends I
WaS gOlng Out and seelng
the real Mo「oc⊂O,
塊珊卵の駕割饉醜艶の弼憩軸雛
汐の馳輔鶉管
1 miss eating ,仏frican
Style。′′ Family and friends
gather around one big
p!at  of food that every“
One eatS from and shares。
丁he d田erent table setup
means leamlng a Whole
new mealtime etiquette:
eve=.eaCh across the
ish, don′t看i⊂k your
fingers′ break up large
Vegetab鵜es for eve「yone
to share, etC。 Meais a「e a
time for eve「yone to come
togethe叶and the physical
ProXimity of it makes you
feel that much c○○ser to
your friends。
謹臨艶嫡勤の明輔の隷鰭蝿議軸鯛就
繭繭疇灘輔⑱講㊨ぼ鮎荘塵載
綿漸㊨鞘遠軽謹醍醐鋪藍
営worked at the national
museum while l was in Ni“
gery a d when l went back
last summer to work at a
CroP reSeal.⊂h institute。
a lot ofthe friends l had
made wanted help selling
tape tries and jeweiry
they had made。丁here′s
a war golng On, SO What
little tourism they had is
now nonexistent。 So when
音got ba⊂k to the States′営
had people ove+ Cooked′
nd tried to sel音things。
1tl  the most lifair trade○○
you十  going to get:
St「aight from the artisan
o America and ba⊂k。
酸の艶の搬臨髄鞘の勝
一work at Agganis Arena
asan ushe+and i′m
interning at the Ameri"
Can IsIamic Congress。 I
Write for their news音etter,
C崩l慮直航s血書he Mid初e
さa 書Rep rt′ trying to get
activists from around the
World to work together。
忠鮮臨鵜汐の靴緒vの輔の
朝議患㊧縞諺の雛醐譜
丁he Minot Rose Garden
in Br○○k音ine。 it「s this tiny
park with a playground,
and the「e′s a rea○○y ni⊂e
rose ga「den。 1t’s quiet′
but at the same time
you’re a b!ock away from
th  city。
KAT看E KOCH (CAS’09, COM’O9)
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丁he音ceman Stayeth i巾ikingwith 」ack Parker
抽篤韮陛雛遮粥配線悪鴇粥珊弧鋪誼馳親緒迫銭卸据膳
躍駈捕縛配翫鰭軸龍野鴫親輔読聴ぼ矯正弼離
艦観離輔輯憩聴許轟鮮講鮮暁闇賦粥鮮継胱醒雪
線軸闇踊輔観輔弼揺翻鴨踊馳鵬艶軸軸憩瀧駈
馳珊結輔弼鱒菰輔弼鞘謹粥細野艶輔弼曝識珊菰
鎧壷輔弼壇鵜野擢観軸軸軋粥牒雛畳縛弼輔弼織部醒電
撃醜弼醜聞瀧軸輔弼覇露訓辞輔軸臨諷輔
弼悪拙抽暁の睨艦載醜貌珊野馳萱鴨鵡紅潤集瑠憩輔謙親善
睨野の睨簿の軸甜紙輔弼虻融鵠粥の課希翫畳蝿蔀
軸離籍輔騰雛繭艶乱馳誹醐読聴観麗鱒轟馳
鞄蕗醗鰹粥鵠彊撼夕輔の轟弼拒畦購輔弼葺瀬端
抽独酵電班輔馳軸翫観弼醜鵬の睨輯講純繭
馬鰐轡聴鵡踊馴軸獄捕離籍簿純轡㊧聴礪曹
The University has changed drastically. The campus has
Changed; the perception of the University academically
has changed. You can’t give enough kudos to John Silber
for that. I’ll never forget - We hadjust won the national
ChampIOnShip in 1971-72, and John came to his宜rst hockey
banquet. He got up and said his goalwas to make the Uni-
VerSity worthy of the hockey team. He certainly did that.
The admissions process has made it more di縦cult to get
hockey players in here, Or any athlete in here, because it’s a
tougher school to get into now But we also have the ability
to compete against Ivy League schooIs. Back in the 197Os,
ifkids were choosmg between BU and Harvard, Or BU and
Dartmouth, We WOuldn’t get them. Nowwe’re surprised if
We don’t get them.
’’Myjob is not
to motivate
these guys,’“
SayS 」ack Parke「,
?otivation
comes from
within,′′
馬鮮離艦溺　鎧渦腫純の朝糊嵐離誰豊沼
The type ofindividual we get on this campus, and the type of
individual we get to play on our hockey team, is completely
different than it was in the seventies. Some ofthat is good,
SOme Ofit is not so good. The word thatjumps out at me is self-
Centeredness. It’s such a problem to overcome in our society.
Our success in putting guys in the NHL has been good and
bad forus. The bad part is that most ofourguys come here
thinking theywant to be NHL players. I tell this to every
Smgle recruit: I would bet the mortgage on my house that
you don’t make your living playmg PrO hockey I te11 that kid,
I win thatbet 95 percent ofthe time.
馬鮮隔離観の鱒霊能純醍畦の霊繭輔怨溺軸輔程　の組の潮弛蝿鯛鵡鮒罵繭の轟
繭鯛彊郎舗弼曹
Myjob is not to motivate these guys. Myjob is to have
knowledge enough about my sport to teach them skills and
eam play Motivation, in my mind, COmeS缶om within. It’s
myjob to put my players in an enthusiastic environment, SO
t ey can motivate th mselves.
I took a more in-yOur-face, my-Way-Or-the-highway
appro ch during the early part ofmy career; nOW it’s a more
psychoIogical approach. And ofcourse the宜nal convincer is
ice tim . You don’t do it, yOu WOn’t play.
粥隔離鶴野の醜鵬睡鵡鵡潮摘㊥朝野の韻醇鋼の紬醒鵬前輪
I playtemis, I sail. I’m also a movie buff. And I read a lot of
istory. IfI’mjacked up after a game, the best thing to do is
Open abook.
轍鵬程寄掛㊧斬⑱購醗⑱鵬縄艶㊥轄
I always say that the lowest point in my coaching career
WaS Travis Roy’s injury. [In 1995, Roy (COM’00) suffered
a paralyzing injury in his宜rst BU hockey game.] The thing
I’m proudest ofis the way my university and the hockey
COmmunity rallied around Travis. It was such a devastat-
mg time for him and his family, and for our hockey family.
The way the University got Travis back on campus and made
it viable for him to complete his education - I was extreme-
1y proud. And the amount offundraising that was done, by
people like Bobby Orr and Mike Eruzione (SED’77), tO
make sure he’d be comfortable in his life, and ultimately to
allow him to start his own foundation and help others …
the University helped a traglC Situation get a little better.
鞘輔弼鵡醜窟弾糖騰離別鶴亀の臨画墓抽弼銅轄
Having the rink built was really something IAgganis Arena’s
Jack Parker Rink, named in 2OO5]. And then to have the
University name it after me - that’s obviously something
I’ll never forget. It’s the kind ofthing that usually doesn’t
happen to people until they’re dead. I have a twin brother,
and he used tojoke that he’d gladly support the new rink ifit
were called the Jack Parker脆morialRink. BARI WAしSH
????????」??
闇W話膿電報冒RA
Watch a
Video of BU′s
executive chef
Walter Dunphy
PreParlng Pan"
seared chicken
With sage and
apples, and
download
the recIPe at
WWW,bu,edu/
bostonia,
MOVE OVER, IRON CHEFS.BUhas
its own culinary king: eXeCutive chef
VAlter Dunphy, Who is appearmg
before the cameras to prepare a
healthful and scrumptious midwinter
meal for Bostonia,s online audience.
Dunphy makes a meal whose recIPe
he created especially for alumni, One
that features the traditional皿avors
Of a New England winter: Pan-Seared
Chicken with sage and apples over a
Warm Wild rice, buttemut squash, and
Sun-dried fruit salad, aCCOmPanied by
saut6ed haricots verts.
The recipe fo1lows guidelines
established by BU’s Sargent Choice
PrOgram, a three-year-Old nutritional
and culinary collaboration between the
dietitians at Sargent College and the
Chefs at BU’s Dining Services. Using
Whole grains, fruits and vegetables,
low-fat dairy products, lean proteins,
and heart-healthy oils, Sargent’s
nutritionists create healthy
and delicious (that’s insisted
upon) recipes for baked goods,
Sandwiches, PIZZaS, SOupS, and
even desserts. Then Dining
Services prepares them for sale in
retail outlets and at dining halls
across campus, Where they’ve
become a familiar and healthy
alternative to cheese fries or
mystery Chinese.
“The great thing about this
meal is that it’s relatively easy
to put together, but it seems
COmplex when you deliver it
to your family," Dunphy says.
“They’ll think you’re kind of a pro.
And it’s also very healthy”
Dunphy, a Cheffor more than
twenty years, OVerSeeS SeVeral
hundred culinary empIoyees,
SuPervises a catering sta鮮that
runs more than 4,000 events
annually, and heads all campus-
Wide culinary initiatives. He
has prepared meals for many
dignitaries and celebrities,
including President George W
Bush, POet and author Maya
Angelou, former First Lady
Barbara Bush (HoN.’89), Prince
EI Hassan Bin Talal ofJordan, and
Oprah Winfrey. BW
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Spr看ng田ng
覗粥葺髄鞘醒騰態壷軸踊韮醜貌噌鵠騰温
醒WEBEⅩ冒RA
Watch a video of
ltss Waresmith
(SMG’09) at
diving p「a⊂tice at
the Fitness and
Recreation Center
at www,bu,edu/
bostonia,
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TESS WARESMITH’s cHILDHOOD dream
WaS tO become an OlympIC gymnaSt. But when
lIHuries took a toll, her mother, an altemate on
the 1968 US. Olympic diving team, enCOuraged
her daughter to pursue her old sport.
`At first, I didn’t like it,’’says WaI.eSmith
(SMG’o9). “But I had some success early on,
and then I fell in love.’’
In the middle ofa stellar season with
the women’s swimmlng and diving team,
Wなresmith has already been named 2OO8
America East Diver ofthe Year.
She also earned America East Diver of
the VIfeek ho ors earlier this season.
Last year Waresmith was the first
Boston University diver since 1982 to
q alify for the NCAA diving champion-
Ship, and she’s Iooking to replay that thrill
this year when the toumament starts
in March.　　　　　　　　　ROBIN BERGHAUS
????????????
How G菓ow8ng
」e音1yfish Ea「ned a
Nobe8 Nod
鰯鞘艶麗慧輔弼の輔離職粥壷鵜
璧轟地軸群議購読篭軸駅前祀野
IT TOOK MORE thanthirtyyears
for Osamu Shimomura to realize
that his research onjelly宜sh would
revolutionize cell bioIogy, and
another fourteen for the Nobel Prize
COmmittee to recognize that same
thing. After leammg that his discovery
Of luminescent proteins in jellyfish
had won this year’s Nobel Prize in
Chemistry, he told reporters what he
had leamed from the experience.
“If you宜nd an interesting subjectク
go study it;’he says. ``Don’t stop. There
is di触culty in any research - don’t give
up until you overcome that.’’
Shimomura, a SchooI ofMedicine
adjunct professor of physioIogy
and a senior scientist emeritus at
the Marine BioIogical Laboratory
in Woods Hole, Massachusetts, WaS
One Ofthree winners ofthis year’s
Chemistry prlZe. The other winners
Were Martin Chal宜e of Columbia
University and Roger Y Tsien ofthe
University of Califomia, San Diego,
both recognized for pIOneenng Cellular
research techniques that use the
PrOteins Shimomura identified. The
three are sharing the $1.4 million prize,
Which is awarded by the Royal Swedish
Academy of Sciences.
Shimomura is credited with
discoverlng green fluorescent
protein, Or GFP which he
Observed in 1962 in the
j e11yfish Aeqz/OJ.ea l,ictoria,
found o鮮the west coast
of North America. James
Head, a MED professor of
physioIogy and biophysics,
recalls Shimomura,s stories
Of collecting the jellyfish in
early days, he would purify the protein
directly from the jellyfish, getting small
amounts of protein from bucketfuls.”
But although Shimomura pursued
his stud es of GFP for years, he says
at he didn’t realize the potential
applications of his work unti1 1994,
When Chalfie’s research emerged. In an
O ganism, GFP can be fused to proteins
VAshington state.
“He and his wife used to spend
SummerS at Friday Harbor and catch
bucket after bucket ofjellyfish;’
SayS Head, Who collaborated with
Shimomura on research into the
behaviors and uses of aequorin,
another fluorescent protein. “In those
Of interest to scientists,
with minor effects on
the organism’s behavior.
Researchers can then
observe the locations and
movements of the studied
PrOteins by monitoring
the GFP which remains
fluore scent.
The Royal Swedish
Academy of Sciences, in announcmg
the prlZe, C lled the protein “one
Ofthe most important tooIs used in
COntemPOrary bioscience. With the aid
Of GFP researchers have developed
W yS tO WatCh processes that were
PreViously invisible, SuCh as the
developm nt fnerve cells in the brain
Or how cancer cells spread.’’
“These discoveries were seminal
and decade  ahead oftheir time;’
SayS Gary Borisy, director and chief
ex cutive o飾,Cer Of the Marine
BioIog cal Lal)OratOry. “They really
hav  ush red in a revolution in ce11
biology’’
Since then, neWer teChniques have
emerged, SuCh as Tsien’s research
into GFP mutations that create
且uorescence in various coIors, Which
allow researchers to track different
C llular processes in one organism.
Shimomura, Who eamed a Ph.D.
in organic chemistry at Nagoya
University in 1960 and began studying
bioluminescence there before commg
to America andjoinmg a reSearCh team
at Princeton University, SayS he never
expected his work to change the world
Of cell bioIogy
“My subject wasjust discovery ofa
PrOduct;’he says. “I’m surprised. And
I’m happy.’’」U
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C案assr○○血Poetry lOI Revisited
軒端輔弼輔弼宜艦齢轟鵬
捕乱輔繭輔弼の脂租沌輔弼潮轟講師料弼
KEVIN BARENTS CLEARS
his throat and reads from
the ninth stanza ofBob
Dylan’s “Idiot Wind,” off
the 1975 album Blood on拐e
2ナaC応. “Idiot wind, blowlng
like a circle around my
Skull.’’Barents pauses and
leans back in his chair.
`“Idiot wind; I claim, is a
SeParate line, SO ifyou look
at it this way, this is perfect
iambic pentameter, and it’s
got trochaic substitutions
in the宜rst three feet, Which
means instead of unstressed
StreSSed, it’s stressed un-
StreSSed;’the College ofArts
& Sciences lecturer says.
“Having those trochees in
the beginnlng CreateS a mOre
forceful approach to the
line, almost like the gale it’s
describing.’’
It’s this sort oftreatment
Of Dylan’s catalog that Bar-
10　BOSTONIA Wmter 2008-2009
ents encourages in his
fre hman writing seminar
Bob Dylan’s Lyrics. Bar-
ents,s idea is to teach un-
derclassmen the mechan-
ics and artistry ofgood
POetry and writing (not
to mention rock
I live like apoet, I’ll die
like a poet.’Then later
he’ll say, `I’m a song-and-
dance man. Itクs about the
music, nOt the words.’’’
Lee Feiner (COM’12)
flips open the course’s
main textbook, Bob
均′la乱砂rics, 」962-200L
StOPS On the 1962 song
“Rambling, Gambling
Willie,’’and recites a
few lines. αIt,s so well
thought out;’he says.
“He shows poetic instinct
that you’re not going to
宜nd in a lot ofpoetry,
that you just can’t teach.
To deny him the title of
POet isjust not fair.’’
Feiner says that when
he sawin the course
description that they
WOuld dissect Dylan’s
lyrics through the
seminal Blood on fhe
27.ac短, he jumped at the
chance. “Because ofthe
Way POetry WaS PreSented
to me inhigh school, I have
never been in love with itク’’
he says. ``I宜gured there is no
bett r w y to enJOy POetry
and writing than through
an artist I’ve grown up lis-
tening to.’’
The course also uses
Zかla琉丁癌ions QfSれby
that Dylan - Who recently
re eased his fourteenth
COmPilation album,蹄ll
T擁e Sdyns: Boo tley Sとries
T句l. 8, adding to thirty-tWO
studio albums and thirteen
live releases - has plenty to
teach asplrmg Writers and
critics. αThe words of the
lyrics are very, Very gOOd,”
he says, “and it would be
good for students to think
about the ways m Which an
arti t comes up with words
that are at once surprlSlng
and jus .”
In the same stanza of
“Idiot Wind;’Barents notes,
the ate poet Allen Ginsberg
OnCe Smgled out Dylan’s
r ymmg Of “skull’’and
“capitol’’for special
prais . “Not only does it
SOund good, but there’s a
correlation between those
two t ings,’’Barents says.
“It’s suggestive in terms of
govemment and brains, the
Shapes ofthe building and
the skull, the whiteness.
Good rhymes force us to pay
att ntion to the connection
between words.’’
In the end, Barents wants
to hear his literary charges
discuss not only imagery and
metaphor in Dylan songs,
but poetic elements such
criticism) by marrying　擬態態鰭鱗鰭頴擬態轢轢醜態轡擬態醸蹴擬態艶麗撥鱗轡鸞醗騰鱒轡
the curriculum to one　鶏蘭藤懸擬鰭鱒醗欝鸞躁鬱蘭醗蟻欝醗耀麒麟擬態輔欝擬態灘擬態騒躁
Of s ngwriting’s most
engagmg and prolific
Pr Ctitioners. His students
S art the semester discussmg
th  de宜n tions of poetry and
SOng and debating whether
Dylan’s words, isolated from
th  music, are WOrthy of
COmP rison to some ofthe
best poetry in the English
language.
`As usual, Dylan himself
is ofno help in answerlng
this,’’Barents says. `At one
moment, he says it’s all
about the words: `I’m a poet.
terary critic Christopher
Ricks, BU’  William M. and
Sara B. VArren Professor
of the Humanities. Barents
describes the book as “a
5OO-page eXPlication of
Dylan’s songs that treats
them everybit as seriously
as an explication ofMilton
Or Blake.’’In fact, it was
the elevation of Dylan’s
cad mic credibility by
Ricks that prompted Barents
to propose the course in
the first place. Ricks agrees
as synecdoche, SyneSthesia,
and metonymy, and how
each contributes to the
whole. αI,m not sure how
many of my students will
be pursumg POetry in the
fu ure,’’Barents says. “But
a lot fthem will be taking
literature courses here at
BU, nd I hope this will
make them more prepared
and more articulate when
th y get to Tennyson or
Byron and people like that.’’
CALEB DANiLOFF
ILLUSTRATION BY THORINA ROSE
丁he D「eams That P看ays A「e Made On
軸棚減翻曙粥鵡醸軸鵡軽蝿珊鵡勘搬軸珊弛鞘暗
躍輔輔軸距Å駆動珊翻壷賎珊轡の岳臨謳灘甜軸齢鞘甜艶軸霊馳轡
珊聴講軸鷲鵡批難耀鰯露揮輔弼漸轟載鰭鶴∴宜措醜態漸謝轟灘彊親甜舗
鵡摘購鯉癌腫馳導純野馳弛珊∴艶離脱鞘蛙覇載輔弼欄南部時
繭轍彊弼甜蘭観繭輔弼糀龍胤鮎鵬砥離艦時弼醜馳鶏
蕪粥甚贈珊艶鵬程旺贈醒野蕪掴睡摘野馳覗璃親臨親臨誼癌腫軸鮮
親鵡酢轟遭軸豊嶋醒錨畢髄鞘踊観珊馳軸窪地諷糟親珊野馳蹴観醒
鑓軸擢鮎軒軸親臨鞘㈱漸輯軸喜郎醜聞甜蟻髄鞘鵬軸競
輔弼紳輔揮弛豊艶轟翻連軸馳鱒輔弼配賦輔亜聴講時輔弼輔窯馳鰹
軸韻弼轟軸の纏綿悪㊥
``She discovered that she felt cIose to
Mia Farrowbecause she, tOO, had been
betrayed in her own life. She didn’t
know the dream was about betrayal
until their eyes met.’’
Dreams, it tums out, make great
drama. That,s one ofthe drivers of
Lipsky’s Iongtime interest in the
PSyChoIogical process of dream work,
an interest that has now resulted in
a bookタDream?JZg 7bgetheJ∵ Explore
】わzJrDreamsみ′Acting T7zem Ozlf. In
it, he blurs the line between dreamer
and playwright, argumg that each of
us stars - ifonly at night - in dramas
WOrthy of Shakespeare, Or at least a
Stage in your own living room.
‘曾eople think of dream work in
terms of Freud and Jung;’Lipsky
SayS, “and there is a big tradition
there, Ofcourse. But my experience is
In a scene from柵e WfldPlace (top
Photo), Written by CFA theater
PrOfessor Jon Lipsky and actress
Susan Thompson, Lianne Becker
(CFA?1O) plays a woman who dreams
She sees her pregnant mother on an
airport tarmac. Helping to enact the
dream are Collin Meath (CFA?1O)
(left), and Chris Bannow (CFA?O9).
Above, the cast of Hze下沼IdPlace.
that the value of dreams
is not in analyzing them.
The value ofdreams is in
reexperiencmg them. It’s
not figurmg Out What they
mean so much as reentering
the dream space and feeling
the resonance ofthe dream
images to your rea1 1ife.’’
In psychoIogical dream
groups, Lipsky says, PeOPle
reexperience dreams
by talking about them.
`Another way ofdoing it is
actually putting yours elf
inthe dream space. By
doing theater, yOu Can
reexperience your dream
in 3-D. Ifyou have other
PeOPle playmg Characters,
you can confront or encounter the
dream宜gures you’ve seen in the night
- yOu Can tOuCh them and speak
to them.,’
It’s a technique he’s used with
CFA students for more than twenty
years, Wrappmg uP his freshman
theater classes each semester by
having students enact their dreams in
Performance. And it is driving another
theater project, SOmething he’s calling
the Dream Cafe, Which he hopes will
be an ongomg Series ofperformances
based on dreams. The first ofthese
Cafes happened last November at the
Central Square Theater in Cambridgeタ
Massachusetts. A group of CFA act-
mg Students performed The T析Id
Place, a Play that Lipsky wrote with
actress Susan Thompson, based
On dreams she had while nursmg
her first child and pregnant with
her second.
They were appropriately fertile,
With lots ofmother imagery and scary
medical settings that translated into
COmPelling drama. But for Lipsky,
who won a Boston Theater Critics
Association Elliot Norton Award
in 2OO7, all dreams hold emotional
Slgnificance, eVen the most seemmgly
banal. “You feel the full range ofyour
emotiona1 1ife telling dreams. In real
life, yOu may have a宜ght with your
boss, butyou don’t stab him in the
back. You may fantasize about a woman
On the elevatoI., but you don’t unbutton
her blouse. And in dreams, yOu do.’’BW
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Go Backto Schoo獲臆OnYbu「iPod
距輯鰯拙翫轟離態輔弼艦齢議高麗の簿凋珊翫昔購鵬軸憲唾軸睦鴬粕闘館輔の珊
門門別弼謹告
欝触醗酵握撞臨書間組閲陸
軍醜聾篤堅強弼酸
鞭の配置の闘鶏粥
晒輔弼罷聾
UNDERSEA
SPIES: Tumlng
sharks into
robotic
sentries
SOLVING THE
PAIN PUZZLE:
The search for
a nonaddictive
paln reliever
WHY BROOM-
BALL RULES:
Inside the
POPular club
SpOrt
ALUMS CAN SEE Whatgoes onbackstage
at the Boston Playwrights’Theatre, leam
the ergonomically correct way to wear a
backpack, and watch BU professors debating
the future ofnewspapers - all on their iPods
Or at their desktops.
In SeptembeI., BU partnered with Apple’s
iTunes software to o鮮er a free online
collection ofvideos and slide shows from BU
Tbdの生he news and information Web site of
Boston University, aS Well as taped lectures
and symposiums, PrOgrammmg缶om WBUR
radio, and sports highlights. The program,
called iTunes U is also available at more
than lOO other colleges and universities
across the country.
“This program lS great because it’s on
demand臆yOu Can download it to your iPod
and listen to it while driving or at the gym,’’
SayS Swapna Kumar, a SchooI ofEducation
instructor in the department of curriculum
and teaching. As a teaching tool, “it’s very
powerful because it reinforces what students
are leammg and discusslng.’’
Other content available for download
on iTunes U includes WBUFrs OJI Point
With 7bm Ashbroo亙a lecture byAndrew
Bacevich, a College ofArts & Sciences
PrOfessor of intemational relations, about
PreSidential campalgnS during wartime;
and the latest men’s and women’s ice hockey
highlights. (Content from BU Tbday, WBUR,
and BU Athletics can also be viewed - but
not downloaded - On YouTube by searching
under those names.)
An that’s just the beginnmg. Soon,
recorded lectures, lab demonstrations, and
SuPpl mental course content will all be
available to download from iTunes U, adding
a new dimension to the leammg eXPerience.
Bring g iTunes U into the classroom
is a project spearheaded by Kumar and
Victor Coelho, BU’s associate provost for
u dergradua e education.
Professors are excited, Coelho says, and
the University plans to choose the courses
tha  best engage students and alums.
労There,s so much that could be done with
t is program;’he adds. ”We want to show
h  world what takes place at BU’’
AMYしASKOWSK回
Tb czccess fTz(JleS U doMlload Hzef.ee fTzIJleS
S(堆Wa ef. m J触ple,め′OZ.( doJl’t czlrea匂/
hal/e ft. Hzen coJZneCt fo BU七fTz/JZeS l栃b site
at WWl?加(.edz〆TzJJleS Cmd click ‘亀a棚Ch
iT硯eS’’誼fhe bottom J辞corJler Qfthepage
to view a d download fhe conte庇.
Maste「 of Ce「emonies
醐馳馳魂醗範翫拙盤軸醍醐描醍轄翫距舐刷新醍醐鰯晒軸貌拙憩謹甜能轟軸の珊餅観棚輔弼鰭
◆’
Acclaimed Chinese filmmaker
Zhang Yimou, Who di「ected the
OPening and cIosing ce「emonies
atthe 20O8 Olympic Games in
Beijing′ Wi= 「eceive an honorary
Do⊂tO「 Of Humane Letters at
Boston University’s 136th Com-
mencement ceremony this May,
丁he honorwas announced in No-
vembe「atthe annua看conference ofthe
lntemationa看Association of Film and
Television SchooIs (C!しEC丁), Which was
heid in Beijingand drew participantsfrom
around theworid, inc漢udingTom Fiedier
(COM’71)′ dean ofthe Co=ege of Com-
munication, FiedIer presented the fomai
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invitation to Zhaれg at an eVent
Organized by BU Trustee Hugo
Shong (COM’87′ GRS’92), PreSi-
de t of the Boston University
Alumni Association of China,
Whiie BU’s honorary degree
「ecipients typica看iy are not re-
vealed until the annual Senior Breakfast in
May′ P「esident Robert A, Brown says that
the U ive「sity’s active Chinese aIumni
base, aSWe11 as Fiedler’s invoIvement in
the CiLECT conference′ made the timing
right for the announcement,
Zhang′ Whose works include Raise the
Red [antem and The House offtying Dag-
gers, has a「ned two Academy Award
nominations and a litany offilm festivai
honors。 Known for his striking cinema-
tography and epic po「trayals of histo「ic
and mode「n-day China′ Zhang garnered
inte「nationai acclaim for his early fiims
eve「ywh re but in China, Where they were
initia=y banned by government censors“
しast August′ he directed 15,000
actors′ muSicians, and acrobats in the
OPe ing and ciosing ceremonies of the
Olympics before a stadium crowd of
91′000 and te evision viewers number-
ing about a b冊on, As Brown wrote in his
invitation to Zhang′ they ’’1eft the wo「Id
in awewith their unpa「a=eIed beauty and
magnificence,’’cARA FEINBERG
Rocking A「ound
Comm Ave
間塩鰭珊轡W親粥鎖線珊避琵輔睨鞘鴇
討講醜態軽珊輔拙轟諾欝ばの睨鰭
BU HAS LONG beenamusicalhub-
think the Remains, the J. Geils Band,
the James Montgomery Band. The
music defining BU’s sound these days
- Created by such acts as Spitzer Space
Telescope, Forest Henderson, and
Interrobang!?一is much more diverse,
followlng nO Predictable style or genre.
These bands aren’t yet toppmg the
闘WEBEⅩTRA
Wat⊂h
Performances
by BU bands at
WWW,bu,edu/
bostonia,
Charts, but they’re
building audiences
and ownlng their
eclecticism with
COnfidence. They
PrOVe that BU still
Dan MacDonald
(CFA’10) is
the mod foik
troubadou「 who
Performs as
Spitzer Space
Telescope (1eft);
folk rockers
Grimis (inset)
are videotaped
forthe 808
Sessions,
has the rock and roll chops.
Aran Wong (COM’o2), a PrOducer-
editor at BU Productions, has created
a series ofvideos that showcase the
COnt mpOrary BU sound. He’s calling
th  s ries the 808 Sessions, Since
ywere shot on location at 8O8
Commonwealth Avenue in a large and
arts  space that provided just the right
Visua  and acoustic backdrop.
The series features
performances by musi-
Cians, bands, and song-
writers from the BU
COmmunity: Rory Nolan
(COM’10) ofthe musical
CO11ective Interrobang!?
(who self-identify as “hap-
Py hard-COre anarCho punk
Ska’’); Dan MacDonald
(CFA?10), the mod folk
troubadour who performs
as Spitzer Space Telescope;
Smger Billy Hubbard
(CAS’08) and his rock band Forest
Hende son; “Rockin’Bob’’Cenci,
Whose dayjob is in tech support at
BU’s O鮪ce of Information Systems,
Plammg, nd Support; David Tanklef-
Sky (COM’o8) and indieiam rockers
Grimis; and alt rockers First to Seven
- Ryan Camilon (CAS’lO, MED’1O),
An rew Lee (SMG’10), Tanmay Parekh
(SAR’1O), and Andrew Bisdale (CAS’10).
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Reacc「editation
On巾pfo「BU
鮮諦輔弼壷蔀細踊髄鞘撼瓦経親睦
前説露悪輝批評瑠輔弼
Boston University wi‖ undergo a com"
prehensive evaluation visit f「om March
29 toApr旧, 2009, bya team repre“
Senting the Commission on lnstitutions
of Higher Education of the New England
Association of SchooIs and Co11eges,
丁he Commission on lnstitutions of
Higher Education (CIHE) is one ofeight
accrediting commissions in the United
States that provide institutional ac“
creditation on a reglOnal basis, Acc「edi-
tation, Which is voluntary′ is undel.taken
everyten yea「s and appiiestothe insti-
tution as a whole。
In preparation fo「 the site visit this
SPrlng, Boston University has been en-
gaged in a process of seif・Study based
on the C皿E′s Standards for Acc「edi-
tation and culminating in a 100-Page
Se漢f-Study report, The evaluation team
assembled by C!HEwⅢ visitthe BU
CamPuS tO SPeak with facuity′ Students′
staff′ and other constituencies, and to
gather evidence that the self-Study is
thorough and accurate, The team wⅢ
then recommend a continuing status for
the institution and, following a review
PrOCeSS, the commission wi11 determine
the final action,
During this reacc「editation process,
the pubiic is invited to submit com“
ments regarding Boston University to:
Pu帥c Comment on Boston University
Commission on Institutions of Higher
Education
New EngIand Association of SchooIs
and Colleges
209 BurIington Road
Bedfo「d′ MA O1730-1433
E-ma圧cihe@neasc.org
Comments′ Which wi= not be t「eated as
COnfidentia獲, muSt add「ess substantive
matters l.elated to the quality of Boston
Unive「sity, Comments shouid inc看ude
the name′ add「ess′ and telephone num"
ber of the individuaI submitting them,
The deadIine for submitting com重
ments isAp「旧, 2OO9。 The C営HE cannot
gua「antee that comments received after
that date wiil be ⊂OnSidered,
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Stranger Than Fiction
躍騰電抽龍恐癌腫髄鞘睨轄艦離艦醒醜馳暗皆踊珊珊巨獣轟醇
KATIE STACK HAS
been enchanted with
Harry Potter and his
ma ical e capades
S ce the fourth grade.
She’s in college now,
but Stack (CAS’11)
continu  to live out her
Childh od fantasies by
Playing Quidditch, the
intemational sport of
the wizarding world.
In the fictional
VerSion ofthe game,
Created by J. K. Row-
1ing along with the rest
Of Harry Potter’s uni-
VerSeクPlayers zoom
through the air on
broomsticks, uSlng
balls o score points
and knock one another
o鮮course. The real-
world variationクCalled
Muggl Quidditch
(after Rowling’s word
for nonmagical people)
is bou d bythe laws of
grav ty; and so is slightly
more prosaic. Players
run (on the ground)
闇WEBI:Ⅹ冒RA
Quidditch gets the
Ho=ywood treat-
ment-agam-in
Bosfonia「s video of
the lnterco=egiate
Quidditch World Cup′
shot on location at
Middlebury Co看iege,
しisten as members of
BU′s team talk about
how this fictional
game is getting more
reaI a= the time, See
it at www.bu,edu/
bostonia。
holding abroom be-
tween their legs. It’s a
lot arder than it looks,
and just as awkward,
SayS Stack.
The sport originated
in 2OO5, When a student
at Middlebury College
adapted it for play
Its popularity quickly
Spread, and today
more than 150 colleges
throughout the United
States have Quidditch
teams. Twelve of them
met in October to
COmPete in the second
annual Intercollegiate
Quidditch World Cup,
held on Middlebury’s
CamPuS in Vermont.
Although BU’s
young team, Playing ln
its宜rst maJOr gameS,
lost both rounds ofthe
toumament, Valiant
play - and the spectacle
Ofit all - left everyone
in high spirits. “It was
so much fun - We Were
tackling everyone!’’says
Abdullah Al-Mutairi
(SAR11) , breathlessly.
``Ⅵfe were宜erce!’’
αⅥ7e,ll come back
StrOnger than ever,’’
SayS Raven Villegas
(CAS’12). “Just give us
another y ar.’’
V!CKY WAしTZ
十
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丁he Ha「dest Hit
酷の誼地軸粥緋講の珊誼髄輔軸鷲誼翫親轟醜態艶聞鵡弼観龍野錨醜態
見離部首噂の鰭軸誌甜胱蝿晒態前脚
IN FALL 2OO7, Whenformer
Houston Oilers linebacker
John Grimsley forgot about his
SOn’s engagement party, Which
he’d been helping to plan for
months, his wife, Virginia,
knew something was gravely
WrOng.
Grimsley lS COnvinced
that her husband’s alarmmg
memory trouble, and perhaps
even his untimely death from
a firearms accident early last
」ohn Grimsley (in white) suffered
nine concussions playlng in the
Nationai FootbalIしeague.
yeaI., WaS linked to the nine
COnCuSSions he su鮮ered during nine seasons on the
gridiron. Now, thanks to a groundbreaking study
under way at BU’s new Center for the Study of
Traumatic Encephalopathy (CSTE), She is cIoser to
a definitive answer.
When John Grimsley died, his wife donated
his brain tissue to CSTE, Where it was analyzed
by BU pathoIogists. The results, released this fall,
Showed that Grimsley had pronounced chronic
traumatic encephalopathy (CTE), a COndition that
is often seen in retired athletes, SuCh as boxers,
Who have a history ofrepeated concussions. CTE
is a progressive, degenerative disease associated
With memory loss, COnfusion, impaired judgment,
ParanOid and aggressive behavior, depression,
dementia, and parkinsonism. Grimsley, Who played
in the NFL from 1984 to 1993, is the宜fth former
Player diagnosed with CTE since 2002. All five died
untimely deaths.
Last February, Grimsley, Who was forty-宜ve,
accidenta11y shot himself in the chest while clean-
ing his gun. “He’d grown up with guns his whole
life;’says his wife. “Did he forget there was a bu11et
in the chamber? VAs his visual perception off?’’
Ann McKee, a BU SchooI ofMedicine associate
PrOfessor of neuroIogy and pathoIogy and codirect-
Or Ofthe newbrain study center, SayS that
While she cannot tie his condition directly to
COnCuSSions su任ered as an NFL linebacker, the
Pattem Ofdegeneration is classic for CTE. “The
Only thing I can say is that this pattem ofchange is
associated with multiple mild brain traumas, and
he had a history ofconcussion鵜One medica11y
documented case and eight more that were not. So
most likely that had something to do with it.’’
The new center is宜nanced primarilyby the
University and a grant from the National Institutes
Of Health. It will operate in collaboration with
the Sports Legacy Institute,
a nonprofit founded last year
by Chris Nowinski, a former
Harvard University football
player and professional wrestler
and the author ofH6ad Games:
Fbotbalts CbJtCZISStOn Crisis, and
by Robert Cantu, COdirector of the
NeuroIogical Sports Injury Center
at Brigham and Women’s Hospital
in Boston.
The center will develop a
multidisciplinary research
PrOgram aimed at understanding
CTE and its risk factors. It will also slgn up former
athletes for clinical studies, and
it has launched a brain donation R鞘鰭欝轡灘醗讃灘鱒轡態
program for athlete s, Current and　　弊誌醗覇醗蹴酬臨灘轡躍灘躍躍醗
retired, With andwithout ahistory　顕顎鱗避難轡露盤擬態縛醗擬態讃醗
of concussi ns. A dozen athletes　　響鰹艶麗醗轡態轡灘灘藍藻蹴擬態灘
have already agreed to donate their轡鱒篭醒艶麗醒灘醗醗灘欝醜態
brains after they die  including
former NFL players Ted Johnson, Frank vycheck,
and Ben Ly ch, former NHL player Noah VIfelch,
and former women’s soccer standout Cindy Parlow.
Virgi ia Grimsley says she plans to reach out to
more NFL players. “The stigma needs to go away
that you’re a sissy ifyou come out ofthe game and
don’t go back in;’she says. `A concussion is a big
deal. It’s notjustading.’’cAしEB DANiしO印書
二言:墨壷:
∴　言い・∴ミ
Ml`ROSCoplC BRAIN SEC丁IONS (left) from a sixty-five-year-Old controI
Subject, Showing no al)nOrmal deposit oftau protein; (middle) section
from former NFL player John Grimsley’s brain, Showing abundant
deposi s oftau protein, an indicator ofthe degenerative brain disease
CTE; (righ ) section from a seventy-three-year-Old world-Champion
boxer with end-Stage CTE and dementia, Showing severe tau protein
deposition. Cbl/rtef砂′ A朋力無KGe
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織珊Å唖馳鍋蓋撼胆雛灘帝輔弼抽駅謡
鮎弼軸輔弼憩離籍少蹴醜態親任翫闘魂晦
醍軸雛軸摘睡蓮鷲銭軸講説踊購翻樽賠
粥軸轟服轟甜臨調軸癌繍鱒簿艶鵬艶過
酷愚説鞘肺患聴講軸等弼晦艶甚贈掴抽輔
弼諦輔鞘輔弼軸鵡翫駐兜曹謙辞せ
醜輔軸軸講説勝軸悪瑚鞘耀過軸騰
醗輔璽野馳酢の離乳軸の軸弼臨時
鴛鴫軸許の弧の漸舗籍競熊胱麒航続蝿漸軸馬
前輔料睡醐腫離艦鷲配髄の純隻狙艶麗
緋鵡拙酔鞘鴇醜詑地軸軸睦粗観拙醜軸
醇の現時配髄鞘珊輔の輯蛙鞘弛醒艶
麗艶聞漸舗聴蟻講軸醗聞出購漸甜籍
馳醜貌龍Ⅴ籠毒羅揮甜虹醐諌贈親諒闇の掘起
漸蓋鵡鰐軸粥軸鵬艶鶴亀謂軸の抽謳鞘龍等講
鮭の貌観馳聴講醜聞思騰色福地態塩酸過踊鱒
弼聴聞鋪輩輔弼掴露盤鴨晒轄
誼鰐舘輔輔弼藍
What made the flu of 1918 particularly deadly
at that and other military bases was the proximity
Ofhuman hosts. The men lived in cIose contact,
an ideal environment for most in餌uenza viruses.
Today, When public health experts imagme how
they might combat such a deadly flu, they come
up with two strategies. One: ki11 the virus. And
閏w話B EXTRA:
Watch a sIide
Show of Catherine
two: keep everyone who may
be infected far away from
everyone who probably is not
K看apperich infected.
expiaining how Unfortunately, SayS Cath-
he「 diagnostic erine Klapperich, a College
謹‡謹詰霊苦
englneerlng, Strategy num-
ber two is not easily accomplished. When peo-
Ple suspect they may be commg down with the
flu, the宜rst thing theywant to do is get tested
and treated, and that means gomg tO a CrOWded
doctor’s o縦ce or hospital and possibly spread-
1ng the infection.
For three years, Klapperich has been building
a small, inexpensive testing device that could
make it unnecessary to travel to a hospital for
a diagnosis offlu and many other diseases. Her
device, a Credit card-Sized plastic chip that
uses microfluidic action to extract nucleic
acids from saliva, blood, and other bodily
fluids, WaS developed with the help ofa $2.9
million Translational Partnership Award from
the Coulter Foundation. It has the potential
to identify a range ofproblems, from disease-
PHO丁OGRAPH BY KALMAN ZABARSKY
CauSing bacteria to proteins that may slgnal a
heart attack. It is, in her words, a kind of “lab
On a Chip’’- alab that can make house calls in
the event ofa flu outbreak, that doesn’t requlre
refrigeration, and that will eventually provide
DNA analysis of disease-CauSmg agentS in the
宜eld. At the moment, Klapperich says, nuCleic
acid extraction can be done anywhere, but DNA
analysis must be conducted in a lab.
Klapperich’s chip, Whose influenza-detecting
CaPabilities are being refined with a grant of
nearly $l m皿on from the National Institutes of
Health, WOuld do more than tell health experts
who should and should not be treated with a
VaCCine whose supply maywell be limited. It
WOuld also glVe epidemioIogists a more precise
picture ofhow such a pandemic is spreading.
Last fall, Klapperich began working with
Physicians in the emergency department of
Boston Medical Center, Who send her sample
fluids缶om patients who exhibit租u-1ike
SymPtOmS. Her lab at BU is testing the chip’s
ability to extract nucleic acids缶om several
“matrixes,’’including blood, StOOl, urineクSaliva,
and tears.
“That’s important;’says Klapperich, “because
While blood is a great matrix - yOu Can宜nd
alot ofdiseases in it - yOu Can’t always get
blood. In some cultures, taking blood is totally
unacceptable. That’s why we have to start looking
at things like saliva and tears, at Which point
We have to ask how much ofthe organism we’re
looking for is gomg tO be found in those fluids.’’
In at least one case, She says, the answer is
“ nough.’’Recent research has revealed that
the quality ofvaglnal swabs taken by patients
is as reliable as the quality ofthose taken by
physicians, She says. The abilityto conduct in-
the-field tests ofvagmal swabs, aS Well as ofurine,
Which can yield evidence of sexually transmitted
disease , has powerful implications for public
health.
Klapperich is lso trying to extract nucleic
acids缶om the bacterium ClosかidizJm d折rctle.
C d据わile, aS it is k own, is found in the stool
an  causes infectious diarrhea, a leading ki11er of
Children around the world. “In places in the world
Wher  an antibiotic is available, it’s important to
know which type of infectious diarrhea someone
has;’she says. “You need to know if someone
has a resistant strain, because you need to get
at pers n away from everyone else. In certain
Situat ons, like the military, ifyou have someone
Who has a resist nt strain, yOu are really in
trouble. This test can tell you that.’’
丁HE DEVICE
HASTHE
PO丁EN丁IA」 TO
iDEN丁IFYA
RANGEOF
PROB」EMS′
FROM
DISEASE-
CAUSING
BAC丁ERIA TO
PRO丁EiNS
丁HA丁MAY
SIGNALA
HEAR丁
A丁丁AC K,
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Hamlet of Arabia
IN THE ARAB WOrld, SayS Margaret
Litvin, Hamlet’s famous “To be or not
to be,, is often translated as “Sha11 we
be or not be?’’This linguistic nudge,
Which can happen because Arabic
lacks the infinitive, is telling, Litvin
argues. It reveals the degree to which
Arab cultural commentators see the
醒w話B話XT虞A:
Watch a video of
Margaretしitvin
discussing HamIef
and the Arab
WOrld, at WWW,
bu,edu/bostonia
CharacteI., and
Htzmlet itself, aS a
POtent Way tO talk
about αan existential
threat to a valued
COllective identity,’’
She says. Hamlet’s
PrOblem mirrors
a problem facing the Arab world: “tO
exist or dissoIve, tO aWaken politically
Or tO Slumber while history passes by.’’
Arab adaptations ofHirmlet in the
POStCOIonial era make a surprisingly
revealing prlSm through which to view
the politics, Culture, and intellectual
life ofthe Arab world, SayS Litvin, a
College ofArts & Sciences assistant
professor ofArabic and comparative
literature∴Hamlet is a play about
18　BOSTONtA Winter 2008-2009
POWer in the Arab world, and it’s not
usually seen that way in the West,”
She says.
Looki g at performances,
adaptations, and citations ofHamlet
in Egypt, Syr a, Jordan, Iraq, and
elsewh re, Litvin argues that Hamlet
SPeaks to the reglOn Prlmarily as “a
play about power, justice, and what
to do when you’re in the middle ofa
POlitical consplraCy. Your uncle has
S Olen the election and defrauded you
Of the crown, yOu’re surrounded by
V llains and spies, there’s a relgn Of
terror, and the king cuts o任the heads
Of everyone he dislikes.
“That’s all there in Shakespeare, but
it’s a dimension ofthe play that’s been
lost to many Westem interpreters,’’she
SayS, Who are more likely to focus on
H mlet,s ∽ wardness and doubt,’than
On his role as apolitical player in atime
of crisis.
This particularly Arab lens onto
Hamlet developed as postcoIonial
theater responded to political changes,
according o Litvin, Who is developlng
Ma「garetしitvin,
COntemPlating Yorick
and a○○ things Hamle書,
her research into a book. αThe sixties
Were the high point ofArab national-
ism;’she says. “Before the 1967 war,
Arabs really didn’t think there was
anything they couldn’t do.’’Staging
Performances ofHamlet and other
Classic dramas was proof that Gamal
Abdel Nasser’s progressive govemment
had put Egypt and the Arab world on a
par with the West.
“That period ofhope and con宜dence
got utterly smashed by the 1967 war
and the resounding defeat by Israel;’
Litvin continues. The mood changed
to one ofanger and de宜ance, and the
theater ofthe period was marked by
``bitter calls to arms directly to the
PeOPle, bypassing the govemments.’’
In this era, She says;`Hamlet was a
revolutionary, a righter ofwrongs, and
the `to be or not to be, hesitatorwas
Way downplayed.’’
Toward the late seventies, dra-
matic defiance was largely replaced
by cynlCISm and parody as a series of
autocratic govemments failed to make
good on Nasserism’s promise・ In recent
years, Litvin says, Hamlet adaptations
are about he character’s “ine範cacy,
his absorption in words that no one will
hear orheed. Itbecomes a kind ofla-
ment for the death ofArab nationalism
and the days when the Arab world at
lea t had ide ls to aspire to.’’
A favorite adaptation is FbJget
Htzmleちfirst produced in Cairo in
1994 by Jawad al-Asadi, an Iraqi living
in exile in Jordan. “The宜rst thing he
does is take out any shred ofsuspense.
You know exactly who’s committed the
murde , Ophelia has seen the murder,
and there’s no hortage of evidence;’
Litvin says. “But you can’t prosecute
the crime because there’s no judge
and no Jury. Claudius is in complete
COnt Ol, running the guillotine day and
nigh . He becomes kind of a Saddam
Hussein宜gure.
弥Even the subversive characters
in the play, the gravediggers, end up
Shori g up his power, byjoking about
it;’she adds. “It’s a play about why the
SWOrd is mighti r than the pen, and it’s
Very PerSuaSive.’’
?????????????
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A Happler
誇誤記鵠me。
WHEN DIANE KNIGHT
WaS SeVenteen, She was
diagnosed with bipolar
disorder, a manic-depressive
illness characterized by
extreme mood swmgS. Her
doctor prescribed Celexa,
an antidepressant, and
PerPhenazine, a mOOd
Stabilizer, tO help reduce
her manic episodes, and she
has taken the drugs ever
Since. Knight is now thirty-
four, married, and ten
Weeks pregnant with her
宜rst child.
Ⅷmen like Knight -
Who is amongthe 8to 20
PerCent Of pregnant women
a鮮ected by clinical depres-
Sion - have always faced
a di触cult choice. They can
take antidepressants and
risk the slight possibility of
having a babywith a birth
defect, Or they can forgo
treatment and risk a relapse.
“I really didn’t know
What I should do;’says
Knight (not her real name).
“I like to do things naturally,
and I reallywanted to have
a pregnancy that was not
influenced by medication.
But my husband, my doc-
tors, and I decided that
because I have a history of
hospitalization, it would
be safer for me to take my
medication throughout my
PregnanCy.’’
Research conducted at
the SIone EpidemioIogy
Center at Boston University
may help pregnant women
With depression sleep a
l ttle easier. In an arti-
Cle publi hed last year
in the New EJlglaJZd Joz/r-
J2al Qf脆dtc誼e, Allen
Mitch ll, a SchooI of
Public Health professor of
epidemioIogy and a SchooI
Of Medicine professor
Of pediatrics, found that
taking antidepressants
during pregnancy does
ot greatly increase the
overa11 chance ofbirth
defects, although taking
SPeCific antidepressants
COuld slightly increase
the possibility of certain
bnormalitie s.
The r sults should be
reassurmg, SayS Mitchell,
director ofthe SIone Epide-
mioIogy Center and the
princIPal investigator on
 long-term Study ofbirth
defects and drug use in
PregnanCy “Mothers who
took antidepressants while
Pregnant Were at nO higher
risk for most defects than
women who did not take
antidepressants;’he says.
Researchers Iooked at
popular antidepressants
in a class ofdrugs called
Selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitors (SSRIs), Which
includ s ZoIoft, Paxil,
Prozac, and Celexa, that
Were uSed during the first
trimester of pregnancy.
In their study of nearly
lO,000 infants bom with
birth defects and nearly
6,OOO healthy infants, they
concluded that women who
took sertraline (ZoIoft)
during pregnancy were
twice as likely to have babies
born with certain heart
defects, and women taking
paroxetine (Paxil) had more
than three times the risk for
one ofthose defects. While
the results sound alarmmg,
the rate ofthe defects is
so Iow that a doubled risk
represents avery small
number, PrOpOrtionally
SPeak ng, Mitchell says.
“The specific heart
defects that were linked to
Sertraline and paroxetine,
for example, OCCur in about
5 out oflO,OOO babies, SO a
oubling of that risk means
they occur in 10 out of
lO,OOO babies, and a tripling
means they would occur in
15 out of lO,000;’he says.
“So even a tripling ofthe risk
Still amounts to a very small
Chance that a babywill be
born with one ofthe defects
linked to these drugs.’’
Of course, Mitchell says,
mothers-tO-be must be made
aware that antidepressants
Can POSe a Slight threat to
the fetus. But they should
also take into account that
depression, Particularly
SeV re depression, Can also
CauSe damage.
αThere is evidence
that links anxiety and
depress on to premature
births and other adverse
pregnancy outcomes,’’he
SayS. “Depressed people are
more ikely to have sleep
disorders, POOr diets, and
POOr eXerCise habits, all of
which can be harmful to a
fetus.’’
Th  SSRI studyis part of
a lo g-term SIone research
Pr。ject, pioneered by
Mitchell i  1975, tO aSSeSS
the risks ofbirth defects
in relatio  to medications
taken during pregnancy,
testing existing hypotheses
and identifying previously
unsuspected associations.
The prqject’s database now
has in ormation on more
than 32ク700 mother-Child
pa rS・漢
A=en Mitcheil′ director of BU′s SIone EpidemioIogy Center′ has
led a landmark′ decades-1ong study of birth defects,
????????????
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getting to college
is only the lates亡
Obstacle they ve
OVerCOme. Tb
handle the ones
that lie ahead,虻
he匝S tha[ they
have ea⊂吐o亡he且
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When Shay址hia
Copeland was a freshman at Carver High School in imer-City
Atlanta, Only a third ofthe seniors graduated, fights were
COmmOn, and student pregnancy was, tOO. Faculty morale was
at rock bottom, and SAT scores were the lowest in all ofGeorgla.
Not exactly the type ofschool lighting up the radar screens
Ofthe nation’s top colleges and universities. Circumstances
that might have doomed other students - that doom students
in urban high schooIs across the country every day - had
little impact on Copeland. The eighteen-year-Old’s resilient,
expansive personality had been forged years earlier.
“I come from your typical drug-infested, high-PregnanCy,
Shootings-eVery-night type of neighborhood;’says Copeland,
Who hails from Summerhill in Police Zone Three, COnSidered
Atlanta,s worst crime district・存I,ve lost a lot ofpeople to
murder・ That’s what helped me say, `I’m not going to stay here.’
That’s always been my motivation: tO get up and out, and make
an impact.’’
Despite the odds, Copeland, Who graduated with a 3.6
GPAクis now a freshman at Boston University, the first in her
family to attend college. She is one oftwelve Atlanta-bred
first-year Students臆nine African-Americans, tWO Hispanics,
and one Caucasian - Who have been guided to BUbythe
Posse Foundation, a national nonpro飾scholarship program
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that recruits and trains groups oftalented
and motivated urban students 「 uSua11y from
Public schooIs鵜for life on university campuses.
The program aims to help a traditionally
underrepresented group of students succeed
in college, and in so doing, tO nurture a neW
generation ofurban leade s. And from the
PerSpeCtiv  ofBU and the thirty-One Other
COlleges and universiti  that have joined the
program, Posse d es something essential: it
bri gs highly qu lified students of coIor to
CamPuS, he ping thes  institutions become more
r presentative ofAmerica’s increasmgly diverse
demographics.
“To me, it’s obvious;’says Je触:eyAllen, a
S hool ofManagement assistant professor of
information systems and the mentor to BU’s
inaugural class ofPoss  scholars. “Ifyou’re
around BU andyou don’t see that there is a
PrOblem in terms of minority students here,
Particularly black students, I’d have to say you’re
Walking around w th blinders on・’’
COp軸AND (COM-12) VAS SC晴OO」ED by the streets
She and her smgle mo r spent their lives on,
estled southeast of downtown between Turner
Field and Zoo Atlanta and hemmed in by two
interstates. Authough the 1996 Olympics helped
usher in a period ofrevitalization, the years prlOr
Were COIored by “the usual clich6s;’Copeland
SayS: COndemned housmg, VaCant lots, drugs,
gunfire. By the early 1990s, the population had
Shrunk from a one-time high of 20,00O residents
to 3,500, nearly all ofthem poor and African-
American.
“Growmg uP the way I did helped make me
a determined young lady," Copeland says. “I can
never say, ‘I can’t do it.’My mom says, `Well, my
momma kicked me out when I was pregnant with
you, SO I knowyou can do it.’’’
At BU, Copelandjumped in feet first, Striding
up and down Comm. Ave. 1ike she owned the place.
She delivered meals to Boston AIDS patients as
Part Ofthe FirstJYear Student Outreach Project, a
COmmunity service week for incoming freshmen,
Which the entire posse tookpart in. On day one of
Classes, Copeland led a group oflost freshmen to
their classroom in Mugar Memorial Library
Although she is the only African-American in
her Women, Society, and Culture class, Copeland
SayS She hardly feels alone. “I Iove my class-
mates;’she says. “It’s a lot easier to communicate
across cultures than I thought. I thought people
WOuld have preconceived notions about African-
Americans in general, and African-Americans
from the South, and that itwould be hard to
talk to people because there would be stigmas
attached to who I am. But it,s not like that. There’s
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a Peruvian girl, a Jewish girl in my class. A Iot of
my classmates are minorities. I’mjust a pleCe Of
the puzzle. Each ofus has a storyto tell.,,
POSS寡WORKS BY CONNECT音NG select groups of
Students in urban centers around the country
With participating universities, Which in tum
PrOVide full-tuition scholarships to those students
they admit・ To date, Posse has placed 2,20O
Students in thirty-tWO CO11eges and universities.
(Posse is also creating an online database
for partner schooIs to mine the thousands of
Candidates nominated by teachers, guidance
COunSelors, Or COmmunity leaders but not
Selected for scholarships.)
Minorities make up one-third ofthe US.
POPulation, aCCOrding to the US. Census Bureau,
and their numbers are increaslng. The self-
identified Hi$Panic population, for example,
accounted for roughly half of a 2.9-million-PerSOn
boom in the United States between 2005 and
2006. Ifprqjections are correct, Whites will no
Ionger be in the maJOrity nationwide by 2O42.
And yet many college campuses, Particularly
Private colleges, don,t reflect that diversity.
According to Boston University enrollment
Statistics’A缶ican-Americans make up approxi-
mately 4 percent ofthis year,s freshman class,
With Hispanic students representing 9.3 per-
Cent・ Nationwide, undergraduate enrollment
rates at private and public four-year institutions
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for those two gr ups are higher - 13.2 percent
and ll・9 percent respectively, aCCOrding the
Ch o扉cle QfHめher Edz/CatioJ?.
“One ofthe issues we all face is that, Sadly, the
PrOPOrtion ofA缶ican-American and Hispanic
Students going to four-year institutions is much
lower t an for Caucasians and Asian-Americans;,
SayS Laurie Pohl, BU vice president for enroll-
ment and student a餓1irs. “The pool is small, and
We are a11 compe ng for the same students. Posse
helps us identify students who might fly below the
radar screen in ur usual recruitment efforts.
`And the program is a proven winnerク,, she
adds. αThese s udents succeed・ They graduate
from college at greater than 9O percent. They
become leaders on campus.,,
In addition to e批)rtS like Posse, the University
empIoys two fu11-time minority recruitment
SPeCialists and has developed relationships with
COmmunity-based organizations in urban areas.
Pohl,s team also recently created an Admissions
Student Diversity Board, a grOup Of student
VOlunteers who help with outreach. She says that
OVer the past five years, the number ofA缶ican-
American and Hispanic students applying to
BU has risen faster than the increase in total
applications. αWe had a great year this yeaI.,,, she
SayS, “enrO11ing 133 African-American students,
V rSuS 101 last year, and 309 Hispanic students,
VerSuS 299.’’
Posse fou der and president Deborah Bial
冒血e 4宣量
on Pos事e
Education strategist
Debo「ah BiaI
founded the Posse
Foundation in
1989 in New Ybrk,
“foday′ it also has
PrOgramS in Atlanta,
Boston′ Chicago,
しos Angeles, and
Washington, D,C.
1t has placed
2,200 students at
thirty-tWO CO=eges
and universities
around the country,
「epresenting
$220 m輔on in
SCholarships,
Posse has a 9O
PerCent CO11ege
graduation rate -
Significantiy higher
than the nationaI
aVerage.
Some 30 percent of
Posse alumni have
gone into education′
30 to 4O percent
have entered the
COrPOrate WOrldr and
about 45 per⊂ent
hold an advanced
degree or current y
attend grad schooし
The oldest alumnus
is thirty-SeVen
yea「s old.
了‾「「「‾▼1“¶〃「‾輸「○○¶‾1-‾‾‾‾‾‾‾○○
This yea喧SOme
9.000 high schooI
Seniors, mOStly from
urban pubIic schooIs′
Were nOminated by
teachers, guidance
COunSelo「s′ and
COmmunity漢eaders
for 410 schoIarships置
ln Atlanta, 50O
Candidates are
being considered for
twenty spots - ten
a  BU, and ten atthe
Co=ege of Wooster
in Ohio,
By 202O, Posse
hopes o recruit
○○OOO schoIars
a year from ten
Cities to attend
eighty colleges and
universities.
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酔㊨蜜蕃彊翁借間の護鬼擬態
(from left) Reuben
Buchanan (CFA?12)
With Copeland and
Palacios at BU
SayS her program is Iooking to do more than
Simply get minority students into college・ “Posse
is working to create a brand-neW kind of netwoI‘k
Of professional leaders unlike anything this
country has ever seen,’’says Bial, Who received a
MacArthur Foundation “genius grant’’last year
for her work with Posse. “It won’t be a good-Old-
boys network. It won’t be a network缶om the
Greek system. It will be a network of powerful
young people who were selected initially because
Of their leadership potential and who will be out
there as lawyers and doctors and politicians’and
who will better represent the demographics of
this nation.,,
B即O鵬格V格II S軸TING書OO丁On Comm. Ave., the Posse
Students immersed themselves in college prep.
They met weekly for eight months, mOSt Of the
time in a corner room in Atlanta’s Centennial
Tower, OVerlooking Centennial Olympic Park,
CNN headquarters, and tourists tilting on
Segways or bouncing along in horse-drawn
CarrlageS.
The training covers the kinds of issues that
have tripped up other highly talented students
Who enter college from low-Performmg urban
high schooIs, SuCh as time management, effective
Writing, and cross-Cultural communication. While
the academics are helpful, the group bonding is at
the core of the progam’s philosophy and success.
Bial first understood the importance of those
ties twenty years ago, after a conversation with
a college dropout from the imer city: he said he
never would have quit school ifhe had “had his
POSSe With him.’’
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After one training session, Which focused
on conflict resolution, the students gathered
on couches outside their workshop I.OOm, the
froth of chatter punctuated by zingers and jokes.
The chemistrywas there; the bonds had clearly
cemented. Schyler Cain (COM’12), then a senior
at Parkview High School and the only white
student in the group, SayS She didn’t give the role
ofa posse much thought at宜rst. “But now that
I have one;’she says, ``the idea ofgoing without
them totally freaks me out.’’
TO髄1NFORCE TH酬R BOND On CamPuS, the group
meets with Allen once a week. “Sometimes the
meetings are about business and schooIwork,’’
says Reuben Buchanan (CFA?12). “Other times, it’s
just a time for us to get together and recomect,
Since we’re all really busy’’
Georgla native Allen has become a father
宜gure ofsorts. He has already placed a framed
photo ofthe Atlanta dozen on his o批ce desk,
next to those ofhis own children. Allen describes
his roots as humble. He attended Georgia State
University and later taught at Emory University
in Atlanta.
“You can,t help but notice, aS a Student, how few
role models Iook like you;, says Allen, an African-
American. “I went through an entire undergraduate
program, for y classes, and an M.B・A. progran, and
never had faculty member ofcoIor.’’
In February, Arlen, along with BU adminis-
trators and P sse Atlanta staff, Wil1 1ead a retreat
for the students. He has asked each one to
bring along three people, Preferably with diver-
gent o mions, tO SPend three days discussmg
 future of education in America. Already, the
students are abuzz at the idea. “What I really love
al)Out the kids is they appreciate this incredible
opportunity they’ve been glVen;’AIlen says, “and
they,re not going to let it go by the wayside and
eander through the process.’’
JESSICA mLACIOS, OF MÅR看漢Tm, Georgia, has a text
mes age saved on her phone from a fourteen-
year-Old friend of the family back home・
“The message says, `I’m proud ofyou. I look
up to you;’’says Palacios (CAS’12), SWeePing her
long brown hair from her glasses. “It gives me
motivation. I don’t want to ruin that. I remember
I used to Iookup to a cousin andthen she got
pregnant, and I was like, Oh, there’s nothing to
Iook up to anymore. In my family, there,s this
tendency that female  get pregnant・ I fee1 1ike I’m
starting a new pattem. My younger sister’s doing
re llywe11 in school, and I don’t want to let her
down. I need to study harder.’’
Palacios is relaxing after class in the Howard
Thurman Center. This semester, She is taking
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anthropoIogy, Writing, arChaeoIogy, and math, and
She’s volunteerlng in the elementary schooIs in
neighboring Chelsea, Which has a large Hispanic
POPulation. “When I went there, I was like, Whoa
- I kinda fee1 1ike I’m at home.’’She says she’s
Stil1 1ooking for authentic Mexican food in Boston
and - in early November - is dreading the New
England winter she’s heard so much about.
Palacios grew up in a small three-bedroom
house in a dense Marietta neighborhood with her
younger sister, brotheI., great unCle, and parents,
both Mexican immlgrantS. Her
闇W話B話XTRA
Watch videos
Of BU′s Posse
SCholars
taIking
about their
看ives, their
Cha =enges,
and the
difference
they hope
to make at
WWW。bu,edu/
bostonia,
mom, Francisca, WaS Pregnant
with Jessicawhen she came to
Am rica to join her husband, Who
WaS here working construction.
Palacios and fellow BU Posse
SCholar Juan Galvan (CAS’12)
attended Marietta’s R. L. Osborne
High School together. During
their freshman yeaI., Galvan says,
“There was at least one宜ght
every day. There were gang宜ghts,
there were race宜ghts.’’
Things calmed down by their
Junior yeaI., in part because Palacios and other
Student leaders began meeting monthly with
ParentS and schooI staff, hoping to engage the
largely immlgrant and non-English- Speaking
population in their children’s education. “Once
you change the mentality of the parents, yOu See
a difference in how their children react;’Palacios
SayS. “The parents didn’t rea11y know how things
WOrked, didn’t know what things like GPA meant.’’
But how do you package such e批)rtS for
an admissions committee? Even though she
graduated with a 4.O GPA, Palacios is reluctant to
reveal her SAT scores. ``I did horrible;’she says,
Squlrmmg in her chair. ``But that shouldn’t hinder
me from being successful at college. I know I can
do well. Posse looks past that.’’
Galvan, the son of a construction worker from
Mexico, SayS he is the宜rst in his extended family
to graduate from high school, let alone go to
COllege.
Does he feel pressure to represent, like
Palacios?
“College is something I always planned to do,
Since I was little;’Galvan says. “I’ve seen all my
parents’hard work, What my father did to get over
here, all the construction work. I’m not going to
Say, this is how I plan to live my life, and then go
back on myword and become one ofthose idiots
Walking around with their gang members. I don’t
understand those people. Your parents worked
really hard to get over here, and a11 the trouble
they went through, and you’re just going to let it
go? It’s an honor thing for me.’’喜
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当spend a Iotof冒ate
nights here, Pai面ing
and drawing,“ he says,
adjus軸g his AtIanta
Braves bail cap∴‘You
Paint fo再hree h urs in
Class, and then you find
yourself painting軸ree
more hQurS On yOur
OWn -′’
B調きh 胴調,掘e
SOn Of a social wo諒er
and a middle schoo冒
art teacher, is sofト
Spoke叫W軸a叩融
COnfidence and an easy
laugh。 He attended
the predominantly
African_American Tri・
Cities High Schoo看in
East Point, Georgla,
SOuthwest of Atianta,
Where he graduated
witha3.5GPAand
“pretty ave「age′’test
SCOreS, Math was a
Strugg!e, he says.
Bu=hroughout
h gh school, Buchanan
intemed as a graphic
rをis軍at VOX丁をen
Newspap鋤Which is
distributed in At番anta-
a「ea scho Is葵That,
COmbin d with his
SuCCeSS in severa! art
COnteStS′ Caught the
attention of the Posse
At看anta seIection com題
mittee Iast year. His
most recentju「ied art
Win was in U,S, Repre軸
Sentative 」ohnしewis's
5th Congressionai
District Arts Competi-
tion. His mixed media
Selトpo「trait, Ca=ed
My December hangs
in the Capitol bu潤ing
in Washington, D,C.
Buchanan′s third-
fIoo「 studio at CFA
is fi=ed with ease看s,
CanVaS葵Stuffed
C bbies, and paint-
SPattered desks that
would make 」ackson
Poliock feeI at home,
l’Al「eady, 1’ve seen
BU imp「ove my skiIIs,′’
he says, ’’Sometimes
a「t teache「s change
yoLIr StyIe, but i’ve
fouれd that BU takes
W atever your styie is
and helpsyou make it
better:′
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Who hasn’t thought of abandoning their
Career for something completely different
- SOmething exciting, meaningful, daring?
These alumni did just that, SaCrificing a bit
Of security to follow their passion, make
a difference - Or both. And even wit血the
economy in the dumps, they say it’s worth it.
工T WASN’T THAT Dan Goldstein disliked his
job. On the contrary. He thought the宜nancial
Services industry was exciting and found real
Satisfaction helping his clients manage their
money. And yet, after ten years, he felt his
enthusiasm wamng. “I’ve always approached
my professional life with a sense of ideoIogy,’’
he says. “But as you move up the corporate
hierarchy, yOu become aware that there is less
and less idealism. It becomes more and more
focused on pro宜t for motive.’’
So, Goldstein (CGS’84, CAS’86) took a
dramatic step: he abandoned his comfortable
COrPOrate Career tO PurSue his passion. He
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and his business partner, Who also JumPed the
COrPOrate Ship, decided ``that we were gomg tO
take the business acumen we had and apply it
to bu inesses at supported the ideoIogy of
nvironmentalism and social responsibility.’’
In 2OO2, they opened a dry cleaners that
used a nontoxic  nOnCarCinogenic soIvent,
and it grewby a thousand percent. They sold
it and invested the proceeds in wind farms
and ola  technoIogy Today, Goldstein runs
one oftheir latest ventures: Clear Conscience
Cafe, in Cambridge’s Central Square. The
Cafe’s soups, Salads, breads, and sandwich
宜Ⅹings are organic, aS is the coffee, Which is
Shade-grOWn - Without pesticides or synthetic
herbicides and fertilizers - and fair traded.
The building was designed with renewable
resources, energy-e任icient products, and
reclaimed materials. (The exotic mixes with
the mundane: tables are made of sunflower
Seed husks and bamboo, and windows are made
Of recycled Coca-Cola bottles.)
Goldstein is living a new kind ofAmerican
dream - the dream ofditching the sensible
OCCupation you trained for and launching
a second career that is more meaningful.
And he’s part of a movement: aPprOXimately
9.5 percent ofAmericans between the ages
Offorty-four and seventy - SOme 5 million
to 8.5 million - are WOrking m SO-Called
encore careers, aCCOrding to Civic Ventures,
a think tank focuslng On baby boomers, WOrk,
and aging.
Encore careers are more thanjust new
jobs, SayS Phyllis N. Segal, Civic Ventures vice
president. “Essentially, it’s a new stage ofwork
that combines income, PerSOnal meanmg, and
SOCial impact;’she says. “Social purpose work
is most often in the nonprofit or public sectoI.,
but it could be in for-PrOfit workwhere social
PurPOSe is more compelling or as compe11ing
as the bottom line.’’
How might the ailing economy a節ect the
trend? Segal says that more people will have
to continue working past midlife. “Even if one
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DAN GOLDSTEIN
ditched a career in
financial services
to open Clear
Conscience Cafe in
Cambridge, Which
Offers organic food
and fair-trade coffee.
Were tO aSpire to play golffor twenty or thirty
years, there will be fewer people who can a批)rd
to do that;’she says. “There are seventy-eight
million baby boomers. Ifhalf are able to follow
their aspiration and direct their time after
i life to working for the common good, that’s
forty million people. It’s a huge workforce for
Change.’’
Not all second careers are about contri-
butingto the common good. Some are about
passion, Or entrepreneurShip, Or freedom
f om the restraints ofa deskjob. “People
Want tO WOrk somewhere or do ajob that
mirrors their personal interests;’says Allison
NawoJ, a Career advisor with onlinejob
Site CareerBuilder.com. “Ifthey are gomg
p ck a career that’s gomg tO be demanding
Ofthem, theywant to do something they’re
PaSSionate about.’’
None ofthe alumni interviewed for this
art cle expressed r grets about switching
CareerS midstream, eVen glVen the recent
conomic downtum. Goldstein, Who went from
mak ng six宜gures to a much smaller income,
SayS his quality oflife and his lifestyle have
hardly changed. “I’m a man of quite modest
requlrementS.’’Besides, he says, he measures
Wealth by a d描erent metric. “I think that when
PeOPle talk about being rich, they’re usmg
a conventional definition,” he says. “I think
there’s another kind ofrich.’’q仰t桁a K Bz/CC轟
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感謝等雑葺耀繕轟施謝辞滞
拙観の擢惑調鰯篭描甥
IN 2OO3, TODD NEUFELDWaSPre-
panng tO OPen a PraCtice as a patent
attomeywhen he came to the blunt
realization that while he was interested
in laW he was not passionate about
it. What he reallywanted to do, he
discovered, WaS SOmething he’s enJOyed
doing slnCe high school: balloon
SCulpting.
Neufeld’s creations are nothing
like the simple ba11oon hats or
flowers created by your average street
performer. “Part ofwhat makes it
Challengmg is to take something
regular, Say, a dog, that evelybody
expects, and make it in away that they
don’t expect,” says Neufeld (LAW’00).
``So, the dog might have white eyeballs
and ablack nose and a tongue hangmg
down, Or have abone in its mouth, Orbe
Peemg On a fire hydrant. 1ねu’ve taken it
in a whole new direction.,,
Neufeld’s Twisted Balloon Com-
Pany; Which he operates out ofhis
Brooklyn, New Ybrk, home, has taken
that concept and run with it. He’s
Created life-Sized sculptures of peo-
Ple賀Caricatures, really - aS Well
as cartoon characters, kid-Sized cars,
giant bouquets, mini helicopters. You
name it, he can make it. He has even
participated, With other balloon ar-
tists, in the construction ofa 100,OOO-
balloon haunted house, in Rochester,
New York.
He pe正u〕rmS in balloon shows and
at schooIs, Parties, festivals, and otheI.
聞W話B EⅩTRA
Watch a
Video of
“fodd Neufeid
Creating
a balloon
SCulptu「e
Of Ba「ack
Obama at
WWW, bu,ed u/
bostonia,
events. He’s appeared
On the 7bdの点班01砂
N雨htline, and in Apri1
2OO8, the Late f況ow
l?ZDal,id LettemZan,
where he created a
balloon caricature of the
Show’s stage managerク
Biff Henderson.
Neufeld, nOW thirty-
four, had been working
as a legal consultant after graduating
from the SchooI ofLaw “I guess I’dbe
making a lot more money ten years out
Of law schooI practicing patent law:’
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SayS Neufeld, Who continues to draw on
his legal skills, aS an author GわJ2 Here!
CoJ2 traCtSjbr Balloon EJl tertaineJD
nd a spe ker. “But I don’t think I’d
have the time to enJOy it. I also think
it do s something good for your soul
to be in abusiness like mine。 When
you think about the times in your life
When you call a lawyeI., those are often
troublesome times. In general, I don’t
get called when a loved one dies or
things are falling apart. I get calls for
Celebrations, and I think that a任ects
your entire perspective on life.’9 CKB
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THE WEEK OF her forty-fifth birthday,
Dana Brandwein Oates wasn’t
COntemPlating the onset of a midlife
Crisis. Instead, rather triumphantly,
She was finishing one - Selling her New
York apartment and preparmg for her
debut on the New York art scene.
That week two years ago was the
Culmination of a career change that
began in 2OO4, When Oates (COM,84)
1eft her senior marketingjob at Elektra
Records to αdabble,, in art and design,
SOmething she had always wanted to
do. While trying to break into product
design, She took pottery classes. Her
mother suggested she have a sample
Sale, and to Oates,s surprlSe, her
Ceramic pleCeS SOld out・ Encouraged,
She named her line DBO Home, Created
a Web site, and began shopplng PleCeS
to magazine editors. NowタDBO Home
products are sold in stores nationwide,
and ceramics is her帥l-timejob.
A few years out of college, Where
Oates maJOred in advertising, a temp
job at PolyGram became a permanent
POSition in marketing, WOrking with
artists like AC/DC and Pjork. She
laterjumped to East West Records,
Which merged with Elektra. Oates
SPent tWenty yearS there, but another
tumultuous merge  felt like a sign that
it wa  time to change course. without
that promp ing, She says, αI,d have been
too a缶aid o do it. Whyelse would I
le v  my cushyjob, my Salary?,,
But she also emembers a vague
dissatisfaction with her marketing
job. “It started getting frustrating. I
really wante  to do something with a
begimlng and an end, SOmething that
you could say you produced yourself.,,
In 2005, She and her husband,
SCulpt r Daniel Oates, COnVerted their
Weekend home in Connecticut into
their permanent residence. Oates now
SPends her days in her studio, Where
wo assistants help her珊1 orders for her
hand ade dishware, VaSeS, and lamps.
The pieces have a sleek, mOdem shape,
but are m de with organic materials
that reflect her rural surroundings
- arm Walnut wood, honeycomb
Prints, leaves and wildflowers rolled
into clay. Her dog, Reuben, keeps her
COmP ny While she sketches designs
- a dramatic change缶om her old fast-
PaCed, netWOrking-heavy life.
“I’m responsible to myself” she
SayS. ``There is ’t anybody whose mood
Or SPare StreSS becomes mine. I,m not
gomg tO get yelled at or asked tojump
through宜ery hoops. Now, I answer to
m  and I answer to my clients.,,
The decision to sell their NewYork
apartment was pivotal臆an a飾.rmation
Of her newfound direction・ ``Giving up
my New York City-neSS WaS a big deal:,
Oate  says. kIt was me saylng, `I rea11y
Want tO try having this business:,,
KZztie Roch (CASて均COM,09)
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GOOD COOK量ES AR田
A GOOD DAY’S WORK
鰯鰭奄難路轟霊揮施弼蒐翫融
輔弼縫捗鮮翫轡
LIKE MANY ENTREPRENEURS, Mya
Jacobson started small. Really small.
In 2004, She left herjob as atrader
On the American Stock Exchange
to launch Feed Your Soul, an Online
PurveyOr Of all-natural, OVen-fresh
COOkies (www.FeedYourSoulCookies.
COm). Working缶om her studio
apartment, She was up at four every
mommg, making doughクbuying
mgredients at the supermarket or eggs
at BJs, and baking cookies one tray at
atime. ``I was like a mad scientist in
the kitchen,’’says Jacobson (CAS’96).
Friends and family members who were
Out Ofwork at the time were pressed
into service, PaCkaging the cookies
in attractive g距boxes and tins for a
Variety of occasions.
After Jacobson got some positive
PreSS from the trend-SPOtting
Online publication DailyCandy, “I
Started recelVmg Phone ca11s for the
Shippmg department, the marketing
departme t, the wedding department,’’
She s ys. Meanwhile, ``we were washing
dishes in the bathtub.,,
No more. Today, Jacobson has a
national Intemet business, a gOurmet
Supermarket line, and a retail cafe in
Jersey City, New Jersey. Cookies come
in twenty varieties, uP from four when
Sh  started. Each gift is packaged with
n inspira io al eplgram apPrOPriate
to the occasion.
It’s light years from her days on the
trading floor (and nights at Brooklyn
Law Scho l). “工t was de宜nitely a
CraZyWOrk environment - a lot of
SCreammg, a lot of argulng,’’Jacobson
SayS. “I s ood on abox in a crowd of
eightee  men. It was stressful. But it
WaS invlgOrating.”
But Jacobson wanted to do some-
thing more creative, SOmething that
felt truer to who she is. “I think my
life is more meaningful now,’’she says.
“I feel like what I’m doing can a鮮ect
SOmebody’s d y, eVen ifit’sjust in a
Simple way. I’m more ful制Ied. And to
be honest, the stress oftrading and law
SChooI was mu h greater than trying to
grow this emplr , because this seems to
COme mOre naturally to me.”
And while she misses the security of
apaycheck, She has no desire to retum
to the trading floor. “It sme11s a lot
better where I am now.,, CKB
〉朋Th車ACOBSON Je/t肋e t昭dirgnoor Qf
MなII Streetゆr肋e k相的eJI W庇鳩she5
TH宙SOUL IS WILLING
揮粥織成擢鵜髄曜棚粥締結膿醐縛擢醐露鰯誹の鵜
f‘DO YOU THINK yOu’reupto it?,, one
interviewer asked John Brink when he
Wa? being considered for the pastoral
Staffat the Dennis Union Church on
Cape Cod, POlitely a11uding to Brink,s
age・ “I said, `You keep up with me;,,
recalls Brink (STH’08).
His a町swer was apparently the
〉言o離贈B離鮒麗hear宙的e働llゆ
m血糖けりas he毒蛇p7朋助命ds擁勘
Hさanswered比
and an M.B.A. at Su紙型University;
he,d spent twenty「five years in the
development and marketi噂pf medlcal
devices’Particularly for pediatric
neurosurgery, and had制t p印面pfhis
COntribution・ But when Medtr叩ic, his
empIoyeI., mOVed his departmen七舟om
Massachusetts to Califomia in 20O4,
he and his wife decided npt to go along.
right one, and early last November,
the sixty-tWO-year-Old began a late-in-
1ife s cond career in the ministry as
associate pastor at Dennis Union.
Brink, Who lives in Duxbury,
Massachusetts, had loved his first
Career. With a bachelor’s degree
in business at Indiana University
PHO丁OGRAPHS上EF丁, ADAM KRAUSE, ABOVE, MELODY KO
He became a consultant, and that, he
SaySク``gave me time tQ think.’’
Religion had always been important
to him・ On Sundays, for twentyyears,
he and his wife had attended both
Catholic mass and services at the
United Church of Christ. When he
left the Catholic Ch甲ch bβ的uSe Of
the sexual abuse scandals, he began
WOrking with young people at the UCC
COngregation.
In 20O5, Witho中telling anyone,
Brink met with ad叫issi叩S O飾ce富s
at the Harvard Divinity SGhqol, the
Episcopal Divinity School, an岬U’s
SchooI of Theo工ogy: Talking with STH,s
Earl Beane (CAS’63, STH’67,’68), Sinpe
retired as director ofadmissions, “I
knew BU was the place;, Brink says.
``He was the most pastoral a函c租ring
person in the questions e?Sked, When
I told mywife, She sai)d, `Go印r it.’”
His three years as a Master of
Divinity student “we叩th@ happiest of
my life,’’Brink says言`Peopl隼elated to
me as who I am, Without rega両to agd,
That’s how God relates to me, aS Who
I am.’’
In his first career, Brink had often
been a silent observer in operating
rooms, marveling at what wa? being
done, WOndering ablout what)’else could
be poss ble. He’s finding that hls new
Career insplreS Similar wonder, “It,s
just being there in the room and feeling
God’s presence take over. This is the
natural flow ofmy selfand energy”賀
Ndtalie Jdcobson Mcαa擁en
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By Art Jahnke
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LATE ONE NIGHT, Whenthe
tourists had returned to their hotels
and the streets ofIsla Verde, Puerto
Rico, Were all but deserted, a yOung
WOman StePPed out ofher car, and a
man’s voice immediately ordered her
back in. The man, holding a knife,
forced her to drive to a deserted
beach, Where he brandished a gun
and raped her. Sometime later, When
the police found the woman runnlng
along the road fran七ically waving her
arms, She was so traumatized she
COuld not speak.
The weapon-Wielding assailant
WaS COnVicted of caIjacking, and ten
years were added to his sentence
because the crime invoIved serious
bodily injury. But when the case was
appealed, the ten-year Premium was
dropped. A threeiudge panel ofthe
First Circuit Court ofAppeals found
that under statutory definition, raPe
WaS nOt a Serious bodily inJury
A petition for a rehearlng WaS
創ed with the fu11 sixiudge Court of
Appeals, and one ofits members, a
WOman relatively new to the court,
read the panel’s opmion and wrote
the followlng: “The victim was taken
to a remote beach by a man with
WeaPOnS, forced to strip, and then
raped. To say that this testimony
provides `no record of support’for a
宜nding that the attack on the victim
invoIved extreme physical pam
lgnOreS the reality ofwhat she went
thro ugh.’’
“Congress,” she went on to write,
dissenting from the court’s denial of
the rehearlng, “WOuld be appalled at
this outcome.’’
As it tumed out, the Honorable
Sandra L. Lynch was right.
Congress was appa11ed. Lynch’s
diss nt caught the attention of a
COngreSSional staffer, also a woman,
W o persuaded a legislator to author
a bill making it clear that the term
“serious bodily iIljury’’includes
raPe.
`Apparently the bill flew through
both houses in two weeks;’says
Lynch (LAW71). “I thought it was
luck that there was a woman sta鮮er
in Congres  who saw the issue the
Way I did and had the willpower to
bring it up.’’
At the time, i  June of1996,
Sandra Ly h was the only woman
Servmg On the First Circuit Court
OfApp als and the onlywoman who
had ever had served on it. Lynch
had arrived on the bench thirteen
months earlieI., Chosen by President
Bi11 Clinton to fi11 the seat vacated
by newly appointed Supreme Court
Justice Stephen Breyer (HoN.’95).
For Lynch, the appointment was
anoth r in a string ofcareer宜rsts.
She had been the first woman to
Clerk for a federaljudge in Rhode
Island and th  first woman to head
the litiga ion department at the
Boston law宜rm Foley, Hoag & Eliot.
And now there is another first. Last
June, She became the宜rst woman
to serv as chiefjudge ofthe First
Circuit Court.
Michael Keating, a friend and
former colleague at Foley Hoag, aS
the宜rm is now called, reCalls the
SCene at Lynch’s induction into the
federal judiciary: “When you looked
at the lineup ofnewjudges, it looked
like the宜rst tee ofa golfclub. There
PHOTOGRAPH BY MELODY KO
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were all these old white guys.
And there was Sandy.’’
In her new role, Lynch heads
a court that handles appeals
in civil and criminal cases
from federal district courts
in Maine, New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
and Puerto Rico. She is also
responsible for the dispensation
Of misconduct complaints
against seventy-five federal
judges- a taSk, SayS former
Chiefjudge Michael Boudin,
that can invoIve “painful issues
and painful relationships.,,
Lawyers who appear in
Lynch’s court describe her
as no-nOnSenSe, aJurist who
knows her facts cold, Whose
Oplnions are not coIored by
ideoIogy. Her decisions have
overtumed a jury verdict
Ordering Massachusetts
General Hospital and one
Ofits brain surgeons to pay
$8 million to the families of
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brain t mor patients who died
after recelVmg eXPerimental
treatment ecades ago.
(In that case, Lynch found
that t timony against the
hospital was based on research
Published after the patient
experime ts were completed・)
They have denied requests
for a n w trial by plainti鮎s
who claimed that a Cape Cod
wind farm was built without
PrOPer OV rSight by the state・
(In that case, the court found
that the tate had no authority
over federal waters, Which
begin three miles from shore.)
And t y have ruled that a
Lex ngton, Massachusetts,
Parent CamOt Sue the town
because the high school
newspaper refused to print an
ad for sexual abstinence.
“Myjob isn’t boring;’says
Lynch.召It presents very hard
PrOblems. We may have a
probl m that has implications
for a whole industry or a whole
segment of society. The hardest
part is thinking through the
rami宜cations of whatever
articulation oflaw you come up
with, for the next case, the case
that isn’t in front ofyou. You
are worried all the time about
whether you have articulated
a rule that makes sense, that
will work in the future, and that
you haven,t set up a rule that is
gomg tO CauSe injustice or cause
irrational results.’’
Lynch typically hears about
180 cases a year and writes
Summary dispositions on
hundreds more. Her caseload
ranges from ordinary civil cases,
such as contract or empIoyment
discrimination, tO terrOrism
cases to death penalty litigation.
The court receives appeals
缶om federal courts and federal
administrative agencies, aS Well
as habeas corpus petitions from
state and federal prlSOnerS, and
also some orlgmal proceedings.
αThe hardest cases have
been宜gurmg Out nOt Onlywhat
Congress meant,’’says Lynch,
“but also thinking through the
ram亜cations. If I answer the
question one way, it will have
these ramifications亘f I answer
it the other way, it will have
these ramifications. And very
often, Congress uses ambiguous
language because it’s the only
way it can compromise and
get a bill through. And then it
falls to the courts to work out
exactly what Congress meant・
You really have to eIUOy SOIving
PrOblems.’’
``Judge Lynch is first and
foremost pragmatic;’says
Amanda Teo, Who clerked
for Lynch as a Harvard Law
student three years ago. “She is
interested in what makes good
law and what would resoIve the
dispute for the parties. That
allows her to get to the core
ofa case and actually do good
laW which is something that
is an accidental by-PrOduct in
many courtrooms. And she is, Of
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Lynch’s take on her status
as a role model is nothing if
not judicious. “My generation
Ofwomen is used to beingthe
first;, she says matter-Of-factly.
``Sometimes we are the only
WOmen in a particular position
Ofresponsibility. So what you
宜nd in the宜rstwoman role is
you are a symbolic figure, and
you know that. Whether you
Choose to be or not, yOu are a
role model and so you feel a
SPeCial burden to perform well.”
In fact, Lynch has attracted
Public attention since she was
in high school near Da11as,
Texas. There, aS editor of
the high schooI paper, She
Penned editorials decrymg the
town’s practice of maintainmg
Segregated drinking fountains.
“That was not,’’she reca11s, “a
popular position.’’
Lynch says her childhood
as an Army brat, Which
included long stints in Italy
and Germany set her prlOrities,
Placlng Principles well above
POPularity.? had an unusually
StrOng SenSe OfAmerica as
a constitutional democracy,
Where values like freedom of
SPeeCh, equality of opportunity,
and faimess under the law were
Very lmPOrtant;’she says. “I
WaS raised not only to take on
responsibility, but with a sense
Of obligation to one,s country
that you needed to use your life
in a meaningful way.’’
After Wellesley Co11ege
and BU SchooI ofLaw, She
Clerked with uS. District
Judge Raymond J. Pettine in
Rhode Island. She next served
as general counsel for the
Massachusetts Department of
Education, Where she helped
to push through a state gender
equality law and a special
needs statute. She also worked
as a Massachusetts assistant
attomey general, rePreSenting
the commonwealth in a school
desegregation case against the
Boston SchooI Committee.
In 1978クLynchjoined Foley
Hoag, a firm known for its
absence of an old boy network.
Sh  was s on leading the firm,s
litigation practice.
“Sandy is the person you
Want in the foxhole with you,’’
SayS Keat ng, Who worked with
Lync  on the defense team for
Chemical companyW R. Grace,
a legal battle that is portrayed
in the book and movieA Cil/il
ActioJZ. αShe is smart, diligent,
and she never asks anyone to do
anything that she wouldn,t do.,,
B. J. Trach, an aSSistant US.
attomey; Who clerked for Lynch
four years ago, believes that
Lynch’s years as a litigator made
h  the detail-minded judge
She is today. “Some judges will
have the clerks read the briefs
and do a memo to thejudges;,
SayS Trach. `Judge Lynch does
all the prep work herself. She is
COmPletely aware of everything
in both parties’briefs. The
bene飾for people who argue in
缶ont ofher is that they know
th  work they,ve done is being
taken very seriously.’’
The downside for lawyers,
Trach sa s, is that she expects
them t  be equally prepared.
“Sandy is a very determined
person,’’says Keating. “She
doesn,t su節er fooIs gladly, in or
Ou  Of the courtroom.,,
And she never did. Sitting m
audience, “We had a contractS
PrOfessor who used the Socratic
method・ N ma11y, in any glVen
houI., a P Ofessor wi11 call on
half a dozen students. This male
PrOfessor called on a female
Student for the entire hour,
notjust the first day He ca11ed
On her every day for the entire
hour Fin lly, On Friday, She
m undeI.StOOd a question and
Sh  gave awrong answer. That
WaS What he had been waiting
for. He tumed to the class with a
look oftriumph on his face and
aid;Well, Class, nOW We know
Whywomen aren’t noted for
their beautiful minds., At that
POint, I stood up, Very Publicly I
CIosed mybooks. I Iooked at the
Otherwomen in the class, and I
led a walkout.,,
Lynch pauses. From her
desk, She can look northeast-
Ward, aCrOSS Boston Harbor
and East Boston and on to-
Ward New Hampshire and
Maine, the northem reaches of
the territory whose plaintiffs
a d defendants end up argumg
in her court.
“To its credit;’she says,
“at a time when many law
SChooIs were admitting 3 or 4
PerCent WOmen, BU made a
COmmitment to admit at least
10 perce twomen. Itwas a
radical idea臆tO teaCh women
to be lawyers. But the school did
棚鶴端弼耀掴羅灘純艶館
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her spacious o触ce in the John
Joseph Moakley United States
Courthouse, the chiefjudge
rec lls a  incident decades ago,
from her days as a student at
LAW
“In my first year,’’she begins,
SPeaking with the resoIve of
SOmeOne Whose occupation
dem nd  that her opmions
disappoint 5O percent ofher
reflect the stereotypes ofthe
t me s.,,
Another pause, then IJynch
COntinu , “I’m grateful to BU,
no just because I was admitted,
but because it forced me to
COnfront some ofthese issues,
and  emerged stronger for it.
Had I not gone through it, it
might have been harder to have
the career I,ve had.,,喜
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It’s excruciating, Playwrights say. But it’s also a
Critical part ofthe process and a hallmark ofBoston
University’s graduate playwriting programクWhich
COuntS Van Dyke and Lopez among its award-
Winnlng alumni. The program, nOW in its twenty-
SeVenth year, has undergone maJOr Changes oflate,
transitionmg in 2007 from a Master ofArts degree
to a Master ofFine Arts degree and marking the
retirement last year ofits founder, Nobel Prize-
AMY, A FORTY-SOMETHING PetrOleum geoIogist,
is flummoxed. Aleksi, the handsome young
translator asslgned to her research prQject, has
accompanied her on ahike to Iook at a sandstone
OutCrOp - but he seems more interested in gazlng
at Amy.
Melinda Lopez, the actress playingAmy m
the Boston Playwrights’Theatre production
Of H!e Oi1 7蹄鉄is equa11y confused. It’s mid-
October, the second rehearsal; She and the cast
and crew are sitting around a table in the darkened
theater on Commonwealth Avenue as they read
through the script. Lopez (GRS’oo) is questioning
Amy’s reaction to Aleksi, debating the scene
With the director, Judy Braha, a College ofFine
Arts assistant professor. They speak quickly, in
fragments: ``Don’t you think …?’’“Could it be …?’’
Finally, Braha calls for help.
`場oyce?’’
Joyce Van Dyke (GRS’96), the playwright, has
been sitting quietly at the end ofthe table. She’s
been listening, tuggmg at a lock ofher black hair, aS
Lopez and Braha debate her intentions. She looks
up at the sound ofher name and murmurs afew
words ofassent. The rehearsal continues.
Anyone who has ever watched a high schooI
PrOduction ofIiomeo and JzJliet knows the basics
Of the playwright’s existence: Write the words,
then hand them over to the actors - Withjoy and
fear - for interpretation and animation. The
PrOCeSS is easier when the play lS Centuries old
and the playwright long deceased; Shakespeare
may not have envisioned Leonardo DiCaprlO aS
his leading man, but no one has heard him com-
Plain. Contemporary playwrights cannot remain
as blissfully ignorant. Instead, they are forced
to watch the dissection oftheir work agam and
agam - in Van Dyke’s case, four times a week,
through three-and-a-halfweeks of rehearsal and
then a three-Week run.
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Winnmg POet and playwright Derek W別cott. But in
a time ofgrowth and change, the program’s Iong-
established credo remains its guiding light: it’s not a
Play until you hand it over and watch it grow
“I keep having this experience ofbeing a little
taken aback, because an actor will say something,
and you’re right there in the room;’Van Dyke
SayS. “But they have to start taking possession of
the play, andyou have to let them. Aplayhas to be
made to let all these other imaginations come in
and work on it. That’s what you’re making it for.’’
因WHAT MAKESOR BREAKS YOU
AT BU, ASPIRING Playwrights start reapmgthe
benefits of those other imaginations immediately
Kate Snodgrass (GRS’90), the director ofthe
playwrit g program an  of the Boston Playwrights’
Theatre, the award-Winnmg PrOfessional theater
founded byWalcott in 1981, brings Iocal actors
in o the classroom in the first weeks of schooI so
Playwrights can se  how their words work as a
SCene. A playwright herse11 Snodgrass says that
glVing S ud nts the opportunity to hear their
dialogue is critical; it shows them the discrepancy
between what they imagine the play to be and
What it actua11y is. The experience is also part ofa
Playvright’s lifelong education in building trust in
Other artists. “T t’s what makes or breaks you in
the profession,’’she say .
For Van Dyke - a Shakespeare scholar who
formerly taught at Wellesley and at Harvard’s
Extension Scho l - the classroom experience
WaS terrifying. She applied to BU to give her work
exposure bey nd her own living room, She says, but
the public drubbings from her peers were di飾cult.
“It’s total exposure, tOtal nakedness, terrOr, and
humiliation;’she says. ``It’s discoverlng how awful
your writing can be and that you have to write
through the te rible writing. In the beginning,
that, awful.’’
It was thrilling, tOO; She’d never imagined that
ctors would perform her work, and suddenly, they
Were d ing it everyweek. When something wasn’t
WO king - Wh n actors repeatedly stumbled over
lines that she could hear clearly in her mind, a Sure
Slgn Of a problem in the script - it was dreadful.
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When an exchange she thought would be funny
got a laugh or a scene she hoped would be polgnant
drew tears, it was deeply exciting.
More than a decade after graduating from BU,
Van Dyke still feels the same highs and lows with
every production. But柵e Oil r柘窃a three-PerSOn
play about the search for dwindling amounts of
PetrOleum, love, and time, teSted her in newways.
The play came into being at a critical, Changeable
time for Van Dyke: She was trying to challenge
herself after the success ofher playA Girts下枕r,
whichwas named one ofthe top ten plays of2001
by the Boston Globe. Van Dyke describes the piece,
about an Armenian-American fashion model
Caught up m a tribal conflict in her homeland, aS
a αvery pIotty play,?ith a conventional realistic
narrative. In卯ze Oil T据d; she deliberately did
awaywith a linear timeline and action scenes,
focuslng instead on the love stories and emotional
Stakes for the characters: Amy, the geoIogist,
Aleksi, the translator, and Rex, an aCtOr and Amy’s
Iongtime partner.
“I thought it was gomg tO be liberating,’’Van
Dyke says. “It was much harder.’’
The New Repertory Theatre in Wbtertown,
Massachusetts, gaVe押ze Oil T舶efa staged reading
in February 2OO8, but the work was so far from
what Van Dyke imagined that the process became
“physically painfulタ’’she says. When the reading
WaS OVeI., in an e批)rt tO jump-Start the play’s
progress, She made an uncharacteristic decision:
to send it to Snodgrass while she was sti11 very
unhappy with it.
“It’s hard for me to say, `Here is mywork, and it’s
really imperfect;’’Van Dyke says. “But it seemed
like the responsible and economical way to do it.
When people who are very smart and who I trust
Can look at the work, it’s a huge shortcut.’’
Despite the play’s rough edges, Snodgrass
accepted it for the followmg SeaSOn at the Play-
Wrights, Theatre because she trusted what柵e
Oi1 7据ゲwould become as Van Dyke kept expIor-
mg. Braha, Who has been working with Van Dyke
for several years on an untitled pr。ject about
the Armenian genocide, Slgned on to direct
because she relished the opportunity to workwith a
Playwright who can talk back - a rare eVent in most
directors, careers, Braha says, requlrmg the ability
“to work on behalfofthe play, instead of on behalf
Ofone’s own ego.
“What really excites me is creating a family
that rallies around this world, and then tries to get
that world to grow;’she says. “The question is how
to enable it to grow in a way that really supports
the play and the playwright. Joyce is fun to work
with鵜She really likes rewriting and rea11y likes
rethinking, and we seem to get on awave together.
Sometimes, WOrking with other playwrights, there’s
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more reluctance to change what’s there; for us, it’s
been a labor oflove.
`And sometimes,” she adds;`it’s more conten-
tious than that.’’
Eight months before the play would open on
Commonwealth Avenue, With two other strong
voices contributing to the process, Van Dyke began
revISmg again. And again. And agam・
∴∴
TO M量CROMANAGE, OR NOT
TO M量CROMANAG田?
SPRING AND SUMMER COme andgo. The show
is sc duled, the pl y lS CaSt, the production sta伴is
hired. Seven days before The Oi1 7呪iefopens,
the play has been through six maJOr reVisions
invoIving characters, locations, and sequence, Plus
infinite small tweaks. When Van Dyke was absent
from reh arsal one day, the actors inadvertently
Skipped three pages ofa scene and never missed a
beat. The consensus was that the playworked
better without them.
While abashed at the idea that at this late stage
the script included three unnecessary pages, Van
Dyke isn’t bothered by the edits that took place
While he was away.
“It really helped the action ofthat scene,’’she
SayS. “I think it’s probably good for the actors not to
have me there some ofthe time.’’
Th  cast of捌e Oi1 7据efmaybe uniquely
POised to make such contributions. In addition
to newcomer Sheldon Best, a reCent graduate of
Brandeis University’s conservatory program, and
Will Lyman (CFA’71), Who is best known as the
v ice ofthe PBS series H.ontline and whose recent
roles include the narrator in the 2OO6鯖Im Little
C枕ildren and voice work in last summer’s J7.on Mn,
th re,s Lopez, Well on the way to national renown
as  playwright herself. Her playSo7Zia Hew was
premiered by BU’s Huntington Theatre Company,
wher she and Van Dyke are both playwriting
fellows, in 2OO4 and has since been produced in
Chicago, Miami, and Laguna, Califomia・ She joined
the Graduate SchooI ofArts & Sciences faculty last
fall, along with fellow playwright Ronan Noone
(GRS’01) - both brought on board to珊Wなlcott’s
position.
Lopez says that being a playwright and an
actress is an exercise in multitasking, mVOIving
two di触∋rent PartS Ofher brain that she can’t sepa-
rate - “eaCh process by itselfis all-COnSummg,’’
She says. But although she can’t write while she’s
WOrking s an actress, She says, She never com-
Pletely lets go f ne perspective or the other.
“I feel like Joyce is very much in tune with what
We,re struggling wi , but she’s much quieter,”
Lopez says. αShe sits back, She reallywatches, She
takes a larger view ofthe process. I tend to want to
micromanage everything. As an actor, that’s your
job: tO ParSe eVery Phrase, eVery mOment, tO get
yourself through the text. As an actor, yOu’re just
gomg from one breath to the next. The writer sees
the whole fleet. It’s like those paintings that are
made oflittle dots - When you stand across the
room, the whole thing comes into focus.’’
In rehearsal, Lopez and Lyman are runnlng
through the cIosing scene, Where Lopez’s Amy lS
describing a dream iIrVOIving all three characters.
The set has been built - tWO maSSive, imposmg
ramps that serve at various points as tables, StOne
ridges, and stages. Lyman is seated; Lopez climbs
across the scenery as she talks.
“I had a dream;’Lopez begins. She hesitates,
StartS again, then unleashes a stream ofcurses. “I’m
SOrry, Joyce!’’she calls.
The crewbegins to laugh. Van Dyke, Sitting m
the audience, laughs with them and takes a few
notes on what could be revision number seven.
“You’ve aligned all these words in such a pattem,
but until the actors get up on their feet, yOu don’t
know ifit’s golng tO happen or not;’she says. “Yeah,
I can glVe uP COntrOl.’’
目TH日MYTH OF THEF量N量SH田D PLAY
ON OPENING NIGHT, Van Dyke is sti11 rewriting.
The collaboration has made Hze Oi1 Hziefmuch
more coherent for her; Still, She says, “I don’t feel
I even got to the point where this play had a宜xed
form. It’s been harder to宜nd the form ofit, harder
than any other pla  that I’ve writte正’
And the playwon’t be finished even after its
premiere. The Playwrights’Theatre specializes
i  works-in-PrOg eSS, and most productions go
on to further revisions and di鮒∋rent PrOductions.
Snodgrass says the goal is to experiment, tO Put
playwrights through this process, and to give them
an udience so they can see where it goes. “The
audi nce is the big deal;’she says. “That’s where the
playwright leams everything - the production・’’
Van Dyke isn’t bothered by all the work behind
her or by the prospect ofthe work that lies ahead.
The experience ofthi  play - the collaboration’the
constant re宜nements, and the new ending, Written
two days before openlng night - reminds her of
her first professional production, Love tJ諸ze Gz‘折
which was staged at BPT the year she graduated
from Bu At the dress rehearsal, the actors were
struggling with th  last scene, a宜ght between
two siblings. The dialogue was stilted, umatural;
director Snodgrass suggested the actors try to
improvis ・ The resul , Van Dyke says’WaS the scene
as she ad imagin d it. She wrote down a few lines,
but the actors weren’t able to rehearse together
again before opening night, SO the cIosing scene
of the宜rst performance was created largely off
the cu績.
It,s a lesson that has influenced her work ever
“In a way, I’m trying to write something that
feels as natural and fluent as what the actors are
able to impr vise;’she says. “Something that feels
as ifit hadn’t been written at all.’’漢
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FreedomIs血t印ee〃 Andrew Bacevich on the
cos上s ofAmerica′s desireto have ita11 BYCHRISBERD看K
鮎酷錐輔弼胎醐諒醜諦観縄轟軸鰯轟瀧紬態班軸範耀醸醜噌鞘購薦鴫脂性蝿且鵡謝
軸髄鞘単調融駒脚醜態翫鵬の珊醍醐親軸粥軸韮醗縄親燕購醐鮮鮎蹴新
邸課の躍翫Å珊辞職艶鵡轟軸講鑑識野馳輔瑚憩組織の縄艶Å醜態轟醜鵠髄鞘軸暗
辞購純の輔弛醒臨調軸鵡弼贈鵡轟酷税鞄醜糟指摘轡騙描輔弼議鰯
親臨繭灘描謙蝉軸騨醒純艶謙弼鰯職儲酷轟鵬輔弼距離軸態
輔縄輔蕃輔酷轡鵡弼世蝿態弼軸軸嬬胱鞘能醜講醜貌醜離鵡親鵡地軸珊軸
●
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for unbridled govemment spending,
COnSPICuOuS COnSumption, and
``radical individual autonomy’’
That new definition, he says, breeds
CruShing national and personal debt
and dependence on forelgn Creditors
and oil producers. To support it all,
We’ve needed an expansionist forelgn
POlicy rationalized by a centuries-Old
belief in American exceptionalism -
thatwe are a special nation on a
PrOVidential mission to spread free-
dom around the world. The kicker, he
SayS, is that this same definition of
freedom saps our ability to sustain the
global commitments and conflicts that
it engenders.
Bacevich, a College ofArts &
Sciences professor of intemational
relations, doesn’t have much hope that
any president or political party will
Change this equation. He spoke with
Bosto証a about what he sees as the
COnSequenCeS OfAmerica’s particular
brand of freedom.
Ybur new book foc鵬es on post績Worgd
Wa川Ame庇a, but yo調also quote
髄糾「es臨儀A獲exis de丁も明り隼淵検e帥働
Joh調Winthrop。 Was there an id飼I
Am糾ica that y〇両hink we v鑑faiIen
額Way fro叫or hav箆We be削heading
抽i$ W轟y f〇着をe融調融雪亨
We have always been a materialistic
PeOple, SO I’m not trying to imply
that there was some golden era in
Which Americans lived frugally
Beethoven while they read
Shakespeare to their children. But
roughly smCe the 1960s, a PenChant for
COnSPICuOuS COnSumPtion and a tendency
toward self-indulgence have come to be
the predominant expression ofAmerican
freedom.
the 1960s, this positive correlation between
expansion, POWer, abundance, and freedom
StartS tO become undone. E批)rtS tO eXPand since
then have actually undercut our power, have
CauSed us to squander our material abundance,
and, I think, are COmPrOmlSmg Our freedom. We
need o rethink in avery fundamental sense our
relationship with the rest of the world, Which
Will be impossible absent a willingness to rethink
and, ndeed, abandon this notion ofAmerican
exception lism.
But wha重abouを鵬i鵬g o冊powerto sをop acts §uCh
as genocide細C紬eXCePtion描sm be benign?
I think not. Exc ptionalism could theoretically
be be ign ifAmericans viewed their providential
mission as one of servlng aS the Good Samaritan
t  the rest ofthe world, that our mission is to
feed the hu gry and minister to the sick・ But
nation stat s are not and cannot be enterprlSeS
th t derive their prlnCIPal mode offorce from
altruism. Nation states necessarily are entities
that, at the end ofthe day, aCt in the pursuit of
self-interest. And so it seems to me that as a
PraCtical matteI., eXCeptionalism will tend to serve
as a宜g leaffor the pursuit of self-interest and
therefore make it much more di飾cult for us to see
OurSelves as we really are.
Wou胸you say tha=he b帥亨o再he鍬cesse蜜Of
Ame庇 n f脆edom is now co軸i鴫due?
I think in a sense the bill is commg due now but
whether our political leaders or we ourselves
Will be willing to face up to the facts remains
to be seen. My interpretation ofwhat we hear
from both parties in Whshington is that there’s
and sat around listening to　　蘭wEB話X冒恥
丁hrough 」anuary′
Prof ssor And「ew
Bacevich wi=
answer questions
about Ame「ica′s
foreign POlicy
Priorities at www
bu,edu/bostonia,
NoW I describe US. policy toward the
WOrld beyond our borders as continuously
expansionist, beginnlng With the first coIonists.
And ifyou lookup to about the time ofthe
Eisenhower presidency, it is a spectacularly
SuCCeSSful enterprlSe. Over that period, a
handful ofpuny coIonies are transformed into a
global superpower.
But I go on to argue thatbeginnmg ln
no requlrement for fundamental
Change either in our system or
in the waywe live. There may
be a requlrement tO eXert CIoser
SuPervision of greedy bankers
On VAll Street, but generally,
the argument is that once the
bailout takes e鮮ect, nOrmalcy will
be restored. I have mydoubts. I
‘‘Since
「960s, a
PenChant for
COnSPiCUOUS
COnSumPtion
anda
tendency
toward seif-
induigence
have come
to bethe
Predominant
expression
of American
freed ,’′
think it’s equally possible that the
f hancial crisis really does slgnal
a isto ic tuml g POint and that the age of
American prlmaCy really is commg tO an end.
Wha e糊ct獲y w〇両唖me珊同抽e Ame富ic帥W観y
の珊fe to llow yo冊presc巾青ion?
We need to balance the federal budget. We need to
CeaSe borrowmg from forelgn COuntries in order
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to sustain our penchant for consumption.
As households, We need to begin saving
again. Those are the sorts ofthings that I
think are required. And to the extent that
freedom is more or less synonymous with
a compulsion to consume, tO the extent
that we continue to think that’s really
what we value in American life, then it
SeemS almost impossible to leam to live
within our means.
To the extent that people would be
Willing to embrace a different under-
Standing offreedom - nOt One in which
we would all move into the desert and
live like hermits, but a de宜nition in which
COnSumPtion is no Ionger the central
Value - then it might become possible to
generate political support for sacrifice・
But even as I say that, it’s obvious that
some kind ofwholesale reconsideration of
Our Culture would be required宜rst, and I
Can’t saythatthat seems to me to be in the
Cards anytime soon.
‘ ;Andrew Bacevich President-e看ect Ba細ack
Obama has promised a
Cu冒ture change in Wash“
ington。 But you think
it′s uniike!y that new
!eadership wil看be abie
to put America back
on量輪ck?
President Obama
will face enormous
constraints. The federal
de宜cit for the current
宜scal year is expected to
be upwards of a trillion
dollars. That alone, it
SeemS tO me, lS gOlng
to impose rea1 1imits
On his ability to make good on his
PrOmise to change the way Washington
wo rks.
Furthermore, an important legacy
ofthe Bush administration has been to
demonstrate how much more limited
American power is than we imagined
in the heady aftermath of the Cold War,
While also damaging America’s standing
and reputation in the world. And in
that regard, it seems to me that rather
than embarking upon any great decisive
forelgn POlicy initiatives, President
Obama lS gOing to have to attend primarily
to repalrmg the wreckage left by his
Predecessor.
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日d出血g Eliot 〃
Christopher Ricks re=shes the sound of
thewords as much astheir meaning
BY NA丁ALiE 」ACOBSON McCRACKEN
軸胞珪強悪醗軸覿暁の睨地軸睨髄鞘憎親艶起票観軸轟醜
鞘態輔悪通暁鰹弼軸醗報労牒軸彊縄忍軸馳
駆苗糖醒甜轟地軸醍醐電韮霊高批箆親軸壷野晒地配意
地軸虹輝紳輔舗胱醜態脱輔弼聴紺地鴛珊軸轟
醐電池郵躍曙態粥蹴親鞘鞄艶乱読珊競艶職酷粥漸騰珊
軸の髄鞘甜電措蝿の距拙珊艶珊醒鰯親職起稿の軸購胱駈
掛軸抽轄避灘掴轟親且地軸龍見地飢親躍醗弛珊郎党壷w鸞群
籠抽蔦か鵬軸轟親鴨講拙蔀弼鰯鵡鵬謹聴鮎純
紳輔軸甜態醍醒粥最適醒軸の胞醒滞鐙揮輔弼悪声
地軸野趣軸抽鴛適時抽軸爵輔鉦輝輔弼群弧試贈距
講説酔態慧蕊壷Å輔観轟端載観珊過酷醍珪麓醜齢欝
壷躍露地轟㊥
軸駕韮轟態誹鵡亜駅縁措邸鯨』邪論摘雅凱細浦証
艶轟椿鞭龍艶起鸞縄瀧輔の乱醜曜羅鯛蔀餅謝辞
臨弼施艶賭職嬬繊霊湿鰯敷嫡ぜ第誼醐弛醜馴講
甚粧粥講輔弼輯斑髄鞘馳鵡醐軸昔購籠輔鰐講珊軸籍
醜貌輔弼購牡瀧乱
輔弼鞘畳鰐轟地軸繭諦観軸軸篤辿輔弼
躍輔の親
潮e窟脚韻珊⑱脚脚軸電e轍縄留笛龍輔の開講輔　弼の輔鑑舶⑱輔弼輔弼。脚晒せ
崩⑱㊥$醍醐舗踊電飢嫡謳躍⑱㊧輔輔
It depends how fullyyou do the editing. When I was editing
Eliot’s early, unPublished poems, a friend who’s a literary agent
assumed that all I had to do was copy them out, Photocopy
them, and send that to the publisher.
First, there’s much textual work that needs to be done to es-
tablish a truly correct text ofthe poems themselves, tO traCe all
the prepublication materials - jottings, manuSCripts, POSSible
illustrations, things of that kind.
And here’s an even larger body of contextual material that
a reader in the twenty-first century needs - amOtation, in
terms of classical and other kinds ofliterary allusion and of the
social world. I f()und myself annotating the phrase “department
store,,, not because nobody would know what it means, but
because they ought to know that at the time Eliot wrote these
POemS PeOPle put it in quotation marks. It’s a strange term・
Does a department store sell departments in the way a hard-
ware store sells hardware?
So there are all the contextual worlds. And there’s the world
of Eliot’s theoIogical and religious understanding, the world
of his political convictions, and the world of other poems with
which his poems would often be in some sort ofconversation,
which he loved doing - for instance at the start of “The Waste-
land;’saylng, `April is the cruelest month.’’
醤函醒
鮎軸脱獄庸弾の髄鞘艶の醐弼籠朝鱒醒崩溺弼矧開聞朗の縄講通牒饉輔
弼劇弼崩醐鞭輔都税画醒輔鮮鵡
Exactly.
輔弼類購箇網鵬輔の蝿醜聞鵡輔弼親臨純籍　の選紳輔
Our edition will be two volumes, With the poems essentially
all in volume one. Jim and I are both very against using
textual and editorial apparatus to tell people how to read
POemS. I’m not against essays that suggest how to read
POemS, but the editor should give you the material separately
rather than suggest an interpretation in the poem.
The poems will be exactly as Eliot wished, though
improvlng the text because there were some very bad
Printing errors. Very extraordinary, glVen that he was the
publisher, aS it were. Eliot was not a good proofreader
Ofhis own work. There are repeated mistakes that are a
COnSequenCe Of, for instance, a breakbetween one bit ofthe
POem and the next having been lost because it fell at the foot
Ofa page. The error would be clear for a poem composed in
quatrains, for instance, but not in units like those in `Ash
Wednesday.’’Jim McCue is very persuasive that a line of
“Hollow Men’’has been misslng SmCe it got into a volume.
One major textual question is whether there will be an
apostrophe in ``Hurry up please its time.” Ofcourse there
Should be an apostrophe to be grammatica11y correct,
but Eliot prints it without. It is in fact better without an
apostrophe because that’s more illiterate, less literate.
“Hurry up please its time.’’[Ricks adopts the accent ofa
WOrking-Class Londoner.] It’s all in capital letters, SO i亡’s
PHOTOGRAPH BY KALMAN ZABARSKY
announcing that it has a different
Standing缶om what’s around it. I
prefer leavmg Out the apostrophe.
謝謹聴璃鱗弼瀞菅態翁馨糎即輔醜聞朝
晦輔撥鞘鎚啓聡鮮継嗣の艶の髄鞘
鞘輔の曲埋㊧抽鸞離脱制酸開講制
鞘別居棚畢離籍晦輔螢鯛戦陣醍醐醗脚
鰯鵡郷間繭輔の明暗選弼轡弼醒繭態
輔遭醗醗彊贈醗軸餓鞋轍蜘彊繭鎚
綽蝿鍛離輔弼粥騨繊細黛彊馳髄
鞘繭鱗驚弼鎖瞳始蝿練絹軸鱒駒踊親臨
輔弼醍鰯糊鱒晦輔弼艶軸輔弼刷輔
弼鰯輔弼韻輔緋瀞鴨開聞騒能管
I think it’s perfectly possible.
I thinkwe lack a language for
describing sound very welL
You know these descriptions
ofwhat Caruso sounded like?
Vocalization is exceptiona11y
di鯖_Cult to describe. I believe in
analysis, but I think you’ve then
got to go back, tO Synthesize the
POem by reading it.
醜網棚醍醐鏑醐騰鎌騰鑑麟弼
弼軸騨輔弼鶴胴繊暗闘糊輔弼饉瞳鯛鱒輔
弼鞘轍蛸瀞靴輔醐酌態醗輔弼晒
醗態間借輔監鸞輔弼軸の運髄鞘輔弼の捕縄崩
開脚調節醒翫臆輔弼運軸醜髄騰輔嘲酔態瀞晒遵輔の閥軸軸醜鞘醒剥
瀞瞳の輔弼酢聴聞輪
Eliot loved Temyson. He mocked Temyson; he said
Tennyson had a large, dull brain like a farmhouse cIock・
Farmhouse cIocks are wonderful: they’re sort ofbeautiful
and they’re so en ible and the opposite ofdigital trickery
and so on. He loved Temyson, and he never forgot how
much. There is such charm in mere words, Cunnmg
locutions, and the voice nnglng. Once a year in the College
ofArts & Sciences Core Curriculum, We have a very good
evenmg With people simply chooslng a POem Or tWO that
they l ke and reading it aloud. You let the poem speak for
itself, Or ratherクyOu let your speaking ofthe poem speak for
itself. I vary it abit, but if I take “The Love Song ofJ. Aufred
Prufrock:’there’s no doubt that everybody is thrilled, aS
I am myself, by he haunting cadences, these unlgnOrable
insinuations through the sound.
There,s a beautiful remark of Eliot’s that genuine poetry
c n c mmunicate before it is understood. It’s also true
that nobody could hold in his or her head and heart all the
suggestions and all the kinds of amazmg information that’s
in a great poem. I’m very lucky. I can devote immense time
to Eliot. But mybrother loved poems, and since he never had
he duty to say any ing about any ofthem, he was able to
Iove them with a kind of缶eedom and purity that those ofus
who teach poems and write about them haven’t actually got・
Weクve got something else instead. It’s a little like the fruits of
autumn as against the blossoms of sprlng. You can’t live in
two seasons.固
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掃血書町聞晴量露○○案【S
From Axl to Zep 〃
Rock biographer Stephen Davis has
Seen -andt○○d -itaiI BYCALEB DANi」OFF
TO WRITE ABOUT rOCkbands, SayS
Stephen Davis, Who knows a lot about
the su切ectクis to engage in a continual
retelling ofthe quest saga, One Ofthe
oldest forms ofliterature. “It’s Jason
and the Argonauts setting out after
the Golden Fleece, Or Achilles and
Agamemnon gomg uP tO Troy for
booty and to kick some ass;’Davis says.
“The stories haven’t changed, just the
names. It’s five guys缶om nowhere
named Axl, Izzy Slash, Duff, and
Stephen宜nding the pot ofgold at end
of the rainbow.ク,
Those five guys he’s referrmg tO
are the stars ofDavis’s latest book,
Wなtch YozJ Bleed: Hまe Saga QfGzmS N
丑oses (Gotham), Which narrates the
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rise and fall ofone ofhard rock’s last
great bands and effectively documents
the end ofan era in rockmusic. Davis
(CAS’7 ) has b en chronicling rock and
oll for more than fortyyears,宜rst as
an editor a  the BostoJI Phoe証r, then
at Ro ing Stone, and now as one ofthe
genre’s best-known biographers.
His writing career expIoded
With Hdmmer Qfthe Gods: TⅥe Led
Z翠pelin Saga (William Morrow &
Co., 1985), Which is required reading
for any h rd rock and metal fan. The
bio o鮮ered readers one ofthe宜rst
b hind-the-SCeneS aCCOuntS Ofa rock
band, from debauchery at 30,OOO feet
to hotel-rOOm boredom. Davis has
Since writ en biographies, authorized
n unauthorized, Of the Rolling
Stones, Fleetwood Mac, Aerosmithク
Bob Marley, Levon Helm, and Jim
Morrison.
“In 1968, I was aJunior at BU and
the Doo s came to town and played at a
now-demolished theater on Mass. Ave.,
Called the Back Bay Theater;’he says.
“Changed my life. The Lizard King
Came Stumbling out on stage, Put On
the best show I’d seen anywhere, just
a killer rock show. I said;This is the
en rgy I want to be around every day
for the re t ofmy life.’”
Davis’s writing career started at the
BUNews, a Predecessor ofthe Da旬′
F手ee Press, Where he became manag-
mg editor. He recalls the excitement
PHOTOGRAPHS. TOP, MELODY KO, RiGHT, PETER SIMON
and turbulence oflife on campus in
the late sixties. In 1968, he remembers,
he got a call that an Army deserter
WaS hiding in the basement ofMarsh
Chapel.
“Within twenty-four hours, they
had lO,OOO students surrounding
Marsh Chapel to prevent the FBI from
SnatChing him,’’Davis says. “They
Put up a Slgn that said SaJZCtZlary.
Howard Zinn was up there harangumg
PeOPle. Murray Levin, all these famous
PrOfessors. It was so exciting. We ran
nothing else for two weeks. It was the
epICenter for two weeks ofthe anti-
Vietnam Wなr movement.’’
The Boston music scene was
bubblingjust as hard and hot, he
recalls, and one ofits most famous by-
PrOducts had strong BU connections.
`Aerosmith started playmg Out in
缶ont ofthe George Sherman Union at
lunchtime for
囲w話B EXTRA
See a play看ist
Of Stephen
Davis′s a看看-
time favorite
SOngS at
WWW,bu,edu/
bostonia,
free,’’Davis says. “They
Were living on Comm.
Ave. but had a friend
who was an RAon
West Campus and gave
th m meal tickets.
Over the course of
two years, One Or tWO
members ofAerosmith
COuldbe seen at anyglVen time in the
Ⅵねst Campus cafeteria.’’
In 1975, a Publicist friend invited
Davis, by that time an editor at Rolling
Stone, tO join Led Zeppelin for two
weeks on the road aboard the Sta購hめ
the band’s private tour plane. The
idea was to introduce the British
metal group, Which had developed a
bad reputation at home, tO American
audiences. With Rolling StoJle having
already asslgned a writer to cover the
band, Davis secured an asslgnment
from 77まe AtlaJZtic MoJlthb′, and he
and good pal and photographer Peter
Simon (COM’70) set off.
What they came backwith be-
Came the stuff oflegend. “This was
a book that outed members ofLed
Zeppelin as heroin addicts and as
PeOPle that brutalized other people;’
Davis says.
The story was killed by wary senior
editors at the Atlantic, and it wasn’t
until ten years later - five years after
Led Z pp lin disbanded followlng
the ath ofdrummer John Bonham
賀that Davis decided to turn his
notes into a book. αFor a while after
Htzmmer Qfthe Gods came out, the
band said, `Who is this Stephen Davis?
We never knew hi .’But fortunately,
I’ve got these pictures,” he says, aS
he scrolls through a series of Simon’s
unpublished photographs on his
l ptopクShowing the young reporter
Chat  up le d singer Robert Plant in
his L.A. hotel room, in the elevator, On
the balcony, With the dusty city spread
out below.
When GN’Rwas bummg uP the
metal scene in the mid-tO-late eighties,
Davis says, he was more focused on
reggae. But when he started looking
CIosely at the band a few years ago,
he thought their story had all the
Classic lngredients: ambition, eXCeSS,
addiction, discord, and implosion.
Big implosion.
“They went from a five-PleCe Classic
American guitar band;’he says, “tO
thi  bloated showband with twelve to
fourteen people on stage, keyboards,
hom sections, three girl singers,
dancers in bustiers and Madonna
CIothes. It was like a Las Vegas act.’’
Despite all that, he says, their
impact on music was undeniable.
He decided to te11 the GN,Rtale
unauthorized and flew out to LA.,
tracking down former bodyguards,
limo drivers, eX-girlfriends. “The
best way to write an unauthorized
biography is to go to the little people
who remember what happened, aS
OPPOSed to the bombed-Out rOCk stars;’
he says. “In fact, it’s better that way.
For these p ople,
it’s usually the high
POint of their livesク
SO they remember
every detail.’’
Techn cally,
Guns N’Roses still
exists, although
famously reclusive
and volatile front-
man AxI Rose is
the sole remainmg
member. The long-aWaited GN’R
album Ch玩ese Democraの′ - after
fourteen years ofmissed release dates,
at a cost of$13 million - WaS宜nally
releas d in November.
Much has changed in the twenty
yeaI.S Si ce Gun  N’Roses’classic
Appetitefbr Des祝/Ction was re-
leased, D vis says. The宜ve-PleCe
hard rock band, With dual attacking
guitars and a rebel frontman, is over・
Grung  saw to that. Then came the
Intem t and the breaking up of
albums in  downloadable comput-
er files. Even concerts have become
PaSSive - and expensive - forms
of entertainment, With popcom and
concessions rather than a communion,
ooted in rebellion, between artist and
audi nce.
SurpnSmgly  Davis doesn’t
moum hard rock’s passmg. ``I think
ofrock as an `ism; like modemism
or romant cism,’’he says∴`These
artistic movements shouldn’t go on
forever. There should be term limits.
Modemism lasted about forty years.
And hard rock lasted from 1965, With
th  Stones and the Yardbirds, and
Pretty muCh ended with Guns N’Roses
in 1990.’’
But ifrock is fading as an art form,
does at mean rock biography will
soon fol ow?
“No, I’m plannlng a PrQject on the
J nas Brothers,’’Davis says with a wry
Smile. “I’m kidding. I’m very interested
n writing about women now. There’s
Carly Simon. There’s Stevie Nicks. I
ar Debbi  Harry wants to do a book
and that they’re looking for a writer・
The BIondie storywould be a good one.
Ⅵfe,ll see.’’
Hc屯on
鎧醍放篤臨港醐菅醍彊胃の輔弼醸無間の粥
Erica Fe「encik (GRS“89)
Waking Dream Press
IF YOU THINK tOday’s real estate
market is tough, meet Ginger Kanadoo.
She’s trying, With a realtor’s relentless
good cheeI., tO SCOre
her宜rst cIosing m a
year with her only
listing: an Outhouse
With a potential view
By the inevitable
happy ending, Ginger
has consorted with
Wiccans, StOlen two crates of rotten
bananas, and donejail time with a cell
mate who weighs 3OO pounds and likes
her looks. JVセtalie J寄cobson MCracたen
胃輔藍朝野睡蓮謹告税憩麗
Ch「istine Palamidessi Moore (GRS′91)
1AP Press
IN THIS BUDDY rOadnovel setin
1972, the nineteen-year-Old narrator
and her more worldly
(at least sexually)
best friend hitchhike
WeSt, triumphing
OVer threats to their
independence, Safety,
and friendship -
among them a won“
derfully seventies cult trying to
SmOther them in love, a WOuld-be rapist
Who otherwise person縦es the Age of
Aquarius, and an attractive young man
who courts them both. NこJM
簿の髄鏡態鰐の醗昔弼醍醐購朝粥鐙
Stewa「t O′Nan (ENG′83)
Viking
O’NAN IS A maSter Ofportraymg eV-
eryday people (the title of an earlier
novel) in unhappy situations. Here, a亨l
eighteen-year-Old goes missmg, and
We follow the vary-
mg reSpOnSeS Ofher
friends and family
through their intemal
monoIogues, anOther
long-Standing O’Nan
Skill. (In another ear-
1ier novel, the family
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dog narrates his own chapter.) First
COmeS the police suggestion that she’s
run away, the right of adults, then the
massive volunteer searches, bracelets
bearing her name, yellow ribbons, me-
di  atten ion at once dreaded and wel-
COme, POSterS, rallies. Over two years,
as life goes on, COmeS the gradual move
from hope for her retum to hope that
her body and murderer be discovered.
It’s become a familiar real-1ife story
(are there more nuts out there now or
s there more international media cov-
erage?), but some reviewers haven’t
not ced the drama belongs to those
left behind: SoJZgS has been criticized
for not making the misslng girl vivid,
Wh ch ofcourse is not O’Nan’s point.
No血範c屯o血
輔弼粥鰭醐申開触診噌謄蟻酷輔弼醗鮒簿賊鴨
聡醗酵の弼艶麗胃の脱鞋醒麗聾態蝕醐酸の腎購彊醍明野彊
響管醍醐鰭邁出藍簿
Joel A, Roffman (CAS’72, MED’75) and
Rabbi Go「don A, Fu○○er
Brown Books
AS MOSES LED the Israelites outof
Slavery, they were distraught to see
Egyptian troops marching after them.
And God said to Moses, “Why do you
Cry Out tO me? Tell the Israelites to
move forward.’’Prayer is important in
Judaism, but action is
more important, Say
Ro触nan, a CardioIogist,
and his coauthor. Their
advice for readers of
any or no religion:
be thankful for your
blesslngS, but in times
Of adversity be responsible for your
OWn life - take good care ofyourself,
physically and emotionally; honor the
beloved dead with good deeds; make
amend  for what makes you feel guilty;
and, for your own sake and others’, be
as cheerful as conditions allow. N耽
兜鞘簿菅の醍常の謹選鹿茸鞘酸即選飽髄鞘簿麗鯛輯略鯛駕
芋粥璧顕挫凝髄蟹鞘副聾の輯苛酷陸運輔弼臨篤弼
Robert Michael (CAS′58)
Paigrave Macmillan
甘HIS HISTORY BEGINS Wherethe
author believes Catholic anti- Semitism
began, in New Testament passages
labeling J ws inherently evil, Simers
even before th  crucifixion, ineligible
f r salvation although
b ptiz d, and certainly
unworthy of decent
tre tment, let alone
Citizenship. Noting that
there have always been
individual exceptions,
Michael, Who is
he uthor or the editor ofa dozen
PreVious books on anti- Semitism,
glVeS SamPle  of descriptions of
Jews by Catholics from across the
millennia (``murderers of the Lord,
killers ofthe prophets … advocates
Ofthe devil, PrOgeny Ofpoison snakes
’’- St. Gregory) and discusses the
Crusades, eXPulsions, the diaspora, and
POgrOmS aS PreCurSOrS Of, and neces-
Sary PreParation for, the HoIocaust.
There have been improvements in the
decades since Vatican II, he writes;
Still, “Without memory, there can be no
SOlid foundation for a compassionate
and productive relationship between
Catholic and Jews.’’NこJn4
常醍醍醐篤熊鮮箇醐勘澄帯織醐飽纂帯彊醐朋鎧兜粥常盤軍営臣彊
Andreaしinett (CGS“85′ COM’87)
and Kim France
Gotham Book?/Melche「 Media
THE DUO AT thetopofthe masthead
at guilty-Pleasure shoppmg magaZine
LzJCky team up to help women find
the cIothes and
開“○○‾"`“〇°““‾　thestylethat
Read an
i terview with matCh their
Andreaしinett personalities (or
at www"bu.edu/　their aspirations).
bostonia"　　　France, editor-
in-Chief, and Linett, Creative director,
h ve identi宜ed t n iconic Iooks and the
War robe pleCeS, Shoes, and accessories
that are essential to each. Whether
閲w話B話XTRA:
you’re rock and roll,
b mbshe l, Euro chic,
Or arty Slick臆Or
Whether youjust hope
to wear something that
matches every day -
there’s eye candy galore
here. Bar口脇加sh
鯛常豊艶S茸罵鵜野野藍離別野軍曹㊥擬琵館遭問題轄罵
鈍弼固守鞘配強電開粥触彊鰯接触虹霊
Melanie Dunea (COM′93)
BIoomsbury
ANSWERS TO THAT Oldwhat-WOuld-
you-have-for-yOur-last-meal question
are in some ways very different when
they come from celebrity chefs. There
are alot offoie gras
and tru紺「eS On the
menus, mOre Seafood
than meat (including
``a sweet, Peconic
李　Bayscallop still
moving’’), and exotic
produce (`亀uit缶om
the Amazon that I had never tasted
before’’), along with homey dishes
(fried chicken, SCrambled eggs, “my
mother’s sausage and peppers’’). Many
Ofthese chefs would prepare the meal
themselves and most would choose
to eat it at home - and wonderful
homes they sound to be - although
Lydia Shire would opt for the Men’s
Cafe at Locke- Ober. Dunea,s full-
page photographs of the chefs are
handsome and imaginative, and the
recIPeS PrOVided almost all sound
perfectly possible, although some of
the ingredients maybe hard to come by
(“one pig’s snout, braised’’). NJM“
草間琶醐霊監⑱誤認鉛醍鬼窪酷の罷免鯛鬼
Pete Souza (COM’76)
巾umph Books
SOON AFTER
HE began photo-
graphing the very
Junior senator
frOm Illinois
(99th in seniority
Ofthe lOO) for the
C茄cago 7ナib硯e
in 2OO5, Veteran PhotQjoumalist
Souza C‘began to believe I was
Photographing a future president of
the United States;’
闇w話重患X萱RA:
Watch a
s看ide show of
Pete Souza′s
Photos at
WWW, bu,ed u/
bostonia,
he writes. This
Striking co11ection
of black- and-White
Photographs, Which
WaS Published in
July, Shows Obama
in Ukraine and
Kenya, amOng
Capturing lmages of Wonder
擬態鰭繚弼薦翁晋
Rosamond Pu「ce= (CAS′64)′ Limea S。 Haui′ and Rene Corado
Ha「vard University Press
Mast r photographer Purcell
Oft n focuses on objects too
damaged by nature to serve
their intended purpose:
termite賀eaten books, decayed
dice. This gorgeous co任ee
table book, PrmCIPa11y
Photographs of specimens
at the VAstern Foundation
OfVertebrate ZooIogy m
Califomia, WOuld seem an
exception. Although a few
d ad birds are pictured, neutralized perhaps by being labeled “study
Skins:’the emphasis is on the wonders, beauty, and startling variety
ofn s s and eggs worldwide. Essays and captions by Purcell and
foundation executives Haul and Corado discuss bioIogy, eCOIogy,
c s vation, and the time-honored attraction and scient亜c value of
nest and egg collecting. Still, the photographsクlike much of Purcell’s
previous work, Carry an intrigumg Whiff of death: mirror images of
manu actured objects made useless by nature, these nests and eggs
ar  objects denied their natural use by human hands. N瑠
many countries, SPeaking before
cstatic large audiences and on the
Senate floor, laughing with Ethel
Kennedy and nappmg in Moscow
and most engagingly, alone with his
daughters amidst crowds. N瑠
§臣鬼暫霞の臣塊親税調…塞触電塊翻無電髄の題罵箆鳳の醐
暫罵言冨輔轄軸愚鈍
Kathe「ine C, Donahue (GRS“76′’81)
Piuto Press
REPEATEDLY IDENTIFYING
h mself as the “slave ofAllah;’Zacarias
Moussaoui pled
guilty to multiple
Charges connected
to September ll.
The French citizen’s
extended, multi-
million-dollar trial
in Virginia provides
many lessons to the
United States, SayS the author, about
the nature ofterrorism and about our
legal system and intelligence agencies.
Nこ棚
畢鞭の哩霊触粥囲鯛犯歴§⑱粥等謙榔開銀息監馳賦群誹笠
懸閲見患彊塊の罫簿の蛸鵡諺
David Ro nberg (GRS’91)
Basic Books
DEEP IN THE SeaS,malehumpback
Whales smg, in long, Organized phrases
that rhyme - that is,
end in similar sounds
- and repeat, SayS
Rothenberg, naturalist,
musician, Philosopher,
and inⅤeterate author
and editor. They smg
most often in breeding
grounds during breeding season, but if
it’s a mating ca11, it flops. Scientists have
never discemed the slightest interest
amo g female humpbacks (berhaps
forwhales, aS for people, muSic is its
OWn eXCuSe for being). Rothenberg has
played clarinet for smgmg Whales via
an underwater speaker and thinks they
may sometimes have Jammed with him・
Hearing the encIosed CD while reading
h s track-by-traCk notes suggests he
mayjust be right. N耽菓
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丁heAnnuai Funds heip BU
students fui帥thei「 academic
dreams by suppo「ting schoiarships′
Classr0Om improvements, CamPuS
iib「aries, and mo「e. Make miracies
happen by donat看ng tO yOur SChooi
o「 coilege ofchoice any ofthree ways‥
国司
Boston Unive「sity Amual Giving
O Visit www.b虹edu/ann鵬lfund
and click ’’Give O「吊ne’’
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㊨Ma=yourg血to‥
Boston University Annual Giving
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群輔弼馳軸軸培髄鞘鴫軸鱒珊載糟蹴態聾賦耀弼競醜築蝿輔弼軸雑
弼醒韮輔の籍粥瞳壷旺軸脱脂粥縄漸軸拙弼翫軸醇距離軸の
鰹罵措辞聴講-Andy Cohen (COM′90), B「avo TV′s senior vice president of o「iginal prog「amming and deve漢opment
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EDITH ROBERTSON (PAL’36, SED’58) ofWin-
ter Park, Fla., Celebrated her 94th birthday
in August. After teaching business in Massa-
Chusetts schooIs for 4O years, Edith retired
to Lake WinmSquam, N.H. She moved to
FIorida in 1999. `An avid letter writer and
raconteur, Edith corresponds with friends
缶om New Hampshire and former students,
SWims regularly, and drives around town;’
writes MAURA (」ONES)しECROY (COM’83),Who
attended her birthday party
1940
KATHRYN (」UNKIN) 0しSON (SED’4O) ofFergus
Falls, Minn., WOuld love to hear from fellow
members ofthe Class of 194O master’s pro-
gram. E-mail her at audreyoIson@aol.com.
1949
」OHN SEWARD FIEしDEN (GRS’49;54) ofFort
Pierce, Fla., and his wife, Jean Dickinson
Fielden, COauthored Two Live$ OJle Love
(Pioneer River Press, 20O8) under the pseu-
donym Jay Dickinson. The novel was recent-
1ynamed the year’s best adult fictionbookby
the FIorida Publishers’Association.
1955
SANDY (BAlしEY) KENDAしし(CFA;55) of Bel-
mont, Mass., retired from the Belmont Pub-
1ic SchooIs, Where she had been accompany-
mg Choruses for 60 years, Starting m eighth
一軒亜鑑忠霊駐G㊤聯甲駐韓常田翁
Ourspace is limited, SO Ciass notes a「e
edited to inciude as many as possibie.
Notes shouId be sentto
C漢ass Notes
Bos書oniの
「Oしenox St。
Brookline, MA O2446
0rsubmitthem ontheWebat
WWW。bu。ed u/al um ni^1assnotes
We can also forward letters;
‾ Send them, aiongwith identifying
information on the alum, tO
Alumni Records
Boston University
595 Commonwea音th Ave。
Suite 700
VVlest Ent「ance
Boston, MA O22115
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grade. She is still ministeI. Of music in the
First Baptist Church of Belmont, SeCretary
Ofthe Rotary Club ofBelmont, and a director
and actress in community theater programs,
among h r other activities. Contact her at
Sandykendallco@aol.com.
宣956
MATTHEW COHEN (DGE’54, CAS’56, SED’61)
of Portland, Ore., a retired mental health
therapist, is the director of mentees for the
Portland chapter of Minds Matter, an all-
VOlunteer tutoring and mentoring program
for economically disadvantaged teenagers.
Visit _mindsmatter.org to leam more.
GERAしDINE A, SCHIしし1NG-NORDAし(CFA’56,
SED’57) of Agawam, Mass., eXhibited her
Phot graphy at the Agawam Public Library.
1957
MAIDA SPERLiNG (CAS’57) ofGI.eat Neck, NY.,
exhibited触m images in Vfsibilities: Hze
Edyhth AmIZ/al Szmme手Photogr雌,hy Show
in the lobby of the Philip Colto鮮Center of
the Children’s Aid Society in New York, NY
A silent art auction was held to benefit the
Organization.
1958
MARVIN STARKMAN (CFA’58) of Brooklyn,
NY, COWrOte a Play with Bob Feinberg. Ed-
die, Which pre iered in May at the Brooklyn
Heights Synagogue, Chronicles the life ofEd-
die Jacobson, a longtime friend ofHarry Tru-
man, Who influenced the president’s views
on the creation ofa Jewish state in Palestine.
Years ago, Marvin and Bob collaborated -
With help from MICHAEししOMBARD (MET’6O)
andthe late JOHN CAZAしE (CFA?59) - On Hまe
AmericaJt Wめ′ and Hze Box, tWO Short餌ms
that are in the permanent co11ection of the
Museum of Modern Art.
1959
CARしD, CHiARENZA (COM’59, GRS’64) of
Rochester, NY., Published Pict乙/J.eS Come
方om Pictures (Godine, 2OO8), a COllection
Of his photographs from 1955 through 2OO7.
His work is on display in Peace Whrriors
aJZd Sol互/des弓ZeceJlt Photograp九s by Carl
C茄arenza at the University of Richmond
Museums in Richmond, Va. Carl is the
Famy Knapp Allen Professor Emeritus and
an artist-in-reSidence at the University of
Rochester.
宣960
PHYLLIS Hlしし(CFA?6O) ofChicago, Ill., retired
from the piano faculty of Roosevelt Univer-
Sity, Where she taught for 46 years.
1961
B看LしHENNESSEY (SMG’61) of Morgantown,
WⅣa., has been executive director of the
Foundation ofMonongalia General Hospital
Since 1990. He recently raised $13.3 mi11ion
for the hospital’s capital campaign to fund a
$92 mi11ion expansion and renovation prq主
ect. Friends can e-mail Bill at Hennessey@
monhealthsys.org.
MIKEしEVEN (COM’61) ofAtlanta, Ga.,WaS aP-
POinted CEO of the Georgia Aquarium, the
WOrld’s largest aquarium, in September. He
h d served as interim CEO since May, dur-
ing which ti e he brought to Atlanta the
exhibition弟taJlic Aqzlatic and several new
animals, including Nandi, the鱒rst manta ray
in an American aquarium.
FREDERICK E, MIししER, 」R, (GRS’61), OfFair宜eld,
Com., WaS honored for 50 years ofmember-
Ship in the St. Augustine Council #41 chap-
ter ofthe Knights of Columbus in Stamford,
Conn. Frederick is retired and lives with his
Wife, Louise, the registrar of the Fairfield
Co11ege Preparatory School.
196雷
DAVID 」ACOBS (COM’63) of Sharon, Mass.,
recently donated his folk music recordings
to the American Folklife Collection at the
Library of Congress in Washington, D.C.
He made most ofthe recordings - Oflocal
legends and visiting performers during Bos-
ton’ and Cambridge’s boommg folk scene
in the early 196Os - for his radio show on
WBUR, then BU’s tudent-run Station. A
duplicate set of he recordings resides at the
Passim Cente  at Club Passim, the descen-
dant of Cambridge’s Club 47. Contact David
at david@j acobscommunications.com.
1964
」。 V, FAZlO (CFA?64) of Methuen, Mass., is
a composer and a guitarist, Pianist, and
Smger. He recently performed at the Hamp-
ton Beach Half/Shell in Hampton, N.H., in
Berklee’s Concert Noon Series. In his early
Performmg yearS, he was a member of the
entertainment trio the Young Vagabonds,
which toured the Northeast for the uS.O.
and other institutions. He also was an in-
StruCtOr at Berklee Co11ege of Music in the
196Os and ater a public school music and
English t acher.
1965
RONAしD (COuR丁EMANCHE) COuR丁(CAS’65) of
Essex Junction, Vt., WaS reelected president
and CEO ofth  Booker T. Washington Soci-
ety, a national nonpro宜t group he cofounded
to help students become leaders. For moI.e
information, Visit www.btwsociety.org or
e-mail Ronald at court@btwsociety.org.
JOEL ASHER DORFMAN (CFA;65) ofSherman
Oaks, Calif., reCently completed the docu-
mentary Global Wなrming: So九壷oJIS. An ear-
1ier version was an o飾cial selection in the
Ann Arbor and the New Zealand film festi-
Vals and received a Katherine Knight Award
at the EarthVision Environmental Film
Festival in Santa Cruz, Calif. E-mail Joel at
j oelasher@aol.com.
量966
RiSA ROBERTA GOLDBERG (CAS’66) of Crest,
Calif., runS Simply Marvelous Organizing, an
Organizing business. She recently cofounded
Ybur Estate Settlers (the Y.E.S. Team), Which
COnSults on all aspects ofhandling an estate.
Risa livesjust outside San Diego with her cat
and an army ofgophers and rabbits. E-mail
her at risa@marvelousorganizing.com.
ZVI SESしING (COM’66) of Chestnut Hill,
Mass., WOn first prize in the 2OO7 Rose Inter-
national Poetry Competition. He was also se-
lectedbyBoston Poet Laureate Sam Comish
to read his poetry at the New England PEN
Discovery event. Contact Zvi at skipsesling@
COmCaSt.COm.
1967
HERBERT 」, PAiNE (DGE’65, CAS’67) ofPhoe-
nix, Ariz., WaS named executive director of
the Arizona Humanities Council in July.
Herb is president of Paine Consulting Ser-
Vices, a 19-year-Old enterprlSe SPeCializing
in organizational development, tumarOund
management, gOVemanCe, and mergers.
1968
」AMES F, KAISER (CGS’66, CAS’68) ofNor-
WOOd, Mass., reCently retumed from Korea,
Where he taught coordinated sciences at the
Intemational School of Busan. Previously,
he was a faculty member at the Intemation-
al SchooI of Penang-Uplands in Malaysla,
Where he taught physics and general science.
After teaching science in Massachusetts,
James writes, he is substituting as needed in
Various intemational schooIs and exploring
foreign countries.
SUSAN MARX (CFA?68) of Orange, N.J., Paint-
ed in Givemy, France, last summer. When
She wrote, She was Iooking forward to exhib-
iting her paintings at the Jewish Community
Center in W℃st Orange, N.J., in November
and December. Susan can be contacted at
thisissusan@aol.com.
WINSしOW MYERS (CFA?68) of Stowe, Vt., eX-
hibited his paintings ln a Self-titled show at
丁he men’s basketba= season opene「 on Novembe「 14 against George Washington
University ma「ked a milestone: the 100th season of basketba= at BU, As part of the
halftime celebration at Agganis A「ena′ the Terriers honored membe「s of the 1958-
1959 team, the first BU basketball team to reach the postseason,丁heteam made it
tothe Eiite Eight round ofthe NCAA Men’s Division l丁ournament,thefarthesta BU
basketba= team has evergone。 At the celeb「ation, BU retired the numbe「 lOje「sey
WO「n by」ackしeaman (SED’59′’60),Whowasthe squad’sseniorcocaptain, He died in
2004, Attending the halftime event we「e (from left) 」ack Alexander (SED’61)′丁om
Chambe「lain (ENG“61), Bob Cumings (SMG’59)′ BⅢ Gates (SED’60)′ Mikeしynch′
BU assistant vice p「esident and di「ector of athietics,しeaman’s wife, Ritaしeaman,
and their daughte「しaura, 」ohn Murphy (SED’59,“62)′ Hans Slade (SED’61)′ Harold
Supr ano (CAS’59), and Ed Washington′ also an aIum。
Ga11ery 170 in Damariscotta Mills, Maine,
1ast summer.
宣969
SUSAN (RAFFER) GERSH (SED’69) ofBurling-
ton, Mass., is a speech therapist in Lowell,
Mass. Both of her daughters recently mar-
ried. “Whew! What a busy couple ofyears,’’
Susan writes. “I’m n w ready to relax and try
a little traveling.’’Contact her at fudgecat@
aol.com.
KAREN R。 I(OENIG (SED’69) ofSarasota, Fla.,
Published What Every 7Ⅵerqpist Nセeds to
K元ow Aboz/t TJ.eating EattJlg伽d下枕dyht
jbsz.[eS (W W Norton, 2OO8), a guide fbr Cli-
nicians. Karen, a COfounder of the Greater
Boston Collaborative for Body Image and
Ea ing Dis rders, has studied the psychol-
Ogy Of eating for more than 30 years.
1970
SUZANNE CHAしし看NOR (CAS’7O) ofNewCanaan,
Ct., an artist and art educator, eXhibited her
O l paintings in the show Sz上ZaJ2Jle CTha拙noJ∵
Ca正tHe互, bZJt Gaze - CaがtHe砂玩丑jねiJZt
this past fall at the WPA Gallery, W岳rd Pound
Ridge Reservation, in Cross River, NY.
BARBARA FlしO (GRS’70;82) of Arlington,
Mass., eXhibit d her photographs in Nature七
Dr ams, a SOlo show at the Lincoln Public Li-
brary in Lincoln, Mass.
1971
WARREN P RUSSO (COM’71) ofNewburyport,
Mass., a Navy reservistクWaS deployed to Iraq
in November for a one-year mObilization. A
former advertising and marketing executive,
he served in Kosovo in 1999 and in the global
war on terrorism from 2OO2 to 2OO3. He is
a program manager at Hanscom Air Force
Base in Bedford, Mass. Former classmates
Can COn aCt him at wprusso@hotmail.com.
HARRIET WINER (CAS’71) ofNewYork, NY, is
Vice p side t of development at American
Associates of Ben- Gurion University of the
Negev, a 36-year-Old organization support-
ing the Israeli school.
1972
SHERI FしAGER (CFA’72) of Brookline, Mass.,
WaS named Woman ofthe Year in 2008 by
the Washington Square Merchants Associa-
ion ofBrookline for her work as chair ofthe
Brookline Preservation Commission. Sheri
is a realtor at Coldwell Banker. Contact her
at sheri.flagler@nemoves.com.
MARSHA O’coNNEしL HEINZ (ENG’72) ofBurl-
ington, Mass., is a chiefscientist in the space
controI sensors division at Hanscom Air
Force Base. After graduating from Bu she
eamed an M.S. i  aerospace englneermg
at MIT. “On a personal note;’she writes, “I
have two children enrolled at BU pursulng
careers in the medical宜eld.,,
KAREN (KNiTWEAR) MORRIS (CAS’72) ofBel-
mont, Mass., Published H!e Bead玩gAJZSWer
Boo友(Storey Publishing, 2008). Karen, a
former associate editor at Hzrea(is magazine,
also wrote Sewing Lingerie That Ftts: SZyl-
is九UJZderweaJ; Sle印wear cmd Lo棚geWear
fbr EverydcD′ Li高ng (Taunton Press, 20Ol).
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Check out www.beadinganswerbook.com,
Or COntaCt Karen at kmorris88@mac.com.
197雷
CAROしGORDON EKSTER (SED’73;78) ofAn-
dover, Mass., an elementary school teacher
for 34 years, Published her first children’s
book, l砺ere Am l Sle雀)iJlg Tbnゆht?A Story
QfDivorce (Boulden Publishing, 20O8) is
about a shared custody agreement and is
appropriate for elementary schooIchildren.
Visit www.carolgordonekster.com to leam
CAROしYN 」ACOBY GABBAY (CAS’73, LAW’76) of
Newhon, Mass., a lawyer with the Boston of一
缶ce of Nixon Peabody, WaS reCOgnized in the
2OO8 edition of Cha朋bers USA∴America七
Leadtng LaⅥryerSjbr Bz/SiJZeSS in the area of
health-Care law
RAYMONDし, MCDONAしD (CAS’73) of Santa
Barbara, Calif., is executive director of the
Wbrkforce Investment Board of Santa Bar-
bara County. He also serves on the board of
directors of the California VIforkforce Asso-
Ciation and on the statewide Labor Market
Information Advisory Group.
し, A. MEYER (CFA73) ofCorea, Maine, Pub-
1ished砂Bo7叩y Ldyht Ho購emaJl (Harcourt
Children’s Books, 2OO8), the latest young
adult novel in his BIoody Jack Adventure
Series about a female pirate, Jacky Faber.
The next, Rqptzlre Qfthe De雀タ, is due out in
September 20O9.
1974
SA」亡D KAMAL (SED’74) of Boston, Mass.,
received the 2OO8 Lifetime Achievement
Award f om the US. Environmental Protec-
tion Agency’s New England division for his
WOrk promoting renewable energy educa-
tion and prqjects since the early 1970s. Sajed,
Who teaches a course on renewable energy
and sustainalJle development at Brandeis
Univer ity, has consulted on solar projects in
Bangladesh, EI Salvador, and Armenia, and
in the Fenway, his Iongtime neighborhood.
CHR看STINE MCCAR丁HY (CAS’74, UNI’77) of
Andover, Mass., a COmmunications manag-
r with Bond Brothers, Celebrated her 25th
year on the Harvard Extension School fac-
ulty She teaches editing oftechnical pI.OSe.
Friends can e-mail her at chrisjmccarthy@
COmCaSt.net.
JIM POWERS (COM’74) of Rowley, Mass.,
a partner at Fil-Tek Filtration Technol-
Ogy, Inc.クmOOnlights as a background extra
in movies shot in the Boston area. “Gigs
include a funeral attendee in Matthew
McConaughey’s The Ghosts Qf Gir折・iends
Past, a reStaurant PatrOn in Ricky Gervais’s
T茄s Side Qffhe Trzlth, and a bar patron
in Kevin James’s Ptzz/l Blart: Mdll CQp;’he
writes. ``I’m also on he short list for Mel Gib-
SOn’s upcomingEdye qfDar軸ess. Big screen
appearances or cutting-rOOm floor? We’ll
see somet m  in 2OO9!,, Jim can be reached
at macknife@comcast.net.
1975
AI L旺N KATCHER (MET’75) ofNashville, Tenn.,
WaS inducted into the YWCA Academy for
Women ofAchievement at a dinner spon-
SOred by the YWCA of Nashville and Middle
Tennessee in October. Aileen, a founding
Partner at Katcher Vaughn & Bailey Public
Relations, WaS honored for leadership in
her field and service to the
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CO mmunity.
」UAN看丁A　?獲Kl′′　しOVETT
(CFA’75) of Nantucketク
Mass., WaS featured in the
Apri1 2OO8 arts edition of
Cczpe Cod L昨magazine for
her weavlng and marbling.
Friends can contact her a七
miki@nantucket.net.
宣976
CHAR」ES　?HIP′′　BABCOCK
(LAW’76) of Houston, Tex.,
a partner in the Houston of-
fice ofthe law firm Jackson
Walker, WaS named a top
lawyer byH 2功as magazine.
The list names the top 2 per-
Cent Oflawyers votedthe best
in the Houston area by both
PeerS and readers.
L!NDA FETTERS (SAR’76) of Santa Monicaク
Calif., reCeived the 2008 Catherine Wor-
thingham Fellow Award from the American
Physical Therapy Association last June.
Linda, a PrOfessor in biokinesioIogy and
physical therapy and ofpediatrics at the Uni-
VerSity of Southem Califomia’s Keck SchooI
Of Me icin , WaS honored for her contribu-
ons to t e science, education, and practice
Of physical therapy.
MARK LANE (CAS’76, GRS’79) of Ormond
BeachクFla., is the metro columnist for the
Daytona Beach News-JoぴrJIal. A book of his
COlumns, S JZdapz/rS: Notes f.om a Coastal
CoIz/m扉st (University Press of FIorida,
2008), WaS Published in September as part
Of the Florida History and Culture Series.
“The pieces range缶om state politics, dash-
board socioIogy, local coIor, and Nascar
COmmentary tO Darwinian gardening
advice nd expIorations ofthe Great FIorida
Myth,’’he writes. E-mail Mark at mr.lane@
gmaiLcom.
STEVE STEiNBERG (SED’76) ofDanvers, Mass.,
is a national director ofJones Lang LaSalle,
Inc., a financial and professional services
firm pec alizing m real estate. Steve directs
the firm’s branding programs, COrPOrate
marketing, and public relations divisions.
SANDRA TEDしOCK (CAS’76) of Tucson, Ariz.,
was named to Law aJldPolitics, 2OO8 1ist of
Southwest Super Lawyers in the family law
CategOI.y. Sandra  Who has practiced law for
more than 25 ears, OPened her own firm
in 1992.
1977
」ON IMBER (CFA?77) ofSomerⅤille, Mass., WaS
featured in the summer group exhibition
LoJlers & Mdl,ericks at the Nielsen Gallery
On Newbury Street in Boston.
1978
DAVID E, CHERNY (SMG’78) ofNewton, Mass.,
w s selected for inclusion in Hze BestLaw-
yers誼Amertcの2008, in both the family law
and app ll te law fields, and in the fa11 2008
New England Super Lawyers list, Published
in Law crndPolitics. David is a partner in the
Boston宜rmAtwood & Chemy. E-mail him at
dchemy@atwoodchemy.com.
DAVI D REED (GRS’78) of UnioIrVille, Ontario,
recently published h重JesこIS’Ntzme: H工e His-
toIy andBel均もqfOJleneSS P臼JZ teCOStals (Deo
Publishing, 2OO7), a Study ofthe origins, his-
tory, and theology ofthe third stream ofPen-
tecostalism that emerged during the Pen-
tecostal Revival. David recently spent five
We ks in five Asian countries researching a
book on the True Jesus Church, the largest
一風甜醜醍聾罷㊨韓避憩濫
Roots Music
Violinist Ann Ourada Strubler didn,t
know where her talent came缶om,
until she met her birth parents
WHEN ANN OURADA STRUBLERtOOkup the violin at age
宜ve, her parents knew she was a bom musician. The Ouradas
had adopted Ann at ten days old, and they encouraged
their daughter, nOW a Violinist with the Detroit Symphony
Orchestra, tO attend the Interlochen Arts Academy and
later the New England Conservatory ofMusic. They often
wondered about the source ofher natural talent.
The answer emerged during Strubler’s search for her
birth parents. When she met her birth father at age宜fty-
four, She leamed he was aJaZZ muSician - and that he had
lived just宜ve blocks away while Strubler (CFA’78) was
Studying for a master’s degree in violin performance at Bu
Strubler’s adoptive parents had always been open with
her about being adopted, and when her mother died in
1981, She felt called to become an adoption advocate. After
SPeaking at a fundraiser for a local crlSIS PregnanCy Center,
She says, She had an encounter that eventually spurred her
to do more.
`Ayoungwoman came up after and said, `I gave up a
baby daughter at seventeen, and while I always feel I did the
right thing, I still worry that she would resent what I did,’’’
Strubler recalls. “I was taken aback. I thought, boy, WOuld
my own mother, ifshe’s still alive, think that I hate or resent
her?,,
In 1986, Strubler contacted the agency that had managed
her adoption. She was shocked, She says, When she leamed
that her birth motheI., Suzanne Fisch, Who was living m
Califomia, WaS eager tO hear缶om her as well. Fisch sent
along her family history, mCluding one tidbit of particular
interest: Strubler’s grandfather had been a professional
musician and had even played violin with the Chicago
Symphony for a year.
Despite her developmg relationship with her mother,
Strubler vacillated about contacting her birth father. Fisch
had told her his name, Joseph DiCarlo, and his last known
location - Boston, his hometown. Over the followlng tWO
decades, Strubler made halmearted attempts to track him
down, tO nO aVail.
In Septemb r 2OO6, aS She and her husband were packing
the family car to drive t ir oldest son, Mark, tO SChool in
Boston, She decided to try again. She grabbed a few pictures
OfDiCarlo that her mother had saved, and when the family
arrived in town, She found his telephone number online.
Strubl r nervously made the call, and he agreed to meet at
her hotel.
As we w lked into th  lobby, I saw this massive man with
his back to us, tinkering on the piano;’Strubler says. “I came
up nd said, `Joseph DiCarlo, I’m Ann.’He just threw his
arms round me and st rted weeplng. He kept saymg, `My
daughtah, I found my daughtah; in his Boston accent・’’
DiC rlo told her that he was also a professional musician,
an upright bassist who had played inJaZZ enSembles over
the y ars and comp sed big-band pieces. His brother
had studied bass at Berklee College ofMusic - just like
Strubler’s son. This May, Markwi11 graduate from Berklee,
the fam ly’s third g neration of musicians. DiCarlo wi11 be
there to wa ch.
“It’s an amazlng thing to consider, this whole argument
Of nature v rsus nurtureク’’Strubler says. “They’re both true,
but na ure has also glVen uS a great legacy ofmusic.’’
糧薬指鵡難調症諸結構出講噸華車塁
independent church founded in China in the
2Oth century. David, a PrOfessor emeritus
and a research professor atvycli鮮e College,
teaches part葛time and writes.
1979
」ENNIFER COしEMAN LOGAN (ENG’79,’8O) of
Mount Airy, NC., a family practice physician,
runs a rural health clinic in VIねst鯖eld, N.C.
“I’m divorced and have a 19-year-Old son,
Who is a sophomore at Occidental College in
Califomia;’she wri es. “For fun, I read, ride
bikes, travel, and play the planO.’’E-mail
Jennifer at dIjlo@att.net.
PATRICIA RANDEしし(CFA79) of Long Island
City, NY, WaS Smgled out by the New %r産
出mes for her “delightfully obnoxious’’por-
trayal of a “loudmouthed, Self-Centered
boss’’in John Augustine’s critically praised
One-aCt PlayPeople髄)e壷at this year’s Sum-
mer Shorts 2 theater festival in New York.
Contac  Patricia at hellgig@nyc.rr.com.
1980
DOUG HUMES (LAW’80) of Bryn Mawr, Pa.,
has a solo lawpractice in an old mansion. He
Writes that he commutes bybike, WOrks with
Clients he likes, runS in the neighborhood at
lunch, Writes articles for a community news-
PaPeI., lS PreSid nt of the Newtown SquaI’e
Historical P eservation Society, is renovat-
ing the 18th-Century Quaker meetinghouse
that he att nds, married the woman of his
dreams last year, and sang the national an-
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SCHOO患AND COI.患話GE
Older col向es丞arlter誓meS in parens
Closed colleges showJ2 Z7凋擢轡
CAS College ofArts andSciences
(CしA鵜COLしEGE OFしIBERAL ARTS)
CFA CollegeofFineArts
(SFA-SCHOOしFOR THE ARTS)
(SFAA-SCHOOL OF F看NE AND APPLIED
AR丁S)
CGS Co11egeofGeneralStudies
(CBS-COLLEGE OF BASiC STUDIES)
COM Co11ege ofCommunication
(SPC-SCHOOしOF PUBしIC
COMMUNICA丁音ON)
(SPRC-SCHOOしOF PUBしIC REしATIONS
AND COMMuNICATIONS)
醗醍　醐壷轟費消里露語諺孤離灘接辞駈毒説主の沌
(CGE-COししEGE OF GEN要RAL
EDUCATION)
(GC-GENERAL COLLEGE)
ENG College ofEngineermg
(CIT-COししEGE OF INDUS丁RIAL
丁ECHNOしOGY)
GRS Graduate SchooI ofArts and Sciences
GSM Graduate School ofManagement
LAW SchoolofLaw
MED SchooIofMedicine
MET Metropolitan College
勝巳　鈍醒務誹酎舐転読鮎地誌m過酷醒弼
SAR SargentCo11ege ofHealthand
Rehabilitation Sciences
SDM Goldman School ofDental Medicine
(SGD-SCHOoL OF GRADUATE
DEN丁看STRY)
SED SchooI ofEducation
SHA School ofHospitalityAdministration
SMG School ofManagement
(CBA-COししEGE OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION)
馬の粥　藻塩の融鋪粥駈那璃
SPH School ofPublicHealth
強襲　駄軸融紀輔離轟墨壷韻語斑軸腿轟斑
SSW SchooIofSocialWbrk
STH SchooIofTheology
UNI University Professors Program
them with her at a Philadelphia Phi11ies
game. “Life is good!’’E-mail Doug at dough-
umes@psualum.com.
DANIEしKIMMEし(LAW’8O) of Brookline,
Mass., Published f’ll Hal,e T砺at S竹〔秦Hav-
‾誼g: Behi競d the SceJ2eS Qfthe Great Romantic
Cbmedies (Ivan R. Dee, 2OO8). He is the Bos-
ton correspondent for VA手ie動a film critic
foI. the V柵rcester T封egram aJ2d Gazette, and
a contributor to the Boston Globe, Hlm Com-
men t, and the Cねristtan SCieJICe MbJZitoJ..
198重
Eし1ZABETH (GUERTIN) EGAN (COM’81) ofMil-
ton, Mass., Started her own interior design
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and staging firm, egan/williams, in fal1 2OO7
In 2006 the Boston SocietyofArchitects rec-
Ognized a private residence she designed and
deco ated in Sugar Hill, NH. Contact Eliza-
beth at tim-betty@comcast.net.
RAMESH KUMAR NANJUNDAIYA (MET’81) of
Dubai, UnitedArab Emirates, is a senior com-
mercial and corporate lender with Barclays.
After eammg a maSter’s at BU, he launched
his banking career, Which has taken him to
WeStem Europe, India, and now the Middle
East. Ramesh is also a member ofthe MET
Dean’s Advisory Board. He writes, “My good
friend and guide, Dean Jay Halfond, is doing
SuCh an excellent job ofbuilding MET into
a global name for BU - yOu have no idea!’’
Former classmates can e-mail Ramesh at
rameshkumam@hotmail.com.
川LIE SEIFERT SCO丁丁(COM’81) ofAIpharetta,
Ga., tOured Washington, D.C., With her family
last sprmg. They visited uS. Representative
EDWARD MARKEY (HoN.’04) of Massachu-
SettS, forwhom Julie intemed in the sprmgOf
198O as part of BU’s Washington Intemship
Program. “Both Congressman Markey and I
decided that neither one of us has changed
much in 28 years,’’she writes. Contact her at
juliescott@mindspring.com.
」AY R, WHi丁TAKER (MET’81) ofMarlborough,
Mass., and his wife, Janet, Celebrated their
5Oth wedding anniversary on July 26, 2008,
at a party hosted by their children and grand-
children.
1982
STEPHANIE BATTしE (CGS’80, SMG’82) ofNew
York, N:Y., married Jan K. Horsky on June
7, 2OO8, at the Alger House in Manhattan.
CRAiG EDWARDS (CGS’79, COM’81) attended
the ceremony.
DARAMANA GEORGE GATA (CAS’82, ENG’85)
OfPlano, Tex., is the section manager ofthe
Portable Audio Converters Design group at
Texas Instruments, Where he has worked for
19 y ars. “Myc rcu t designs have been a part
Of over $1 bi11ion of generated revenue,’’he
Writes. “I hold seven patents.’’
198雷
RICHARD H, GENTZしER, JR, (STH’83), OfGalla-
tin, Tenn., Published Aging crJZd MinistIJ,誼
Hze 2Ist Cle庇z(ry: An JJlqZ肩ry 4xproach (Dis-
Cipleship Resources, 2OO8). He is the direc-
tor of the Center on Aging and Older Adult
Ministries at the United Methodist Church’s
General Board of Discipleship in Nashville.
Contact him at rgentzler@gbod.org.
し1SAしAUBGROSS (COM’83) of Rockvi11e,
Md., and JANE (KAPしAN) KATZOFF (SMG’85)
Of Norwich, Conn.クJOined AしiCIA (GORDON)
KLEIN (SMG’85) in Kansas City, Kans., for
th celebration ofthe bat mitzvah ofAlicia,s
daughter, Deborah.
RAYMOND THEK (CAS’83) of Scotch Plains,
NJ., WaS named a leading corporate attomey
in the 2OO8 edition of Cねambers 〔rsA:Amer-
ic s Lead誼g Lavyersjbr Bz/Siness. Raymond
is vice chairman ofthe technoIogy group at
the law宜rm Lowens ein Sandler.
TINA TRASTER (CO ’83) ofValley Cottage,
N.Y, is a writer. Visit her new Web site
t www.tinatraster.com, Or e-mail heI. at
ttraster@aol.com.
1984
GARY DAVISON (CFA?84,’86) of North Poto-
mac, Md., WaS COmmissioned to write the
anthem “Light, Love, Life’’for the consecI.a-
tion of the Rev. Eugene Sutton as the 14th
bishop ofthe Episcopal Diocese ofMaryland.
The song was erformed by the VAshington
National Cath dral choirs at a service held
in the cathedral in June 2OO8. Learn more
at www.1ittlebearpress.com.
Aし1SA LUXENBERG (GRS’84) ofAthens, Ga.,
Published H1e Galerie Eやagnole aJId拐e晩-
SeO N cioJla1 」835-1853: Sal,ing箪)an ish A巧
0r fhe Politics QfPtz轟mony (Ashgate, 2OO8),
which ndertakes a critical reevaluation of
the coll ction of Spanish paintings amassed
by Louis-Philippe at the Galerie Espagnole.
Alisa is an associate professor of art history
at the University of Georgla.
RICH MuRPHY (GRS’84) ofMa轟〕lehead, Mass.,
recently published two books of poems,
Fdm叫′ Secret (Finishing Line Press, 2OO8)
and The Appl 誼fhe Mo融ey Z7.ee (Codhill
Press, 2OO8). E-mail him at richmurphyink@
gmail.com.
KATHしEEN K看NG PARKER (LAW’84) ofWin-
Chester, Mass., is  partner in the state and
local t x group at Pierce Atwood in Boston.
TiMOTHY M, SCHMIDT (MET’84) of Hunts-
Ville, Ala., WaS PrOmOted to director of test-
1ng and evaluation at L-3 Communications
Corporation’s Huntsville division. He sup-
POrtS the Missile Defense Agency’s Ground-
Based Midcourse Defense Test Directorate.
Contact Tim at tschmidt@knoIogy.net.
1985
丁ODD HANSON (COM 85) of Madison, Wis.,
Publ shed M垂) Gz[ide fo JJxprOVed Troz/t
Wなters Qf l砺scoJISin (Where Am I Publi-
Cations, 2008), Which shows the locations
Of the Badger State’s trout stream habitat
improvement sites. “Wisconsin has done
more of this habitat restoration work than
any other state, but I am looking to combine
the habitat work done by several states for
future books;’he writes.
KIM ANN (BLANCHARD) KING (COM’85) of
Boston, Mass., is chief marketing o鮮icer
at SiteSpectクa Web optimization services
PrOVider. Kim has helped launch several
technology companies over the past two
decades, including Open Market, Akamai
TechnoIogies, and Bit9. She recently eamed
a master’s in communications management
at Simmons Co11ege. Kim can be reached at
kimannking@yahoo.com.
Eし1ZABETH M。 WIししiAMS (COM’85) ofBerke-
ley, Ca皿, Writes that her recent good fortune
has been threefold: She married her partner
Of 16 years, Barbara S. Bryant; her photogra-
Phywas chosen to be part ofa nationaljuried
exhibition at the Marin Museum ofContem-
POrary Art; and she became senior pnnCIPal
g肺s officer at UC Berkeley. Her wife is an
attomey, a mediator, a nd a law professor.
E-mail Elizabeth at emwinca@yahoo.com
Or View her photography at www.flickr.com/
elizabethwilliams.
1986
KATHしEEN (BEGGAN) DAVIDSON (SON’86) of
Med宜eld, Mass., is chief nursmg O飾しcer and
Vice president of patient care services at
Caritas Norwood Hospital. Kathleen, Who
was named the Best Nurse Leader of 2OO4
by AD下現NCEjbr JVI/rseSクmOSt reCently was
the chief nursmg O飾cer at Boston Medical
Center.
」OHN HOOPER (LAW86) ofMedford, NY, re-
Centlybecame a member ofthe board ofLe-
gal Services NYC, an Organization that pro-
Vides缶ee civil legal services to Iow-income
Clients. John is a partner at Reed Smith in
New YorkクNY
JOE 」ACOBSON (LAW’86) of University City,
Mo., Writes, “I’m finally getting settled down
agam after getting divorced. My `new’old
house, built in 19O9, is almost done being
rehabbed. My ex-Wife and I remain close
friends and live three blocks apart to mini-
mize the inconvenience to our kids, Haley,
17, and Adam, 14.. My law firm has been pros-
Permg. One of my main partners is leavlng,
however, and taking two of the associates
With him. It is avery amicable split.’’He con-
Cludes, “I guess the story ofmy recent life is
friendly separations.’’
1987
BRUCE BAGDASARIAN (LAW’87) of Newton
Centre, Mass., joined the Boston o珊ce of
Sheehan Phinney Bass and Green, Where
he concentrates on real estate鱒nance, real
estate transa tions, and business finance.
He was previously a partner at the law firm
Brown Rudnick.
PETER BAしENTINE (CAS’87) of Newburyport,
Mass.言s the pastor of Hope Community
Church i N wbuI.yPOrt. He and his wife,
Allison, have four children. He writes that
he enJOyed the NROTC reunion in June
2OO7 nd that he retums to campus at least
OnCe ay artO eat t ChefChang’s. “I miss the
Del  Haus big ti ;’he writes. “Special he1lo
to old roommate, ERIC DONSKY (CGS’85,
SMG’87).’’E-mail Peter at peteandallison@
hotmail.com.
VIVIAN DiSTLER (COM’87, CAS’87) of Palo
Alto, Calif., a t nded a COM mini-reunion
in Southern California with scoTT FAYE
(COM’87),JEFF Kし1NE (COM’87), NANCY MOR-
RISON (COM’87), and their spouses and chil-
dr n. The gathering took place at the home
ofNINA GREENFIELD RAWしINSON (COM’84) of
Tarzan , Calif., With whom Vivian worked
many ye rs ago in Los Angeles. Nina is co-
founder and manag g director of Picadilly
Productions, Which provides after-SChool
enrichment and summer camp programs
for asplrmg yOung theater artists. Scott is
president of Depth Entertainment, the触m
arm of Radar Group, a Cutting-edge incuba-
tor of gammg COntent and cross-media IP
He recently produced the movie M宏xftyJle,
Starring Mark Wahlberg. Je鮮is retuming to
th East Coast after more than 20 years in
Hollywood to be cIoser to the Red Sox and
to send his daughter, Darby - for whom the
female lead in My Friends T幻ger crJld Pooh
On Disney Playhouse is named葛tO Public
SChool. He will continue to write and pro-
duce for television and film. And Nancy
SPent he last three television seasons as an
editor n Deaperat  Hoz(SeWil,eS and is now
WOrking on the USA Network series TⅥe
Starter W昨. Vivian writes言Although I of-
ten miss the television business, I enJOy my
WOrk as a researcher, editor, and blogger at
the I stitut  for the Future, a think tank in
Palo Alto, Which is also a great place to live.
Visitors welc m  !’’
BARBARA GOUしD (SED’87) ofVemon Rock-
Ville, Conn., reCeived the 20O8 Pi Lambda
Theta Excell ce in Education Award at the
78 h annual Initiation Conference at BU’s
SchooI of Edu ation. Barbara, a member of
the re gious order Sisters of Mercy of the
Americas/Northeast, is assistant superin-
tendent of Catholic schooIs for the Diocese
of Norwich.
」EN看FER 」OYCE (COM’87) of Taipei, Taiwanク
joined the uS. Forelgn Service in 2OOO fol-
lowing a legal career working mainly for the
City of New York. She has lived in CoIombia,
India, Isra l, and Washington, D.C. When
She wrote in July, She and her husband were
headed to Taipel.
NOAMしEVINE (ENG’87) ofArlington, Mass.,
is a partner manager at the Math Works in
Natick, Mass. Previously, he was a business
dev lopment manager at Analog Devices
and an independen  marketing consultant
fo  iZotope, I c.
1988
PAUしJOHNSON (CFA’88) ofSnellville, Ga., is
he music director ofthe Georgia Brass Band.
Last March, he conducted the band’s perfor-
mance at the North American Brass Band
Champ10nShips, eammg first prlZe in the
honors d v sion. Contact Paul atjoe3OO39@
yahoo.com.
DAVID STEINBERG (COM’88) and GREGORY
FOLEY (STH’89) ofOakland, Calif., Were mar-
ried on July 26, 20O8, eXaCtly 21 and a half
years to the day slnCe they met at a Lesbian
and Gay Alliance meeting at BU. In August,
David was elected to a two-year term aS
PreSident of the National Lesbian and Gay
Journ lists Association. He has been on the
g oup’s board since 2OOl.
1990
SHANNON (THOMPSON) CONNOししY (CFA’90)
of Holland, Pa., and her husband, John, an-
nounce the birth ofLiam Joseph, OnApri1 29,
20O8. “Big brother Shane, five, and big sister
CaI‘Olyn, three, lov  to play with their new
Sibling and are already trying to teach him
how to run!,, Shannon writes.
MAURA (KEHOE) COYNE (CGS’88, CAS’9O) of
Woodbridge, Conn., and her husband, Greg-
Ory, amOunCe the birth of twin girls. Maeve
and Sarah w re bom July 17, 2OO8. Maura
and Gregory also have two sons, Michael,
4, a d Liam, 18 months. E-mail Maura at
COynemail@gmail.com.
AARON KAMPFE (CAS’9O) and DAVID HEINZEN
(CFA?89) ofRed Lodge, Mont,, amOunCe the
biI.th oftheir son, Amos Olivier Kampfe, On
February 6, 2OO8. Aaron owns and operates
two adventure travel companies, OutWest
Global dventures and Mytineraries, Inc.
David is the prmCIPal ce11ist for the Billings
Symphony Orchestra and teaches at a prl-
vate cello studio. Contact Aaron at aaI‘On@
mytiner rie .com.
MIKE MCCUししOUGH (ENG’9O;95) of Lon-
donderry, N.H.言s president and primary
OWner Of his second engmeermg COmPany,
RTETC, Which specializes in embedded sys-
tems software, SerVices, and trainmg. Con-
tact him at mikemc@ttlc.net.
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DAVID M打HNER (CFA’90) ofHong Kong I‘e-
located to Asia with his wife, Sara, and their
family in December 2OO7. “The family is
now settled in, and the usual and glamorous
SearCh for the pleCeS Of a freelance musi-
Cian’s life has begun,’’David writes. Contact
him at drmethner@hotmail.com.
PHiし看P TAUB (SMG’9O) of Bedford, N.H., a
lawyer with the Manchester, N.H., 0餌ce of
Nixon Peabody, WaS reCOgnized in the 20O8
edition ofαambers rsA:America七Leading
Lal砂′ersjbr BzJSiJ2eSS in the area of corporate
and commercial law.
宣991
NICOLE CHARBONNET (CFA?91) of New Or-
1eans, La., WaS One Of severa=ocal artists
honored at the New Orleans Museum ofArt’s
Summer fundraiser, Love in the Garden, held
at the Sydney and Wblda Bestho鮮Sculpture
Garden.
CHR獲STiNE H幡NAN (COM’91) ofRumford, R.I.,
is vice president for govemment, COmmuni-
ty, and public a鮮airs at Harvard University,
where she oversee Harvard’s relations with
the media, SurrOunding neighborhoods, and
all levels of govemment. Christine also is an
adjunct assistant professor of public policy
at Brown University.
RANDY NOCKS (ENG’91) of Cincinnati, Ohio,
is a consultant with Sogeti, Where he helps
Clients with profect management and busi-
ness analysis. “This is a year鯖Iled with
Prlme numbers;’he writes. “My daughter,
Katherine, tumed 7 in February, my SOn,
Alexander, tum d 11 in June, and my wife,
しISA ( PRAGUE) NOCKS (CGS’89, CAS’91), and
I will be celebrating our 17th anniversary. I
al o completed my fifth marathon in May. I
haven’t done Boston yet, but I hope to some-
day.’’E -mail him at randy@nocks.com.’’
」ERRY SUしし1VAN (GRS’91) ofVienna, Va., is the
new director of intragovemmental a飴Iirs
for the Africa C nter for Strategic Studies in
Wbshingto , D.C. Visit wwwa紐icacenter.org
Or -mail J rry at d巧esullivan@msn.com.
1992
STEFANIE (SCHULZ) BRU丁SCH (CGS’9O,
COM’92) of Mesa, Ariz., has started a new
Career With Dick’s Sporting Goods as a con-
StruCtion pr。ject manager for the West re-
gion. E-mail he  at sabrutsch@aol・COm.
1(R看STEN DIEFFENBACH (CAS’92) of Morgan-
town, WVa., COauthored her first book, B誼e
RacingJbr Jz/JZio購: A GzJideJbr Ride7$ jねr-
eJZZ$ aJl  Cbaches (VeloPress, 20O8). Contact
her at kristen.die鮎enbach@mail.wvu.edu.
ABIGAiL CANTWEしし　HANSCOM (SED’92,
SSW’94) of Dedham, Mass., is assistant di-
rector of student services for the Newton
Public SchooIs. She and her husband, Mark,
recently had a daughter, Maeve Dorothy,
Who has a four-year-Old brother, Declan.
Former classmates can contact Abby at
abby__ anscom@newton.k12.ma.us.
TAMMY GOOしERしOEB (GSM’92) of New-
ton, Mass., PreSident of Growth Through
Change, WaS named one ofthe top IO execu一
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tive co ches in the Boston area by V砺omen七
BzJSiness Bosto , a mOnthly newspaper pub-
1ished by th  BostoJ江]reJlald. Contact her at
goolerl eb@gm il.com.
ANN PAVLIK MEYER (ENG’92,’98) and pETER
MEYER (ENG’03) of Shrewsbury, Mass., an-
nou ce the birth oftheir third child, Rebecca
Am, On August 17, 2OO7. Rebecca has twin
brothers, Joe and B lly.
JONA丁HAN WAししACH (CGS’90, CAS’92) of
Scottsdale, Ariz., is a CareConnect privacy
o鮮.cer at Catholic Healthcare Wlest in Phoe-
nix, Ariz. Previously, he was chief privacy
o縦cer at VI7blters Kluwer Health.
199曇
」ACOB FRANCO-S (CAS’93) of Fort Pierce,
Fla., founded Project 2OOO Intemational,
an organization that secures donations for
Haitian children and schooIs. Learn more at
WWW.P Qj ect2OOOintemational.org.
KEVIN ORTiZ (COM’93) ofCarlisle, Pa., Writes
that at the request ofthe govemor, he has
added the role of gay and lesbian rights
advocate to his duties at the Pennsylvania
Department of C mmunity and Economic
Developme t. “You can link to my vari-
ous initiatives at www.kevinortiz.com,” he
writes. Former classmates can e-mail him at
kevinortiz93 @aol.com.
GRACE (YANG) SUKEFORTH (CAS’93) ofBerke-
ley, Cali ., married Doug Sukeforth on Au-
gust 26, 2OO7, at San Francisco’s Golden Gate
Park. MAT丁HEW CHANG (GRS’93), MAiしEEN
VILしAMOR (CAS’93), BENEDICT NG (ENG’93),
andしEONARD TANG (CAS’93) attended. Con-
tact Grace at gracie.yang@gmail.com.
1994
TRIS丁EN CAOUET丁E DムRCY (SED’94) and KYしE
M, D’ARCY (CAS’93) of Milton, Mass., an-
nounce the birth of their third child, Aine
Mae, On July 8, 2OO8. Shejoins siblings Jack
and Neve.
CAROしiNE BROBEIL NASSAN (COM’94) of
Mount Laurel, N.J., married Eric Nassan on
July 2O, 20O8, in Almonesson, N.J. “Ⅵre had
a wonderful ceremony;’she writes, “eVen
though we were experiencing a heat wave
at the time!’’Contact Caroline at cbrobeil@
schnader.com.
BRYAN URBSAITIS (COM’94) of New York,
NY., eamed a doctorate in intemational ed-
ucation from New York University in 20O7
and is at work publishing his dissertation,
虚econciliatioJ2 Contested UJZde購tandiJZgS Qf
Reconciliatio扉JZ SdzJth 4舟ica. He recently
Started a communication consulting busi-
一触龍聞達鰹轡擬の牒遭艶麗
B「avo, Andy喜
Happily ensconced at pop culture’s
epICenter, Andy Cohen produces some of
television’s most-WatChed programs
ANDY COHEN IS unapOIogetic about addictinglarge
numbers of his fe11ow Americans to dishy television
Shows about wealthy housewives, Junior fashion designers
COmPeting ft)r the icy approval of a supermodel, and an
Obsessive, Stylish gay man who makes big drama and big
money flippmg real estate.
Cohen (COM’90) is the senior vice president oforiginal
PrOgrammmg and development at Bravo, OVerSeemg
PrOduction on about thirty unscripted series, including some
Ofthe most popular shows on TV In addition to developmg
new projects, he supervises casting, Character motivation,
episode structuring, and getting the “tonal’’elements right,
he says - “eliminating things that don’t宜t in with our
VOice and finding things that strike me as fumy that we
Should blow out and make fumier.’’His sensibility - CamPy,
Sincere, VOyeuristic, hip - infuses Bravo’s programmmg and
Shapes shows like Hまe Real Hoz/SeWives qfAtlaJZtq Prqiect
R棚Wのちand H互xping O巧all ofwhich have become pop-
Cultural touchstones, Cultish spectacles that seem at once
lowbrow and chic.
On some nights, Bravo is the top-rated cable channel,
Outperformmg the networks in the advertising-Critical
eighteen-tO-forty-nine demographic. A megahit like PrQiect
RzmWay rOutinely draws between two million and four
million viewers.
Bravo’s audience, aCCOrding to Cohen, is the envy ofthe
industry: a鮒uent and educated, PaSSionate, and a little
fanatical. “They like watching the creative process;’he says.
“On shows like 7む, Ch〆’and撮xp DesdyJl they like knowing
Why people made something the way they did, and theywant
to knowhowtheymade it. So we need to satisfythat. But
they also Iove the drama. And they have a certain sense of
humor that we speak to.’’
The programming - COmPetition shows like坤y Chefor
docudramas like Hまej?ealHozISe高ves series - has other key
reality-TV ingredients: great StOrytelling, OutSize characters,
talent, and something aspirational, Cohen says. “People
Wi11 start out watching a show like Hまe Real HozISeWives and
think, Oh, this is gomg tO be a train wreck. But then they start
realizing that they identify with some ofthese women. They
get satisfaction and humor out ofit, and it’s exciting and fun
and highly addictive.’’
So is Cohen’s blog on bravotv.com士ike the shows, it’s an
Ode to fabulousness and big-City style without any sense of
elitism. He writes it on his BlackBerry in the cab he takes
缶om his West Village apartment to his o鯖-Ce in Rockefe11er
Plaza every momlng, Often sharing his assessment ofthe
ride, the fare, and the driver - a Twitter-Sized reality show
ofhis own.
The blog’s popularity led to gigs in front ofthe camera,
Bravo’s Andy Cohen is a force
behind the cameras - and,
increasmgly, in front ofthem, tOO.
both online and on the air, Where Cohen’s infectious,
telegenic enthusiasm makes him an ideal host for cast
reunion hows and episode recaps. ``It was a great, fortuitous
th ng;’he says ofhis trajectory at Bravo. `At BU I always
Wanted to be on air, but I got agreatjob out ofschooI
PrOducing at CBS News. Itwas too goodfor me to leave New
York and go to some small town to tryto be on air.’’
As akid, Cohenwatched tons ofTV he says, andhewas
one ofthe宜rstStud nts at BUto own aVCR. Askhim for
his all-time favorite show and he lists宜ve: 77zeMaly砂ler
Moore鋤01華y DoJ叩y伽dMarie, All華y C柾ld.en (“but it has
to be in the eighties’’), q)Jlαh, and the Australian version of
Kd碗aJZdKtm. @ccording o a recent Cohen blog post, that
COmedy is currently “getting mauled’’by Bravo’s parent,
NBC, Which is airing an American version.)
And when he hears people complain that reality TV
represents  nd ofgood taste or the fall ofcivilization?
``I get offended,’’Cohen says. “The宜rst reality showwas An
AmericaJZ Fdm均′ On PBS. It was a fascinating look at how
th s family lived heir lives at a certain time in history. Real
Ⅵわrld on MTV picked that up - it really changed the way
th  people in my generation viewed gay people, SOCial issues,
AIDS, alcoholism. I respect reality TV I thinkwhen it’s done
right - and I think we do it right,軌rl,ivor does it right, H霊e
Amaz ng I王ace - it reflects the culture around us.
“Truth is stranger than宜ction,” he says `And it’s so much
fun to watch.,,諒、輔津特融羅
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Over l,700 alumni
and guests, mOre
than double the
attendance of
previous years,
came backto BU for
Reunion & Alumni
Ⅵfeekend October
24-26. Forthe宜rst
time, the event
WaS held in the fall,
rather than sprmg,
and all alumni - nOt
just members of
reunion-year Classes
- Were invited back.
The weekend
featured career
WOrkshops, a 5K
run/walk along the
Charles, Alumni
College classes,
SChool and college
OPen houses, a BU
Beach bash, BU
Oktoberfest, men’s
and women’s hockey
games, and special
events for the classes
Of1958, 1983, 1998,
2OO7, and 2OO8. On
Saturday, alumni
headed to a Boston
elementary school to
perform community
SerVICe.
An important
initiative this year
WaS the Leadership
Summit, Which
brought together
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cord mでm
lumni committed
to playlng a rOle in
Boston University’s
future.
The summit also
featured a luncheon
recognlZlng the
cont ibutions of
voluh eer leaders
and distinguished
alumni across all
Boston University
SChooIs, COlleges,
and programs.
Canてp αS
圃w話B I:ⅩTRA Visit www,bu,edu/
bostonia for compiete 2008 Reunion &
Alumni Weekend coverageこa Video of
the Leadership Summit, a Video of aIumni
reminisclng about what BU means to them,
and siide shows of the community service
event and other weekend festivities置
FACING PAGE, CLOCKWISE:
Cynthia Switzer (SMG’93)
and Alan Switzer (ENG’93)
and their children, Brandon
and Samantha, at the BU
Beach bash; Duane Jackson
(MET’76) and David Bailey
(DGE’54, COM’58) at the
Leadership Summit. THIS
PAGE, TOP ROW, FROM
LEFT: Yahaira Marquez
(CAS’03) (left) and Yeleny
Urena (SAFfO6) at the
Beach bash; Alicia Cannon
Mu11en (CAS’83), a 20O8
CAS Distinguished Alumni
Award winner. cENTER:
Faces of Sargent College’s
Class of1958.
BOTTOM ROW, FROM LEFT:
Janet Jeghelian (PAL’56,
SMG’56, SAR’57) (left) and her
Onetime sorority sister Angela
Marcucci LeBlanc (CAS’58); a
scene from the BU ROTC and
VeteranS reunion.
取)r the範rst
瞳暮れe, Re軸心on &
A賞u血mi Wさekend
WaS held in t血e
falI, W血ich mea重調
that men与and
WO血e霊〇七廿errier
hockey could
be part of皿e
宣es瞭舶es.
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TOP ROW, FROM LEFT:
Beverly Brown (left) and
BU President Robert
Brown were among the
fans cheering the Ter-
riers to victory over
Michigan; faces in the
CrOWd; Kelly Proctor
(CAS’98) at a reception
at the Howard Thurman
Center; (from left) Wil-
1iam Whelan, Timothy
Langella, and Sharon
Goodman Coghlan, all
LAW83. sECOND ROW,
FROM LEFT: Omar Ca-
brera (CGS’97, COM’99)
(left) and Richard Brown
(SED’52,’55); (from left)
SchooI ofMusic Distin-
guished Alumni Award
winner Edward Avedisian
(CFA’59,’61), SchooI of
Visual Arts Distinguished
Alumni Award winner
CaroI Keller (CFA’80),
and CFA Distinguished
Faculty Award win-
n r William McManus
(CFA’7l, SED’81;82);
Carolyn McLean (CAS’58,
SED’74) and her husband,
Robert McLean (CAS’58,
SED’61). BOTTOM ROW
FROM LEFT: Bill Mack-
iewicz (CAS’92) and his
C ildren, Samantha and
Jack, at the BU Beach
bash; Aaron Devine
(CAS’04) doing commu-
nity service at a Boston
elementary school; (from
left) Damion Sanchez,
Jason Calieri (CAS’99),
and John Saloglannis at
Oktobe rfe st.


ness at www.bryanurbs.com. He would love
to hear缶om lust about everyone’’at urbs@
bryanurbs.com.
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SHAKIRA BROWN (CGS’93, COM’95) of Mil-
bumクN.J.言s director of corporate com-
munications and marketing for a reglOnal
accounting firm in New York. She is also a
partner with Branding4newbies, a market-
1ng, COmmunications, branding, and Web
Strategy COnSulting鯖rm in New Jersey. Vis-
it the宜rm’s blog, Which won a Gold Hermes
Creative Award for best blog, at ~brand-
ing4newbies. com.
ALAN DAUGHTRY (LAW95) of Houston, Tex.,
an appellate attomey with the law firm
Jackson Walker, WaS named a top lavyer by
H耽ras magazine. The list names the top
2 percent of lavyers voted the best in the
Houston area by both peers and readers.
DOMINQUE HUBAR丁(MET’95) of Brussels,
Belgiumクis the new chief executive o飾cer
Of Gevers, a leading intellectual pI.OPerty law
宜rm with o縦ces in Belgium and France.
」AMESしAVINO (CGS’93, CAS’95) ofLondon,
England, COmpOSedthe score to l砺o匂eC友er,
a鮒m by director AしEX KARPOVSKY (UNI’97).
James recorded the movie,s soundtrack with
Radiohead,s Colin Greenwood and Lee and
Tyler Sargent of Clap Your Hands Say Yeah.
Visit www.J ameSlavino.com to leam more, Or
COntaCt Jame sat music@jameslavino.com.
JAMESし1NDHOLM (GRS’95;99) of Oceanside,
Calif., WaS named to the James Rote Distin-
guished Professorship at Califomia State
University, Monterey Bay. James has also
worked for the National Oceanic and Atmo-
Spheric Administration and advised Con-
gress and the White House on the science of
AIM旺PERRON (CGS’93, SAR’95;97) ofSom-
erset, Mass., is aphysical therapistwith Gen-
esis Rehab Services. She recently eamed a
doctorate in physical therapy and is now an
American Physical Therapy Association-
Cert龍ed clinical specialist in neurology. E-
mail her at aimee.perron@genesishcc.com.
SAしVADOR VEGA (ENG’95) of Linda Vista,
Mexico, OWnS a COnSulting business and
several fast food restaurants and is father of
“two beautiful girls,’’he writes. Old缶iends
Can e-mail him at staticas@hotmail.com.
1996
DANIELLEしEDUC DOYしE (SSW’96) of East
Bridgewater, Mass., and her husband, James,
adopted their daughter, Isabe11a Rose, from
Guatemala in August 2OO7. Isabella wi11 be
two years old in January 20O9. You can con-
tact Danielle at imalicsw@aol.com.
PATRICK HOししEN (GRS’96) of Washington,
D.C., a COmmander in the US. Navy, reCeived
a fellowship from the Maureen and Mike
Mans宜eld Foundation. He is enrolled in the
first year ofthe two-year eXChange program,
established by Congress in 1994 to build a
COrPS OfU.S. gov mment o純cials with sub-
Stantial expertise in Japan. He will spend the
SeCOnd y ar in Japan.
CATHERINE KOPPEL (CAS’96, COM’96) ofNew
Orleans, La., the former managmg editor of
Tribune Television, is associate director of
Public a鮮airs at Loyola University. “I left
local news management to broaden my pro-
f ssional horizons and expIore the other side
Of the business,’’she writes. “I am eIIJOymg
l aming the business of PR and promoting
rather than reacting to news.’’
JACQUEし1NE MORTZ (CFA96) formerly ofSan
Francisco, Calif., Who died on September
3, 2OOl, WaS a PrO ific artist. “I have many
beautiful portraits ofher classmates that she
Painted;’writes her mother, Sharon Mortz.
“I want to o鮮er to send the portraits to the
respective classmates ifthey so desire, at nO
COSt tO them.’’Contact Sharon at smortz@
Sbcglobal.net, Or Cal1 415-922-9756.
1997
ANTHONY CRISTOFANl (CAS’97) ofLos Ange-
1es, Calif., is an instructor at the University
Of Califomia, Riverside, Where he is working
tow rd a Ph.D. in comparative literatuI.e. He
PreViously w s employed at the Sacred Dice
as a smg r and writer. He writes that he and
his wife, Lindsey, “a girl from myhigh school,
a rock singerwithwhom I write music,’’were
married on August 25, 2OO7.
LAUR田HUGHES (CFA’97) of Manchester,
Mass., WaS featured in the summer group
exhibition Loners &晩veric産s at the Nielsen
Gall ry on N wbury Street in Boston.
RON LESHNOVER (LAW’97) of Syosset, NY,
Publ shed El,ery LaJZdlordもPrqperZy Protec-
ttoJZ G乙/ide: JO W匂′S fo Cz/t 】わz/r Ris友Now
(NoIo, 2008). Ron is a communications
analyst at an intemationa1 1aw firm in New
York.
JENN獲FER (KONIGSBERG) MENTO (SAR’97,’99,
GSM’o4) nd A, MARK MENTO (ENG’95) of
Boston, Mass., annOunCe the birth of their
first child, Jacob Andrew, On April 14, 20O8.
Contact them at j mento@mayinstitute.org.
SHIN (DORIS) YU PA看(CAS’97) of Seattle,
Wa h., Published Ha誼a Not Bombs (Booko
lyn Artists Co1 ective, 2OO8), a CO11ection
Of haikus chro i ling everyday life by poets
from around the country. For a year, eaCh
COntributor posted one haiku a week on the
gr up’s Web site; read the unedited originals
at 52haiku.blogspot.com.
KEVIN ROSENGREN (SMG’97) ofAlexandria,
Va., and his wife, Kristin, Welcomed their
first son, BeIljamin Charles, On April 18,
2008. Contact Kevin at kevinrosengI.en@
MARGARET SWANSON (SSW97) ofTyngsboro,
Mass., PurChased the Social Work p.r.n. Mas-
SaChusetts o鮮ice, Which covers Vermont,
New Hampshire, and Massachusetts. The
COmpany PrOVides social work services
nationwide.
DEBORAH VAN RENTERGHEM (CFA97,’99) of
New York, NY, retumed to the opera house
in ValenciaクSpain, in Wagner’s Pars的lクled
by Lorin Maazel and directed by Wemer
Herzog.
1998
KIM CHEN-BAYLE (CAS’98) ofAntony, France,
announces the birth ofher son, Benjamin El-
1iott, OnApri1 30, 2008.
MARCO DASIしVA (ENG’98) and cYNTHIA
DASIしVA (SED’oo) of Malden, Mass., an-
nounce the birth ofMatthew Joseph, On May
15, 2OO8. He has abigbrother, Christopher.
TERRi ANN MO丁OSUE (LAW98) ofHonolulu,
Hawaii, is a managmgPartner at the lawfirm
Carlsmith B ll. Terri specializes in property
and corpor te law.
CHAD WISSINGER (LAW’98) ofSewickley, Pa.,
married Ashley Howsare-Wissinger on May
31, 2OO8, in Bedford, Pa.
宣999
しORA OLiVIER看CARR (COM’99) ofBIoomfield,
Conn., lS a  aCCOunt SuPerVisor with the
marketing agency Cronin and Company. She
handles trategic planning, marketing and
a ve tising c mmunications, and account
activity for Amer亜t Brands, Rita, BCRG, and
Middlesex Hospital.
RAUL CAST看L」0 (CFA?99) of New York, NY.,
Starred in the feature film A朋eXtCanO,
Which opened at New Ybrk’s Quad Cinema
in September. ScreenmgS Of the film are
also planned in Los Angeles and Houston.
Ra血is a member ofthe LAByrinth Theater
Compa y and the Public Theater’s new
Emerging Writers Group. His former class-
mates can contact Radl at odioelintemet@
yahoo.com.
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STEPHANIE FOしEY (GRS’99) ofLomita, Calif.,
and Chad Loder had their宜rst child, Henry
Avery Loder, On March 31, 2OO7. Stephanie is
an associate professor ofpsychoIogy, and Chad
is a product architect at Rapid7 in Segundo.
iAN HIしし(CAS’99) of Georgetown, Tex., and
his wife, Julie, Welcomed daughter Sierra
Noe11e, On June lO, 2008. You can e-mail Ian
at ihil177@gmail.com.
JA看ME (PuCC漢) HRUBAしA (SMG’99) ofSalem,
Mass., and her husband, Bemie, annOunCe
the birth of their first child, William Gar-
rett, On March 26, 2OO8. E-mail Jaime at
jphrubala@yahoo.com.
GEORGiAしYMAN (CFA?99) of Boston, Mass.,
received two Elliot Norton Award nomina-
tions for best actress for her work in H!e
SceJ2e With the Lyric Stage Company and in
下砺ite PeQple at the New Repertory Theatre
in Boston. Last summer, She starred in the
Orfeo Group’s Loo友Bac友誼A71ger.
SERGiO PINHEIRO (COM’99) of North Holly-
WOOdクCalif., Writes that his short珊m Hze
Procedz/re Premiered at the Beverly Hills
Shorts Festival in March 2008, taking two
awards, including Best Horror Film. It has
Since been accepted into 12 festivals na-
tionwide and won an Audience Award at
the Dragon*Con Independent Film Festival
in Atlanta, Ga. SerglO is now working on a
follow-uP Short and a feature prQject. Visit
WWW.thedonnybrook.com or e-mail him at
Serg@thedonnybI.OOk.com.
DAViD R, SCHERER (ENG’99) of Somerville,
Mass., reCently completed a Ph.D. in opti-
Cal sciences at the University of Arizona.
After a宜ve-mOnth trip around the world,
he is a prlnCIPal scientist at Physical Sci-
ences, Inc., in Andover, Mass. Contact him
at david.r.scherer@gmail.com.
NAUM SHAPARIN (CAS’99) ofNew York, NY,
is an assistant professor of anesthesioIogy
and an attending physician in pam manage-
men七at the University Hospital ofthe Uni-
VerSity of Medicine and Dentistry of New
Jersey. “I’m glad to be back in the New York
area after finishing my fellowship in pam
management at the Cleveland Clinic;’he
writes. Former classmates can e-mail Naum
at naum. shaparin.1999 @alum.bu.edu.
COURTNEY WORCESTER (LAW’99) of Beverly,
Mass., is a senior associate in the Boston of-
fice of Pepper Hamilton. She focuses on se-
Curities and complex commercial litigation.
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EしiZABETH DEMBROWSKY (CAS’00) ofAstoria,
NY, is the coproducer, With Four Chairs The-
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atre Company, Of T砺at to Do l砺en %u Htzte
All %αrF帯enくね, a COmedy about缶iendships
and relationsh ps. The play premiered at
New York City’s Lion Theatre in July.
COししEEN MADDEN FAiRCHILD (COM’oo)
and TIM FAIRCHiしD (COM’oo) of VAlpole,
Mass., annOunCe the birth of their son, Dy-
lan Wi11iam, On June lO, 20O8. “He is of-
ficially a product of Boston University!’’
Colleen writes. E-mail Co11een and Tim at
COllmadd@ ol.com.
T獲NA MCDAViTT (SED’oo) of Boston, Mass.,
represented the United States as a member
Of the uS. indoor field hockey team at the
2OO8 Pan American Games in November.
Tina, a former captain of BU’s field hockey
team, has been the women’s field hockey
COaCh at Tufts Univ rsity since 2OO4.
VALIENT RICHEY (CAS’oo, GRS’oo) and sARAH
HAiNES RICHEY (COM’oo) of Seattle, VAsh.,
Were married on August 9, 20O8, in Fall City,
Ⅵ7ash. BEN」AM賀N GARDINER (MET’99)wasbest
man, and coしLEEN SCOTT (ENG’98) attended.
Val a deputy pI.OSeCutOr for King County,
and Sarah is a brand manager for Wizards of
t e Coast,  Hasbro subsidiary.
CしAUDiO RIOS (ENG’oo) ofPlainvi11e, Conn.,
and his wife, Vfen Sun, Welcomed their宜rst
Child, Eva Valentina, On April 13, 2OO8. Con-
tact Claudio at claudio.rios.2OOO@alum.
bu.edu.
M-NITA SHAH (CAS’oo, SSW’o3) of Boston,
Mass., is the宜rst manager of diversity and
inclusion at the law firm Brigham McCutch-
en. She wi11 be in charge ofthe宜rm’s recruit-
ment and retention e批)rtS aS Part Ofits long-
term diversity action plan.
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ANNIE GAUGER (GRS’ol) ofRandoIph, Mass.,
Published押zeAmlOtated l砺JZd誼硯e下沼Ilows
(W W Norton, 2OO8). She recently started a
blog at coursemPigtailmastery.blogspot.com
to showcase r short fiction.
CAROしYN (YOuNG) GILしAN (SMG’ol) ofRidge-
field, Conn., and her husband, Brett, an-
nounce the b rth of their second child, Ja-
COb Michael, On March 24, 2008. He has a
Sister, Anna Rose, age tWO. E-mail Carolyn
at cyg826@hotmail.com.
JESSIE (しEMOViTZ)しEE (CAS’ol) of Shrews-
bury, Mass., and her husband, Erik, had their
宜rst child, Justin Connor, On July 26, 2OO8,
Contact Jessie at jessielee79@gmail.com.
KEVIN MiCHAEL NICHOLS (CGS’98, CAS’ol)
andしEAH FORMA NICHOしS (CGS’oo, COM’02)
OfNewYo k, N甘, Welcomed their first child,
Belle Sophia, OnApri1 23ク2OO8. Contact Kev-
in a  k vin.nichoIs@morganstanley.com.
REBECCA NIGRO (COM’ol) of Milford, Mass.,
Published her first children’s book, &)aJ*les
aJld Zar短es (AuthoI.House, 2OO8). E-mail
Rebecca at beckynigro@aol.com.
DEREK REICHENBERGER (SED’01) of Point
Pleasa t, NJ., and his wife, Sarah, annOunCe
the birth of their win daughters, Margaret
“Maggie’’Kate and June Elizabeth, On June
3O, 2OO8. Former classmates can contact
Derek at reblax@comcast.net.
KARしAしEANDRi RIDER (CAS’01) ofPortland,
Maine, is the new coordinator of collections
and vis tor programs at Museum L/A in
Lewi ton, Which focuses on the story ofwork
and community in the cities ofLewiston and
Aubum, Maine. Friends can contact Karla at
butter皿ymusic@hotmail.com.
LORI RUGGiERO (COM’ol) ofBrooklyn, NY, a
PrOducer fbr CNNAmerican Mo柵ng, WaS aC-
CePted to h  East-West Center’s 2OO8 Hong
Kong Joumalism Fellowship Program. She is
among seven American JOumalists selected
to t avel to mainland China and Hong Kong
to meet with business executives, SCholars,
Ol ticians, a d govemment o飾cials. E -mail
Lori at lori.ruggiero@tumer.com.
NICK丁REpAN獲ER (CAS’01) ofSomerville, Mass.,
married Tim Delaune on August 9, 2OO8, in
Deerfield, Mass. In attendance were EしAINE
CABUANG (CAS’ol),しESし看E CしOUD (CAS’00),
NARGiS Aしl (CAS’00), TEJASH SHAH (CAS’01,
GRS’ol), nd MEしIC看AしAROCO (CAS’o2). Nick
is a technica=ead for software development
and architecture at a Boston-based firm.
Tim is a college instI.uCtOr and a Ph.D. can-
didate in political science. E-mail Nick at
nick_trePanier@comcast.net.
AMBER W漢しKIN (CAS’ol) of Amsterdam,
Netherlands, reCently eamed an M.B.A. and
a master’s in political science缶omVrije Uni-
VerSiteit. Amber is a solutions operations
manager for the Benelux area with EMC
Corporation. She travels to Brussels every
two weeks to oversee company operations.
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JUDITH (COWART) CしARK (SHA’02) of Ded-
ham, Mass., married Stephen Clark on July
19, 2OO8, in Linco細n, Mass. NAM看TA RA音NA
(COM’02, GSM’10),し1SA (SUししIVAN) EAS丁ER-
BROOKS (CGS’oo, CAS’o2, SED’o7), and MI-
CHAEしCしARK (CAS’o7) were in the wedding
party. pAuしT, HANしON (COM’01), DANしEON-
ARD (COM’ol)ク」EFF FARRAR (SMG’ol),駅1CA
MANCZUK (COM’ol),」ENNIFER CしOSE (CAS’o3,
GR 3), STEVE HAAG (COM’o2), CARL TOR-
TOLA (COM’02), and pA丁EししARD (COM’02)
- CAl話NDAR
MiAMl, FしOR!DA
l/21 1 CheeronthereigningNBA
Champion Boston Ce帖cs asthey
meetthe Miami Heatat American
AiriinesArena」nc山desa pregame
reception and access to pregame
WarmuPS.而o「mation: Aiumni
Relations at 800-800-3466 or
aiumcIub@bu.edu.
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
2/5 1 Arts& Sciences Discoveries
- a dynamic learningseriesfor
theBUaiumnicommunity-
PreSentS Cuba’s Fifty Years of
Castro′ featuring Susan Eckstein,
a CAS professor of socioIogy
and intemational relations and
author of Bock from the FL庇/re:
Cubo Under Costro, and Daryl
DeLuc , aSSistant dean of students′
Who travels regularly to Cuba
for humanitarian worki 7 p.m,,
foll wed bya light reception〇
回ormation and registration:
WWW.bu,edu/alumni/events or
617-3与3置1060,
BOCA RATON, FしORtDA
2/17 = in Bo ton University
Presid nt Robe「tA, Brown for
hisfirst a山mn=uncheon in Boca
Raton, atthe Boca Raton Resort
also attended. Contact Judith at cowa両r@
yahoo.com.
KRISTAN (DONAHUE) HOWARD (CAS’o2) of
Philadelphia, Pa., married Patrick Howard
On June 6, 2OO8, in Philadelphia.しISA SAし-
ZONE (CAS’02, SED’03) was a bridesmaid,
and ANNIE PAPPAS HAGERTY (CAS’o2) attend-
ed. Kristan and Patrick are both attomeys.
Contact Kristan at kdonahue17@hotmail.
ADAM HUFFER (CFA’o2) of Louisville, Ky.,
is half of the genre-CrOSSing altemative
rock duo Rondo Sterling. He writes that
their debut album,位)reZZatこ(ra (RS Music,
2OO8), has gamered praise and strong sales
throughout the Louisville area and the Mid-
WeSt; their first EP was on rotation at radio
Stations in Louisville and Los Angeles.
TOMしASZEWSKl (MET’02) ofHampton, N.H.,
coauthored Oracle胸dernization SoIzltionS
(Packt Publishing, 2008), a guide for legacy
SyStem arChitects and pr。ject managers us-
ing Oracle products. Tom is the technical di-
rector of the modernization solutions team
at Oracle.
Eし1ZABETH (HEしLMUTH) MARC看NKUS (SAFrO2)
and DAV看D MARC音NKUS (CAS’o3) ofNewYorkク
NY, Were married on June 2O, 20O8, in South
Salem, NY ER看N RIしEY (SARO2,’04), BR-DG打
MORAN (SAR’02;04), 」ENN (CAWTHORNE)
KOし1NKA (SAR’03), PHIしKOLINKA (CAS’98),
しAURA BASDEKIS DIPPER (SAR’o3), LAURA
CAしDERONE (CAS’02), AしEX WlしSON (SARO8),
and」ON POMPA (COM’o2) attended. Elizabeth
is a professor of audioIogy, and David is an
atto mey.
AUDREY (MAHしER) REESE (CAS’02, SED’03)
and NICHOLAS REESE (CAS’o2) of Lusaka,
Zambia, are WOrking with FORGE, a nOn-
PrO宜t organization that helps African refu-
dClub,from noonto2 p.m.
information: Aiumni ReIations at
800-800-3466 or aiumc山b@
bu,edu,
MIAMi, FしORIDA
2/17口o而Boston University
President Robert A. B「own for
an eve ingaiumni reception in
downtown Miam主Information:
Aium i ReIations at 800-800-
3466 oraiumclub@bu.edu置
S N 」uAN, PUERTO RICO
2/19口Oin Boston University
P esident Robert A. Brown foran
ven ga山mni reception atthe
La Concha Resort. informationこ
gees cultivate empowered communities and
Create COnditions for peace and prosperity
in their countries. Audrey works with the
group’s Post-SeCOndary Scholarship Fund to
PrOVide the means for exceptional refugee
Students to attend universities, and Nick
WOrks at the Meheba Refugee Settlement
in a variety of areas. He will soon become
a camp opera ions coordinator. Visit www
.forgenow.org, Or e-mail Audrey at areese@
forgenoworg.
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SALしY BESSEE (CAS’03) and NATHAN PEN-
NEY (CAS’o3) of Quincy, Mass,, Were mar-
ried on October 4, 2008, in New Britain,
Conn. BRANDI SIMPSON SCHULZE (CAS’o3),
JEFF SCHULZE (CAS’03, MED’o7), and DAVE
HUANG (CAS’o3) attended. Contact Sally at
Sbessee @alum.bu.edu.
しAURA CAしI (CAS’o3) of San Francisco, Calif.,
is a fellow of the Casualty/Actuarial Society
and a consulting actuary for the Tillinghast
Insurance Consulting Division of Towers
Perrin. E-mail her at lcali@alum.bu.edu.
SHARA EISENBERGER (CAS’o3) ofBronx, NY,
WaS named one ofthe ``30 Under 3O’’top ex-
ecutives in the music industry by Billboard
magazine. She is the associate director of
music resources for EMI Music Publishing.
PH漢」しi (ENG o3  ofBrighton, Mass., is the
new director of operations at Precision Mo-
tion Instruments, Where he is responsible
for a11 aspects of manufacturing and opera-
tions in the company’s Westborough, Mass.,
factory. He is also puI.Sumg an M.B.A. in宜-
nancial policy at Boston College.
IANしOEW (CFA?03) of Sunrise, Fla., eamed
a master,s in music from Yale in 2OO5. He is
chief executive o飾.cer and artistic direCtOr
Aiumni Relations at 617-353-5261
Oraiumciub@bu,edu,
しOS ANGEしES, CAしiFORNiA
2/24 1 Share some laughs with
famous comedians andfeilow BU
alumni atthe second annuai Boston
University Los Angeies Comedy
Showcase at the Ho=ywood
improv. Sponsored by A」AVideo
Systems, Adobe, Avid TechnoIogy′
and G-丁echnoIogy, the evening
is hosted by 」ason AIexander
(CFA’81, HoN,′95) and supports
theBU in L.A,Actingin Hollywood
Schoiarship Fund, Information:
A umni Reiations at 800-800-
3466 oraiumclub@bu.edu,
Of the Miam  Beach Chamber Music Sym-
posium. When he wrote, he was organlZmg
a classical music festival to be held in Miami
Beach and Fort Lauderdale in January. Con-
ta t h m t iloew@hotmail.com.
ERIN LONG (SMG’03) ofArlington, Mass., is
engaged t  Terry Boland and is plannmg a
May 2009 wedding in New Jersey. Erin is
a bank ex miner with the Federal Reserve
Bank of Boston, and Terry lS a meChanical
engmeer With the Integrated Design Group
in Boston. E-mail Erin at elong@alum.
bu.edu.
しIZ (FREIDiNGER) ME漢音ERS (COM’03) ofPitts-
burgh, Pa., married Eric Mellers on March
15, 2008, in Berkeley, Calif. sTEVEN SHELし
(CAS’o4) was a groomsman. LIZ HOしPER
(COM’o4), REAGAN 」OHNSON (COM’o3),
LIZ LEVI丁AN (COM’03),し看NDSEY BUR丁ON
(COM’o3), JACKIE SUNDERしAND (COM’o2),
MARiEしROSENWASSER (COM’o3), 」ESSICA S獲-
MON (CGS’o2, COM’o4), and cHANDRA Wiし-
しARD (COM’o4) attended. Liz is a marketing
PrOject manager for PNC Bank.
Aし1ZA RlしEY (SED’o3) of Wauwatosa, Wis.,
Plans to marry Nicholas Wemer in July
2OO9. Nicholas proposed in the Boston Pub-
1ic Garden. A iza is a third葛grade teacher
and a freelance photographer, and Nicholas
is a senior financial analyst with a national
health-Care COmpany. Friends can e-mail
Aliza at alizariley@gmail,COm.
SHANNA SP看NEししO (CAS’03) of New York,
NY., is the pr duction manager for the Off-
Broadway production of Hze FdJZtaStic短,
the lo gest-run mg muSical in the world,
now playing at the Snapple Theater Center
in Times Square.
NOAH STARR (CFA?03) of Brooklyn, NY., CO-
hosts the new Food Network showA語Aida,
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Which airs Saturdays at 12:30 p.m. For more
information, Visit www.foodnetwoI.k.com/
aidaクOr e-mail Noah at nstarr6@gmail.com.
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ROBERT HARDY (ENG’o4) of Boston, Mass.,
is pursumg a maSter’s degree in mechanical
englneermg and an M.B.A. fI‘Om the SIoan
SchooI of Management at MIT. He received
a Leaders for Manufacturing fellowship to
Study both engmeermg and business with a
focus on global operations. Robert most re-
Centlyworked in manufacturing engmeermg
at Raytheon Corporation.
CASSANDRA KRONE (CAS’o4) of Baltimore,
Md., reCently began a master’s program in
molecular microbioIogy and immunoIogy
at Johns Hopkins University’s BloombeI.g
School of Public Health. She spent the pre-
vious four years as a research technician in
immunoIogy and infectious diseases at the
Harvard SchooI of Public Health.
MAUREENし1POVSKY (SED’04) and葛THOMAS
CHAPMAN (CAS’04) of Quincy, Mass., Were
married on June 28, 2OO8クin Cincinnati,
Ohio. Thomas and Maureen met on their
first day at BU and have been together ever
Since. In attendance at the “very BU’’wedding
Were EしIZABE丁H RITCHIE (CAS’o4),しAURA RU-
BIN (CAS’04, GRS’o4), MATTHEW BROOKOVER
(CAS’04), DAISY CERRI丁OS (COM’05), KRISTEN
Cし1FFORD (COM’o4), RAJA BHATTAR (CAS’o5),
ADINA LIEBERMAN (CAS’o4), DONAしD CRAMER
(CAS’04, GRS’04), JACKIE ASHER (CAS’04),
KA丁iNA CASSIDY (CAS’o4, SED’04), TY」ER
SAMMIS (CAS’o4, GRS’o4)ク」ENNiFERしYONS
(CAS’04), CHARLES KOCH (CAS’o4), ER!N BECK-
ER (CAS’o4), 」獲ししPANUZ10 (CAS’o4), DARCY
SACHS (COM’04), PHY」LISし1POVSKY (CAS’o8,
SED’o8), AしL獲SON GORDON (COM’08), and
軋1ZABETH CHARBONNEAu (CAS’08, SED’o8).
SHAWNしYNCH (COM’04) of New York, NY,,
is a sta鮮photographer with Bemstein As-
SOCiates Photographers, Where he will docu-
ment the changmg landscape of New York.
He is taking photos ofnewbuildings during
all stages of construction as we11 as struc-
tures commg down, SuCh as Shea Stadium
and Yankee Stadium. Shawn continues to
do缶eelance photography on the side. Visit
WWW, ShawnpIX.COm.
CINDY (KENG) PORBUNDERWAしA (SMG’04) and
S丁EVE PORBUNDERWAしA (SAR’o4) ofWhip-
pany, N.J., Were married on June 8, 2OO8,
in Bedford, N.H. The wedding party in-
Cluded Cindy’s sisteI., WENDY KENG (CGS’oo,
SMG’02, GSM’o8), and Steve’s brother, KEVIN
PORBUNDERWAしA (SAR’08).
」ENNIFER SCHARF (SED’o4) of Watertown,
Mass., is engaged to Michael Orlinski and is
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plannmg a June 27, 2OO9, Wedding in Islip,
N.Y Jennifer teaches American history m
Arlington, Mass., and Michael works in In-
temet marketing in Boston. E-mail Jennifer
at j enniferscharf@gmail. com.
AMANDA (l(RUPOSKI) SILVIA (COM’04) ofEv-
rett, Mass., married Daniel Silvia on June
l, 2OO8, in North Chelmsford, Mass. sHAN-
NON PARVIS (CAS’o4) andし獲SA ROMEO DE-
VERNA (CAS’o4) were in the wedding party,
and JOHN DEVERNA (SED’o4) and NATHANIEし
BOYLE (COM’o4) attended. Contact Amanda
t silvia. amandae@gmail.com.
EMl」Y STAWASZ SOLElし(CFA?O4) of Salt Lake
City, Ut h, mar ied Kevin Hogan on May 3O,
2OO8, in Nashua, N.H. (Both have taken the
name Soleil.) M CAH BEししIEU (CAS’04) at-
tended the weddin .
THADDEUS ’十OBY’’YUREK (MET’o4) ofHen-
derson, Nev., graduated cum laude from the
Wi11iam S. Boyd SchooI ofLaw at the Univer-
Sity of Nevada, Las Vegas, in May. When he
WrOte in August, Toby, a lieutenant of crimi-
nalistics for the Henderson Police Depart-
ment, WaS aWaiting the results ofhis Nevada
bar exam. E-mail him at thaddeus.yurek@
Cityofhenderson. com.
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WILしT漢TUS (CAS’o5) and BECCA SNIDERMAN
(C S’o4) of Exeter, N.H., Were married on
May 31, 2OO8, in Old Orchard Beach, Maine.
TIM COOK (CAS’05)クSARAH FOGLEY COOK
(CAS 5 MATT BROOKOVER (CAS’o4), MARY
AQuiNO (COM’05), ROBBIE BENCIO (COM’o5),
REBECCA BOURKE (CAS’o5, SED’07), and
RODRiGO PEREYRA (CAS’o5) attended.
2006
ERNIE C」ARKE (SHA’o6) of Phoenix, Ariz.,
COmPleted his two-year COmmitment as a
Sixt -grade math and social studies teacher
With Teach forAmericathis past summer. He
remains with the program, a nOnPrOfit that
WOrks to end educational inequality, aS the
man ger of individual giving for the Phoenix
are . Contact him at eclarkebu@gmail.com.
MIKE COOKE (MET’o6) ofVancouver, Whsh.,
WaS PrOmOted to the rank of commander
With the Clark County Sheriff’s O鮮ice in
Vancouver. He commands the o飾.ce,s cen-
tral precinct. Mike also teaches in the crimi-
naljustice department at Portland Commu-
nity Co11ege in Portland, Ore. E-mail him at
mcooke@pacifier.com.
ROCHE」LE CO丁TON (SMG’o6) of Brookline,
Mass., is plannmg a Summer 20O9 wedding
to Rand ll R senthal. Rochelle is associate
m nage  of global trade marketing at Rock-
POrt, a division ofthe Adidas Group. E-mail
her at roc elle.cotton@gmail.com.
MAR髄 MBERTON (CFA’o6) ofTompkinsville,
Ky., WaS featured in the summer group ex-
hibition LonerS & unveric短at the Nielsen
Ga11ery on Newbury Street in Boston.
SASENARINE PERS UD (GRS’o6) of Tampa,
Fla., Published his seventh book ofpoetry, h章
a BostoJI Nわht (TSAR Publications, 2OO8).
“My acquaintances in and around BU have
been the touchstones for this co11ection;’he
Writes. E-mail him at sasenarinepersaud@
yahoo,COm.
REBEKAH CONWAY ROUし1ER (CAS’o6) ofWake-
field, Mass., married Gavin Roulier on May
24, 2OO8, inWblfeboro, N.H. MEGHANN COOK
(CGS’04, COM’06), DiANA KEARNEY (CAS’06),
EしIZABE丁H LIMA (SAR’o7), and REBECCA BRA-
DY (CAS’o9) attended. “Gavin and I met on
eHarmony and can’t wait to spend the rest of
Our lives together!’’Rebekah writes. Contact
her at rebeka conwayroulier@gmail.com.
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」ODY ECKER丁(SARO7) ofBismarck, N.D., is an
adjunct professor in the University of Mary’s
doctorate in physical therapy program and a
Part-time physical therapist at Healthways
Outpatient Clinic. E-mail Jody at jody@
healthways.cc.
JOSH GIRARD (ENG’07) ofLyman, Maine, de-
parted for Zambia in July as part ofthe Peace
Corps Master’s Intemational Program. In
addition to pursumg a maSteI.’s degree in en-
gmeermg, Josh wi11 help Iocal communities
Crea 宜sh farmlng PrOgramS and provide
engmeermg SuPPOrt for water and sanita-
tion projects.
BRIAN HUBBARD (MET’o7) ofPiedmont, S.C.,
WaS PrOmOted o chair ofthe School ofInfor-
mation TechnoIogy and Business at the ITT
Technical Institute in Greenville, S.C.
」AMES VERMILLION (CAS’o7) of San Diego,
Calif., relocated to Califomia in August af-
ter working for a year as an administrative
assistant at the Health E鮮ects Institute in
Bost n.
2008
ARVIND 」AIRAM (MET’08) ofWobum, Mass.,
is a patent agent at the intellectual property
law firm Hamilton Brook Smith Reynolds.
」ANE KIM (CAS’o8) ofNewYorkクNY, is an
acc unt c ordinator at Posner Advertising,
an agency specializing m luxury and real
estate clients. Friends can contact her at
j anek9 86 @ lum.bu.edu.
一題ACU量」菓Y O重量題U血脈獲たS
A Master of
His Craft
Jack Falla, longtime COM
lecturer, WaS generOuS in
assisting students
劫′したssica Leving GOM:Zの
JACK FALLA, a lecturer in sports
JOumalism at the College ofCom-
munication, WaS deeply committed
to his students, fostering their writ-
1ng Ski11s, mentOring them, and help-
mg them find intemships andjobs.
In retum, Falla asked only that
Students share his dedication to
the craft of sports joumalism. He
notoriously scheduled his twice-
Weekly sportswriting class for 8 a.m.,
the dreaded early-mOmlng SIot that
guaranteed a class of only the most
devoted students.
Falla (COM’67, ’90) died on
September 14 of a heart attackwhile
Visiting family in Maine. He was sixty-
four years old. Ed Brennen (COM’06),
the night sports editor at the Boston
Herald, SayS Falla’s class was worth
the early-mOmmg Wake-uP. “Having
Jack Falla teach you sports joumalism
WaS like having VArren Bu批光t as your
economics professoI.,’’says Brennen.
“You knew he’d reached the top and
WaS a maSter Ofhis craft, and you were
in awe. Thenyou found outwhat a
fantastic guy he was.’’
Indeed, Falla brought years of
SpOrtSWriting experience to his
teaching. He was a former writer for
助OrtS JTIz/Strated and for Hbc庇ry
MagaztJZe and was the author of宜ve
books about hockey, nOtably Sal,ed, a
novel about a Boston Bruins goalie,
and Home Jce: R〆Zections on Bac砂ard
RiJZ脅s czJldFrozen Ponds. His final book,
CI,en lce: R(沼ectioJZS Cmd Cor昨ssioJZS
qfa Hoc互ey L折r, WaS Published in
October 2008.
笥ack stopped into my o鯖.ce last
Thursday and left me a copy of Qpen
he;’COM Dean Thomas Fiedler
(COM’71) said the day after Falla’s
death∴`Unfortunately, I wasn’t there
to chatwith him, and the book sat on
mydeskunopened. When I came in
this momlng, already saddened by
the traglC neWS Ofhis death, I noticed
it immediately and opened it to宜nd
this i scription: `Tom, Anyone who
thinks ockey is a tough game never
tried runnmg a COllege.’I can only say
hat however tough it may be to run a
COllege, it will be much tougher without
Jack on he aculty. He was a great
teacher, a greatjoumalist, and a great
al mnus  COM. He will be terribly
missed.”
Tributes sprang up across
the Intemet within days of
Falla’s death. Sports bloggers
and w iters,缶om [JSA 7bdcD′
to Boston.com to the N台w
質)J* Daib′ News posted
Se ifthe Bost  Celtics could give
them their break;’says former student
Peter Stringer (COM’98), Intemet
OPerations manager for the Celtics.
“Early in my career, Jack made a few
lnqulrleS On my behalf as well.’’
Friends say Falla’s passion for sports
and his generous nature pervaded
his persona1 1ife as well. In 1982, he
built the Bacon Street Omni in his
backyard in Natick, Massachusetts, an
ice rink named after the street where
he and his family lived. In a tradition
he continued every winter until his
躍Seethe College
of Communication’s
tribute to Jack Falla
at www.bu.edu/
bostonia.
eulogies o the man who in
many cases had helped them get
their job.
`Jack e-mailed me several times
on behalf ofhis best students to
death, family and friends
WeI.e Welcome to come,
Skate, and eIUOy the Falla
ho spitality.
Memorial donations
canbe mailed to the
Jack Falla Fund, Boston
Univ rsity College of Communication,
64O Commonwealth Ave., Boston,
MA O2215. The fund benefits students
p rsumg SpOrtS COmmunications.
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???????「
触醗酷鯛齢駐醐燭朋の勘79′ former
Co=ege of Fine Arts director of
OPera P「Og「amS, On 」une 2O′
2008,
BISHOP, THE DIRECTOR Of
OPera PrOgramS and head of
BU’s Opera Workshop from
1970 to 1984, WaS a Celebrat-
ed soprano who performed
On Broadway and with the
New York City Opera and
the Boston Opera Group.
Bishop was praised for
her expressive physicality
and the personality she
brought to her roles. Itwas a
talent she tried to pass along
to her students, SayS Je組:ey
Stevens, a CFA repertory
COaCh and the current
music director ofthe Opera
Workshop.
“She could be demon-
Strating to a baritone how
an old fisherman might
Walk one moment, and
then show a soprano how
a seventeenth-Century
noblewoman might empIoy
her fan;’he says.
Despite a deep trove
Of patience, Bishop would
OCCaSionally throw up her
hands when students lacked
her grace. “She sometimes
WOuld hang a slgn On her
O任ice door that read, `I have
temporarily lost the will to
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COntinue; and that meant
hat one didn’t knock;’
Stevens remembers. “But
She would pretty quickly
retum to her optimistic,
encouraglng Self.”
Bis op had retired from
the stage by the time she
arrived at BU in the mid-
196Os. Sh  sangfirst on
Broadway, m a reVival of
Blossom Time and in Hze
Girlf.om NtzJ?tZ/CIfet. In 1948,
sh  made her debut with
the NewYork City Opera in
Rめoletto; the same year, She
Sang Lucia in HzeRqpe Qf
LzICreti  on Broadway. She
Stayed on with the New York
City Opera through 1960,
While occasionally smgmg
under Sarah Caldwell with
the Boston Opera Group. An
advocate of contemporary
American music, She per-
formed in world premieres
of such works as S諒Charac-
ters誼Search Qfan Az崩or
and H!e SかoJlger.
She was perhaps best
known for creating the
title role in Gr折をl癌n, a
1955 pera that premiered
On NBC’s q)era Hzeaz7.e.
Singlng “like an inspired
Choirboy,’’as an Qpera News
review phrased it, Bishop
brought n impish sense
ofwonder to the role ofa
young devil too nice to make
it in hell. She had played
another slgnature rOle -
Adele in Die FTedermazJS -
Onthe NBC program in 195O.
After Bishop’s retirement,
She began a career as an opera
instructor and administrator.
“Her work with students gave
her immense pleasureク’’Ste葛
VenS SayS.属otie倣)Ch
(乙4SO9, COMO9)
顕酸㊨蝕醗悪日鑑飾弼魯鈍罷昔, 76′
Schooi of Medicine professor
Of medicine, On Apri1 4, 2008.
AN HONORED RECIPIENT
ofthe SchooI ofMedicine,s
J mes L Tullis Leadership
Award for Distinguished
Study in 1979, Cathcart was
a prol龍c medical writer
Who made many lmpOrtant
COntributions to the study of
rh umatoIogy and arthritis.
Hejoined the MED
faculty in 196l, and by
1977, he was aprofessor
Ofmedicine. In 1984, he
became chief of staff at
the Edith Nourse Rogers
Memor al Veterans Hospital
in Bedford, Massachusetts.
Cathcart received
intemational recognition
for his study ofamyloid
PrOteins, Which have been
linked to AIzheimer,s
disease, bone marrow
CanCer, and chronic
in且ammatory disease. JL
酬篤弼飽醗酵璧膳彊撼艶, 75, former
Schooi ofしawdean and pro-
fesso「′ On September 6′ 2008,
AS A LAWYER, Speidelwas
known as an expert in the
宜eld ofcontracts and on
arbitration.
He cowrote the宜ve-
volume Fとderal Arbitration
Law: Agreeme庇$ AwaIてね
andIiem dies Uわder fhe
Fbderal AJbitratioJ2 Act, With
Ian R. Macneil and Thomas
J. Stipanowich.
He was  former member
of the National Association
of Securities Dealers
arbitration task force that
exam ed arbitration in
the securities industry,
and he was the director of
an influential study that
recommended revisions to
the Uniform Commercial
ode concemmg Sales laws
in all宜fty states.
Speidel began his
teaching career in 196l at
the University ofVirginia,
Where he taught for sixteen
years before commg tO
Boston University After
three year  as dean and a
PrOfessor at BU’s SchooI of
LaW he became a professor
at the Northwestern
University Schoo賞of LaW
where he remained缶om
198O to 2003. In the years
before his death, he was a
tenured half-time faculty
m mber at the University of
S  Diego SchooI ofLaw. JL
鑑触醜乱闘胆鴫の㊨竃腫, 92,
S⊂hooI of Education p「ofesso「
emer tus of education′ On
」uIy6, 2008,
WILLGOOSE (SED’39;4O)
etu ned to SED as a
professor of education
and coordinator of health
education n 196O, after
doing graduate work at
Columbia University and
eamlng a doctorate in
education from Syracuse
University.
Willgoose wrote eigh-
teen college textbooks,
including Health EdzICation
n硯e Ele朋eJZta7y School
and ifeaszげement and
EValz/ation流H台alth and
Physi al EdこlCation.
He was a fellow ofthe
American Public Health and
the American SchooI Health
associations, a Charter fellow
of the American Association
Health Education, and a
founding member and fellow
Ofthe American College of
Sports Medicine.　　　JL
-量晴間重油o脈量血聞
1920s
DOROTHY A. NYLAND (SRE’29)
∞l【1mb【1$ Ohio
19雷0s
MYRON FREEDMAN (SMG’3O)
Sale7乃Mdss.
ELEANOR D. HUTCHINSON (PAL’30)
OraJlge Ci動Fla.
GLADYS M. GROVER (SAR’31, SED’32)
SゆnalMb【1ntaれT加n.
CHRISTINA E. LORTZ (CAS’32)
Sb【1thpo巧NC
ANNA FORAND (pAL’34)
Albio7ち腐.L
DOROTHY R. FOSTER (SED’34)
LexingtoJちMss.
ANN E. MACDONALD (SED’35,’54)
ChestJ]Z」t HtlZ, Muss.
CARLA PAASKE (PAL’35, SED’60)
Chel鵬的r匂M寄ss.
CHARLES V. PRIMPAS (LAW’35)
Miltolち朋セss.
MERTON B. GREEN (STH’38,’39)
Des MoiJ2e$ Jbwa
CHRISTOPHER J. KARAS (SMG’38)
脇Im Harbo7;封a.
ELIZABETH RYZINSKI MOSES
(SAR’38) T彬stmoJ互NJ
VERINA ROGERS SAUNDERS (SRE’38,
GRS’4O) NashzJq N:H
1940s
JOHN E. COGOLI (SED’40)
l砺the7斬e姫Com2.
MICHAEL L. SALA (SMG’4O)
砂rtle Beach, SC
CHARLES W. BAYLEY (CAS’41)
NorwelZ, Mtzss.
FRANCIS W. CUSACK (LAW’41)
N寄ha喧晩ss.
GEORGE I. LAWLEY (SMG’41)
Ove手land励rちKdns.
LOUISE V. VALTON (SAR’41)
Pz上eblq Colo.
J. ARTLEY LEATHERMAN (STH’43)
Goshe7ち玩d
FRANK A. MERLINO (SMG’43)
ⅥセIlesl鋤unSS.
PHYLLIS A. MCELWAIN (SAR’44)
Mbnroeville,助.
ROLFE W. SALIN (MED’44)
Avila Beac互, Calげ
MARGARET J. EARLY (PAL’45,
GRS’48, SED’54)
Gainesville, Fla.
JOSEPH W. P. FROST (SMG’45)
Elioち耽読e
CARL W. JOHNSON (MED’45)
Eγ折el星の朋.
RICHARD T. CURLEY (SMG’46)
K証lこ1a-Kむnq Ha博aii
ELEANOR S. EBERSOLE (PAL’46,
SED’48) H!OmaSl,ille, NC
ELIZABETH G. HIGHTOWER (CAS’46)
丁柵s癌ngto7ちDC
MILTON J. HUBER (STH’46, GRS’49)
BJ.OWJt Deel; Wis.
GEORGIA D. LEWIS (SMG’46)
M了ddletoJL unSS.
JEAN C. QUINN (pAL’46)
l柵rcesteI;施ss.
MARIAN E. THOMPSON (SAR’46)
Avo均Cbnn.
LUTHER E. TYSON (STH’47, GRS’68)
加Im αasちHa.
GEORGE L. CROSS (SMG’48)
Soz/硯PortlaJ姫unine
EVERETT A. JOHNSON (SED’48,’55)
MなれchesteI; α朋.
PEGGY NICHOLS (SAR’48)
Ktlmarnoc互,下旬:
ARTHUR D. FRAMSON (COM’49)
丁栃st Kzrmoz[tれMass.
WILLIAM T. LOGAN (CAS’49)
H互やSWel 晩ine
JAMES S. WATT (COM’49, SED’54)
NewingtoJちComt.
1950s
MARY E. BROOKS (CAS’50)
丁柵b【」r均晩ss.
JOSEPH J. CALLAHAN (SMG’5O)
朋tz7心lehead Mtzss.
VINCENT J. DINITTO (COM’50)
A【ISt九撤.
NORMAN S. FRANK (SMG’50)
Boca Iiato7ち用a.
GEORGE J. GOLDIN (SSW’50)
Ne博tolち胸ss.
MILTON R. HAMILTON (SMG’50)
切なsれVOO(ち晩ss.
ANN M. MARCIANO (CAS’50)
Stanl舟r匂αnn.
FLORENCE E. STEVENS (SED’5O)
Har高cれ胸ss.
CHARLES J. ADAMS (LAW’51)
Naple♀, Ha.
RITA DALEY (SAR’51)
切なstminste7; Mdss.
OSCAR W. HAMBROUGH (CAS’51)
Hanoγe7; Pa.
NORMAN HOLTZ (LAW’51)
NewtoJZ HめhlaJ2d$ unSS.
LINCOLN D. LYNCH (SMG’51, SED’56)
脇ddleborq Mass.
RAYMOND T. MAHON (LAW’51;61)
Holde乃ル触ss.
DONALD L. PATTERSON (SMG’51)
Brゆhto7ち施ss.
EDVARD E. BACCARI (SED’52,’55)
Q【1in切Mass.
JOSEPH F. BRICKLEY (CAS’52)
Harwicれ晩ss.
ROBERT S. CROSSLEY (LAW’52)
NorHz Dartmoz」th, Mczss.
MILDRED DUTTON (SED’52)
Haho F也ll$ Haho
JOHN J. FLYNN (SMG’52)
BzlrliJlgtOJちMtzss.
JOSEPH D. GELLER (LAWrs2)
Bこ1r碗game, Calが
ROBERT H. ACKER (COM’53)
Charlotte, NC
LOUIS R. CHILD (CFA’53)
胸rblehea(Z, Mss.
ALBERT H. FEINGOLD (MED’53)
Ca朋bri匂ら晩ss.
A工XCE S. GIAVIS (PAL’53)
LowelL晩ss.
JOHN C. PARSONS, JR. (COM’53)
Edinq,妬朋.
HOVARD E. GELLIS (COM’54)
Bosto乃晩ss.
PATRICIA C. ISEMAN (CAS’54)
Ltberz% NC
PHILIP P. MCGEOGHAN (COM’54;55)
Silver Syring, Md
JOSEPH R. NASTASI (CGS’52,
COM’54)下枕)bzlrJちMass.
ROBERT B. CHILKOTT (CGS’53,
COM’55) S九elb【Jrne, 1伯
DANIEL P. FOLEY (SED’55)
AJ.1iJZgtO7ちMass.
MARK GIBSON (CAS’55)
αicagq Hl.
WILLIAM F. HACKER (SED’55)
Broo応line, M互ss.
RICHARD N. SOLMAN (LAW’55)
Cariboz4 untne
EILEEN S. WEISS (COM’55)
New 】わrもNY
LEONARD S. KRASSNER (MED’56)
North HtzveJちCom2.
EVELYN M. LIBBY (SED’56)
SacQ, Mdine
CLARENCE H. THOMPSON (CAS’56,
SED’57) GaiJleSVtlle, Fla.
JOHN R. ZAPPALA (SMG’56)
のαnq【1iち朋宙ne
ONERVA E. LOVEJOY (SED’57)
Fttchb【(梯朋五ss.
NANCY S. BAKER (SSW’58)
LawreJ2CeVille, NJ
ELV工N S. COHEN (CAS’58)
Bro(尭to7ちM互ss.
ARNOLD L. MARDER (SED’58)
下沼nthr呼,晩ss.
JANE L. CHRISTENSON (SAR’59)
Nas庇(匂NH
BEVERLY DUNIGAN (SAR’59)
丁砺s的埋M宏ss.
ANN D. HARRINGTON (SED’59,’68)
Holde乃晩ss.
RUTH JURIST-LEVY (SED’59)
丁枕tertowJちunSS.
ROBERT F. LUCAS (LAW’59)
几q宙rosら胸ss.
DONNA MCKEE (SAR’59)
^ねwto7ち晩ss.
ELTON B. SMITH (SED’59)
Hanso7ち胸ss.
FREDERICK C. ZANI (SED’59,’67)
Pla inl,ille, unSS.
1960s
ROBERT J. PILATO (CFA’60)
Som erVille, Muss.
RICHARD I. BERNHARD (CGS’59,
COM’61) Mbz/Jltain VTelA! Ca碓
KENNETH E. GOLAN (ENG’61)
LondonderJ男N:H
CHARLES S. MATOIAN (SED’61)
Linco九月.L
DONALD C. ROOT (SED’61)
αn terville, M有ss.
ERNEST E. SCHLEUSENER (SMG’61)
CochraJZV雄e, Pa.
BRUCE M. MACKAY (ENG’62)
AndoveI; Co朋.
FRANCES W. SARGENT (SED’62;66)
Br【」nS高c釆,晩ine
MARY LOU A. BARRY (SON’63)
NbrZh Fra融lれCoJ?J2.
GEORGE D. BENNETT (ENG’63)
下々rge競れe♀, V己
DOROTHY A. FLOOD (CFA’63)
AlbaI勤NY
ROBERT E. FOLSOM (SED’63)
Rea(折el匂M宏i競e
R BERT S. GALASKA (ENG’63)
Pocasseち施ss.
HALLIE L. CLONTS (SED’64)
Steelv ille, Me.
JEREMIAH M. KING (CAS’64)
Ne博王も壇, NY
HARVEY J. LUDWIG (ENG’64)
Tbp錘e碓M宏ss.
ANN G. MALO (CAS’64, SED’68)
HoJZOIz[lz4 Hawaii
LINDA A. MCCAULEY (CAS’65)
Newto7ち晩ss.
PATRICK J. HILL (GRS’66,’69)
Ob,nやiのl枕sh.
RUTH A. LEVINE (CGS’65, SED’67)
乃・ぴ朋b【」lL Conn.
MARGARET A. MITCHELL (CAS’67)
W砂mo据わMass.
PAUL H. SCHWINDT (SMG’67)
Do購eちVt.
HENRY C. BOLTZ (DGE’56, SED’68)
BrewsteJ; unSS.
JAMES A. MCLAUGHLIN (COM’68)
Dove7;脇ss.
JOAN NNIS ANDERSEN (SED’69)
めrbaL誼d匂Ca雅
MARGARET T. MONNIE (CAS’69)
Sto男Mセss.
ROBERT A. NOVICK (GRS’69)
Los Angele$ Cal所
NORMAN S. SHAPIRO (SMG’69)
宛mestoMもR.L
宣970s
WILLIAM C. COLACINO (SMG’70)
Ga梯e娼NJ
STUART A. YOFFE (LAW’70)
Newto7ち几他ss.
STUART H. BROWN (SED’72)
l砺Idwoo匂NJ
MAUREEN P. MILLER (SED’72,’77)
Sdnta An匂Ca斬
CAROL A. CULBERT (SED’73;76)
Qz元kertowJちPa.
SHERYL OKUN PASSO (SED’75)
Longmeado明M宏ss.
BRUCE W. STONE (CAS’75)
New Bec的rcZ, Mtzss.
ANGELO J. CANNIZZARO (LAW76)
Bz/rlingtoJZ,唯
JOHN T. J. CLUNIE IⅡ (CAS’76)
Portsmoこ1t互NH
RICHARD E. HALPERIN (CGS’74,
COM’76) HarrtsoJちNY
MARY J. VALLEE (SDM’76)
MaJ2錐eld CGJlteJ; CoJIJ2.
EDITH C. HOWE (SED’78)
Cambri勾ら晩ss.
ILEEN H. SHARKEY (SON’78)
賄s庇匂NH
PETER J. BURRELL (SED’79)
N宏ttc互, M寄ss.
WILLIAM J. CHIARADONNA (SSW’79)
Peabo(軌M宏ss.
SCOTT F. URBANCIC (SMG’79)
Leom誼steJ; Mdss.
1980s
RANDOLPH FIELDS (STH’81)
Ches雌)ea彊下佃.
SHERRIE GOODHUE (SMG’81)
SaleJ7t, Mass.
PRISCILLA RICHARD (MET’8l,
SSW’83) Me〔的r匂Mass.
LESTER P. MANN (SED’83)
AJ2Chorage, Alaska
STUART SANTELMANN (SSW’83)
M了的r匂NH
STEPHANIE L. THOMPSON (SED’84)
晩riolちMass.
宣990s
LEXIA MARIE CALZARETTA
(COM’92) NorwelZ, Mass.
JERRY A. SPINGLER (MET’9l,
GSM’o3) LoJlgmeado明unSS.
2000s
CHRISTIAN R. CARLISI (CAS’00,
L剣が03,’04) New 】わ7互NY
SUSAN M. KALNITZKY (LAWro3)
Brec友sville, Ohto
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一題量経書国富国電So晴
BY MICHELLE NICHOLASEN (COM’88)
Kid lested
抽掴軸鞘癌醒軸壷鮎搬曹舗構講抱起餓持轟地殻馳珊抽轟講耀弼輔弼輔弼
胱軸悪珊瑚常温緒軸鵬弛宣脚部甘蝿息輔弼呼慈親弼雅のW輯恐軸韓描聡憲融的
軸郵尭轟舐講輔弼甜馳珊絆睡蓮鴨胱辞沌翻轡珊鞘講踊珊親諸肌温貌醒駈軸y
抽親恥縦軸舐壷時鞘瀧抽飽珊掛軸珊講胱珊瑚甜髄鞘摘馳馳魂甜鮮珊地軸髄軸
軸甜鵬輔弼坤関宜藍醐粥轄醐過珊誹轟載貼醒蹴輔弼結
Here’s atypical episode of
Our little show: tWO middle-
aged parents use all their
COllege smarts to get their
Children - ageS SeVen, five,
five,宜ve (that’s not a typo),
and three - tO SChooI on
time. Last year my husband
and I managed to do this
about six times.
Seven a.m. is the pivotal
hour. As contestants, We
face our宜rst challenge right
away: getting out of bed at
the same time. No rolling
OVer and groanlng. It’s rev-
eille, babe. Get up andjump into yesterday’s pants.
The next hurdle is to rouse and dress our children. Two
Of them will be awake but engrossed in an urgent project
they can’t possibly put down, like “making a paper airplane
StOre.’’
After a speed-rOund of catling and snake-Charmmg, al皿ve
Children are in the dining room, Cereal boxes flying. I collate
岬WI:耽X冒RA
Through
」anuary,
Miche看看e
Nicholasen
anSWerS
questions
about toddler
behavior at
WWW,bu,edu/
bostonia。
the contents of宜ve lunchboxes (prepacked and
temperature-SeParated the night before). We’11
lose points ifwe screw up the blacklisted foods:
PeanutS OK, but no tree nuts in the triplets’class-
room; nO nutS Ofany kind in our son’s pre-K.
It’s time for toothbrushing and shoe-宜nding.
But one child is still in her paJamaS, and another
refuses to eat. “I tried already,’’says Lucy when
I ask her to get dressed. “But there’s nothing I
like.’’She looks stricken. I move on to Bevin and
ask her to eat something. “I already did;’she
SayS, Skippmg O鮎to tend her baby-doll day care, her bowI of
SOggy Cereal now one bite smaller.
After mediating a three-Way fight between our son and
two daughters about who gets to wear a particular barrette,
myhusband marches them to the driveway. I rush to the base-
ment hoping for good dryer karma. It’s there! I give Lucy her
favorite cat T-Shirt, then tum to Bevin. “No, nO … !,, she cries.
“Mybaby needs a nap. She’s not readyyet. I told you, I’M NOT
DONE!,, I take a deep breath, hoist herup, and flythe reluctant
alrPlane out the door.
I should have this down bynow After all, I wrote abook about
all the frustrating little-kid behaviors you can imaglne, and
how parents should respond. Rais-
mg宜ve small children with very dif-
ferent temperaments was the most
intense leamlng Curve I’ve ever had,
and I wanted to share what works
(and what rea11y doesn’D with other
ParentS.
One truth: dawdling is here to
Stay. You know the scene - yOur
Whole family is packed into the car to
go on vacation, and at that very mo-
ment your youngest starts a painting
Prqject. Flabbergasting, yeS, but nor-
mal for a tyke who is exercISlng his
POWerS Of focus and concentration.
Whether you’re setting a timer or
COunting down from鯖ve, little kids
need you in cIose proximity to get
motivated. No more hollering from
the next room to get dressed, Please.
Another nugget: yOu muSt follow
through with youI., Cr九em, reaSOnable
COnS quenCeS. Ifyou only make threats and never act, yOu’re
basically toast. You will n t be taken seriously by your child
the next time, and he will not leam about what’s really ex-
PeCted ofhim. Ifyour childwon’t stop throwmg Sand at others
after several attempts to redirect him, then pack up and take
him home. Inconvenient, but necessary Never threaten with
fa -Offevents: “Ifyou don’t pickup the toys, then no ice cream
StOre tOmOrrOW!’’A child simply cannot comect the dots.
Wha about tantrums? It took me a while to realize that
I should not try t  reason with, Or eVen talk to, an incoher-
ent c ild. Better to just put her in a safe spot, SaVe myVOice,
and ide out the storm. And here’s a little dose ofprevention:
don’t宜ght the “No’’opera. Ifyour child insists she is not go-
mg tO SChool tod y and you reply, “Oh, yeS yOu are;’then you
h ve just la nched your first battle ofthe day Better to just
Say, ``Uh, huh’’and listen. OI., “I understand. I remember there
Were SOme days I didn’t feel like going to school.’’
But now that I allegedly have all the answers, Why can’t
I just blow a whistle and have my kids line up like the von
Trapps? Modem parenting calls for vast reserves of creativity
and pati nc . Every day mykids present me with a situation I
neve nticipated, and I start to question myself again. That’s
the fumy thing about parenting: We Can neVer be perfect, but
We are Called on, by our consciences and best hopes, tO trytO
do better everyday.喜
Mic lle Ntcho aseJ高s fhe crzlthor QfI Brake for Meltdowns:
How to Handle the Most Exasperating Behavior of Your 2-
to 5-Year- Old∵with B rbara ONeal @a CcIpO Pres,/Perse鵬
Boo亮少.
Send your essay for consideration to bostonia@bu,edu, With FlrSt Person in the subJeCt line.iLLUSTRATION BY FERNANDA COHEN
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就任PO川管だO斤
TE尾膚E膚HOCKEY a BASKE丁BALL BA丁TLES!
ALリMNI TA肥GA丁ING!
FACULJY SUPE尾STAPS
TEACH NG NUT尾IT ON,
MYTHOLOGY, YOGA
魯M〇度巨!
工CE SCULP丁ING a SKA「lNG!
A GPS CAMPLIS ADVENTリPE!
AND MO京王!
Boston University A umn
*事****紳*奪***拙筆掌綿*持瞭しか丁削き吉倉奪掌C一種蓄電
用…,,問信用,高相,信f′誰′問′,持出用品′用品
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一蹴観の蘭鞄の態蝿舗鱒繭醍醐態轡の醒醒鑑態騙蘭酷躍躍鱒の購馨態の韓
艶醍韻轡誌酷酷躍騨騙醍睡顎の醒観麗態態闇醒躍㊥態㊧
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Don’t mlSS Bostoma’s new webslte
WWW南面.ed町Ibos葛o齢ia
血W霊蘭書国電題国血S萱: Watch BU’s executive chef
WaIter Dunphy prepare a winter mea of pan-Seared
Chicken breast with sage and appies′ and downioad
the recIPe。
萱量JT量HGBROO晴S萱案CRS: You thought it was fict on?
Watch our video to eam how Qu dditch-Straight
f「om the pages of H。rryPo丑er-has become a trend
n coiiege sports
AS脈喜田患国璽P電柵Professor Andrew Bacevich has
been a fierce critic of America’s foreign poiicy under the
Bushadm n stration What shisadviceforPresdent
Obama? Ask h m yourseIf
田制服Havetheterribetwosbecometheferocous
fours?AskMche eNchoasen(COM88) authorof
Broke佃rMe/tdowns, how to surv ve your kids
toddlerhoods,
WWW.b軸.e億軸Ibo§葛o油i種
Ⅵsit the new Bostoma online, updated weekly
And look for the new Bostoma Ex:tra e-neWSletteI;
delivered to your iIlbox moIlthly
観ay轟to髄鞘Update your e-mail address at alumclub@bu.edu or
WWW bu.edu佃Iumni万ddress.
